A special selection of feature films including Action/Adventure – Drama – Thriller Horror – Science Fiction – Children’s Movies – New and Classic Television Comedy – Historical and Biographical Documentaries – Blu-ray and much more!

**OUR GUARANTEE**
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All DVDs are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
Save up to 80% off list prices on these subjects:

- Family & Kids
- Family Blu-ray
- Horror
- Horror Blu-ray
- More Blu-ray
- More Movies
- Musical Blu-ray
- Musicals
- PBS
- PBS Blu-ray
- Religion and Spirituality
- Romance
- Romance Blu-ray
- Sci-Fi
- Sci-Fi Blu-ray
- Sci-Fi and Horror TV
- Sports
- Sports Blu-ray
- TV Action & Adventure
- TV Blu-ray
- TV Comedy
- TV Crime Solvers
- TV Drama
- TV Westerns
- Television
- Thriller Blu-ray
- Thrillers
- Time Life
- UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries
- Western Blu-ray
- Westerns

Current titles are marked with a ★.

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. ★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>5.125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax
Action/Adventure

388359 THE STOLEN. Widescreen. Charlotte Lockton (Alice Eve) has settled in the South Island of New Zealand with her wealthy British husband, David, but her dreams are shattered when David is murdered and her baby son is kidnapped. When a ransom note arrives, she realizes her only option is to track him down on her own. Not Rated. English SDH. 98 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

391404 FEMALE PRISONER-CAGED! Nikkatsu Erotic Cinema. Also known as The Prison Heat, it is one of the more frequently sought-after titles in the "women in prison" genre. Packed with eye-opening and unforgettable moments, it tells the classic story of the most apparent new fish who finds herself trapped in a world of brutality and exploitation. In Japanese with English subtitles. 70 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $24.98 $11.95.

388241 ADMIRAL: Command & Conquer. Widescreen. When the young republic of the Netherlands, backed by the great Kingdom of England, France and Germany and the country itself is on the brink of civil war, only one man can lead the country to victory. The Dutch fleet—Michel de Ruyter. Dubbed and in Dutch with partial English subtitles. 128 minutes, Mongol Media. 

$7.95.

388283 BRAVER. Widescreen. When Joe Braver (Clint Eastwood), half logger residing along the U.S./Canada border, is confronted by a group of deadly drug runners, he must do everything in his power to protect his family. Rated R. 94 minutes. WS Films. $5.95.

SOLD OUT

386229 BLEEDING STEEL. Widescreen. A special forces agent (Jackie Chan) is assigned to protect a scientist and his creation from a sinister gang. Rated R. 109 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

SOLD OUT

382907 RESIDENT EVIL: Vendetta. Widescreen. When a fearless enemy out for revenge unleashes a brutal and deadly new virus, BSAA Captain Chris Redfield enlists the help of Albert Wesker and Professor Rebecca Chambers to bring down the death merchant and save New York City. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

3702634 HYENA ROAD. Widescreen. When expert sniper Ryan Sanders and his crack-shot team are forced to take shelter in a Afghan village, they come face to face with The Ghost, a legendary Afghan freedom fighter, who’s been forced into seclusion by the Taliban. Sanders’ team tracks down The Ghost in hope of creating an unlikely alliance. Rated R. 94 minutes. WS Films. $5.95.

390807 ZORRO'S FIGHTING LEGION, CHAPTER 1: The Golden God. This 1939 classic from Hal Roach Studios, a Republic Serial in 12 chapters, stars Reed Hadley and Sheila D'Arcy. Mexico has just won its independence from Spain and President Juarez depends on a steady flow of gold ore from the mines of San Mendolito to establish the credit of the fledgling nation. The patriotic oil producers strike. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99 $3.95.

3869903 PAN. Widescreen. Peter (Levi Miller) is a rebellious 12 year old who has lived his whole life in a bleak London orphanage. One night Peter is whisked away to Neverland, where he finds incredible adventures while trying to uncover the secret of his mother. English SDH. 111 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95.

3714578 WILD CARD. Widescreen. Nick Wild (Jason Statham) is a Las Vegas bodyguard with lethal professional skills and a killer gambling problem. When a friend is beaten by a sadistic thug, Nick strikes back, only to find out he’s messed with the son of a powerful mob boss. Now he’s in for the fight of his life. Alongside Milo Ventimiglia and Sofia Vergara. Rated R. 95 minutes. WS Films. $5.95.

SOLD OUT

3590302 TERRORDACTYL. Widescreen. When a meteor shower rains down outside Los Angeles, Jonas and Lars, two test pilots who are stuck in an idyllic island vacation with their kids, find a meteor and strike it rich. After recovering one, they start being stalked by their friends stuck in tired, boring lives, head out to find a meteor and hit it. Rated R. 95 minutes. VVS Films. $7.95.

3595441 BLACK MOON RISING. Widescreen. Master thief Sam Quint (Tommy Lee Jones), hired by the government for a high-level job, hides a computer disc in an experimental supercar known as the Black Moon. But before Quint can recover the disc, the car is stolen by a group of bandits. Directed and written by high-tech auto thief. With time running out, Quint must go on the prowl to reclaim his property. Rated R. 100 minutes. Image Entertainment. $7.95.

3881591 SUPERFLY/SUPERFLY 1972. Wide. Manhattan teenager Tony Carter wants to get out of the drug game. Hopeing for one last score, Priest and his partner travel to Mexico to arrange a deal but finds himself being dragged into the cartel, two corrupt police officers and all the double-crossers that threaten his path to freedom. Includes the original Super Fly film (95 minutes). Rated R. 1972. $5.95.

3779408 MERCENARIES. Widescreen. A cyborg assassin (Jean-Claude Van Damme) is captured and imprisoned while touring a war zone, so a team of elite female commandos is assembled to infiltrate a women’s prison for a daring rescue. Zoe Bell and Vivica A. Fox. Not Rated. CC. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95.

3862585 REPRISAL. Widescreen. Jacob (Frank Grillo), a bank manager haunted by a violent heist, teams up with his ex-cop neighbor, James (Logan Marshall-Green), to bring down the criminals. Rated R. 90 minutes. WS Films. $5.95.

3871762 TRESPASS AGAINST US. Widescreen. After an elaborate heist goes south, ruthless criminal Chad (Michael Cassidy) and his co-conspirators get caught up in a clutch of his fierce outlaw father and the encroaching police in this riveting, action-packed crime thriller. Rated R. 100 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95.

3855910 CLASH OF THE EMPIRES. The Tree People village are attacked and enslaved by a race of dragon-riding cannibals. To get his revenge, Zander must seek his past and fight to save himself and his people. David Carradine and Claudia Jennings. Rated R. 82 Minutes. Adults only. New Concorde. $3.95.

3702245 WILD CARD. Widescreen. Peter (Levi Miller) is a rebellious 12 year old who has lived his whole life in a bleak London orphanage. One night Peter is whisked away to Neverland, where he finds incredible adventures while trying to uncover the secret of his mother. English SDH. 111 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95.

3765660 GLORY. Widescreen. The riveting story of the first black regiment to fight for the North in the Civil War, starring Matthew Broderick, Dergic Washington, Cary Elwes (Deadpool) and Broderick’s friend struck a way to escape the water. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Echo Bridge. $5.95.

3871666 DEATHSPORT. One thousand years into the future, after the great Neutron wars, the world is divided into desert wastelands and city states. Notorious “Desert Ranger” Kaz is forced to fight in the Death Sport, dueling on motorcycles. With the help of a mongoose warrior, he seeks his past and fight to save himself and his people. David Carradine and Claudia Jennings. Rated R. 82 Minutes. Adults only. New Concorde. $3.95.

3906892 SPIDER-MAN: 4: Spider-Man: Collector’s Gift Set Widescreen. This ultimate collector’s fan includes a host of cool stuff. You get three DVDs—the acclaimed films Spider-Man, Spider-Man 2, and Spider-Man 3—and seven official toys. Rated PG-13. 3 hours. $15.95.

3902818 CASSIDY RED. Widescreen. When Josephine Cassidy (Abby Eiland) hears that her scornful ex-flame Tom has murdered her Apache lover Jakob, she immediately seeks bloodthirsty retribution. However, when she returns to her hometown at the edge of the Arizona Territory, she discovers that Tom is now its missing sheriff and Jakob is alive. Rated R. 100 minutes. Starz. $5.95.

3916294 DOUBLE IMPACT. Widescreen. What could be better than Jean-Claude Van Damme in an explosively entertaining action extravaganza? Two of him’s (2/w). It’s a quadriplo! He mayhem and twice the fun in this turbo-charged adventure that pushes the thrills into overdrive. Rated R. 110 minutes. MGM. $7.95.

SOLD OUT

3553909 VALLEY OF THE CYCLE SLUTS. Tough guy cop Wade Olson takes his renegade brand of justice. Rated R. 95 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95.

SOLD OUT
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**379851** KICKBOXER: Retaliation. Widescreen. When MMA fighter Kurt Sloane is forced into another match with a 400 pound drug-enhanced killer, he seeks help from the legendary Master Durand (Jean-Claude Van Damme) and prison fighter Briggs (Mike Tyson) to survive the fight. Rated R. English SDH, 111 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

**368829** VIKING DESTINY. Widescreen. A Viking princess is forced to flee her kingdom after her father is killed by pirates. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. CJ Entertainment. $4.95

**387939** FROM HELL TO BORNEO. John Dirkson is a mercenary who returns to the jungles of Sumatra after his brother is killed by pirates. The smugglers intend to use the land as a base for their illegal operations, and Dirkson fights them with everything he’s got in this action-packed struggle. Stars George Montgomery. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**371441** GOD OF WAR. Widescreen. During the 16th century, pirates rule the Chinese coastline, pillaging the small villages and terrorizing the citizens. When a mysterious leader Commander Yu (Sammo Hung) enlist the help of a sharp young general (Vincent Zhao), they devise a plan to defeat the pirates. Rated R. In Chinese and English subtitles. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $11.99. $7.95

**482003** MAD FOXES. When hapless hero Hal and his buddy have a deadly run-in with a greedy biker gang, the thugs strike back by railing Hal within an inch of his life. He survives and calls on his trusty kick-boxing buddies. What follows is an endless back and forth of violence, mutilation, rape and revenge. Unrated. 80 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**375349** MI-5. Widescreen. When a terrorist escapes custody during a routine handshake, Will Holloway (Kit Harington) must round up MI5 Intelligence Chief Harry Pearce (Peter Firth) to track him down before an imminent terrorist attack on London. Also stars Jennifer Ehle. Rated R. 104 minutes. Momentum Media. $5.95

**3785580** KING ARTHUR AND THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE. Widescreen. Merlin banishes Morgana and her son Mordred to the ends of the universe. Loyalists and heirs of the lost King return to Earth, hell-bent on destroying every last descendant of King Arthur and his knights. Stars Sara Malakul Lane, Eoin O’Brian and Alex Winters. “One of the most класных fantasies ever filmed.” Rated PG. 96 minutes. Entertainment One. $7.95

**371220** THE BATTLE OF EL ALAMEIN. A French and Italian production, also released as Desert Tank, that portrays the second battle of El Alamein, part of a campaign near the Egyptian coast during the battle for North Africa. Stars Michael York, Denholm Elliott, George Hilton, Michael Rennie and more. 96 minutes. DVD Video. $11.99

**3801499** WHITE TIGER. Widescreen. As WWII draws to a close, reports of an indestructible ghastly-white Nazi Tiger tank spread amongst the Soviet ranks. After barely surviving a battle with the almost mythical beast, Red Army Sergeant Ivan Naydenov becomes obsessed with its destruction. Not Rated. In Russian with English subtitles. 109 minutes. E One. $4.95
88 minutes. Tokyo Shock. Widescreen. The leading mercenary for the British East India Company, James Pond (Andrew Cheney) has just been double-crossed and now is on the run in the American colonies. As his past life closes in on him, Will must somehow gain the trust and the help of his Chinese friend (Kenji Killmer)—as well as Ben Franklin—while he races against time to defeat a plot of historical proportions. 114 minutes. Burns Family Studios.

126 minutes. Tribeca Film. Pub. at $29.98

The Debt. Widescreen. From director Takashi Miike comes the story of a mysterious samurai who arrives at the doorstep of his feudal lord, requesting an honorable death by ritual suicide in his courtyard. The lord threatens him with the grisly tale of an ill-fated ronin with a similar request. But this samurai has a story of his own. Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. $3.95

2940280 DIAMOND CARTEL. The charismatic and ruthless Mussa must deal to purchase the Star of East Diamond from the Hong Kong triad crime boss Mr. Lo—but not before being robbed by two former lovers, just as he pair reaches the border with the loot, Mussa’s gangsters find them, setting up a spectacular finale. Stars Armand Assante and Michael Madsen. Not MVD/Visual. Pub. at $14.95

198 minutes. Optimus Prime. Pub. at $59.98

SOLD OUT

3778378 HARA-KIRI: Death of a Samurai. Widescreen. From director Takashi Miike comes the story of a mysterious samurai who arrives at the doorstep of his feudal lord, requesting an honorable death by ritual suicide in his courtyard. The lord threatens him with the grisly tale of an ill-fated ronin with a similar request. But this samurai has a story of his own. Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. $3.95

382426X REVENGE OF THE NINJA. When a band of Ninja assassins slughters the family of Cho Osaki, he flies to America in the hope of settling his score. However, a band of Japanese yakuza himself, Osaki tries to escape his deadly past but soon discovers he has become the pawn of a ruthless drug dealer.Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. MGM.

$6.95

4698917 THE DEBT. Widescreen. In 1968, three Mossad agents were assigned to track down a Nazi war criminal hiding in East Berlin, a mission accomplished at great risk and personal cost—or was it? Thirty years later, stunning revelations compel a retired team member to take matters into her own hands. Stars Helen Mirren, Sam Worthington, and Jessica Biel. Rated R. CC. 114 minutes. Vertical Media.

$9.95

3853136 DAMASCUS COVER. Widescreen. Israeli spy, Ari Ben-Zion, haunted by the death of his son, is recalled to Jerusalem after a failed attempt to bring a Palestinian terrorist to justice. When he discovers that an operative he once believed to be dead is no longer alone, he goes to the border with Syria and begins to investigate the scope of the threat to his nation. Stars Donald Sutherland, Ben Kingsley, and Stellan Skarsgard. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Vertical Media.

$5.95

3803087 PSYCHO GOTHIC LOLITA. Widescreen. When a couple discovers their wearing-room clerk has attacked Yuki’s family, leaving her father crippled and her mother dead. The only one to escape the violence, Yuki is left with a smaller family and a new life in Tokyo. Fashioning herself into an elegant demon of vengeance, she sets off in search of payback. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Tokyo Shock. Pub. at $19.98

$3.95

3778000 KILL KANE. Widescreen. Family man Ray Brookes (Vinnie Jones) seeks revenge when his wife and children are murdered by infamous gangsters. Unable to place his faith in the justice system, he decides to go vigilante, stalking the streets on a hunt for those of his last raid of a future. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. 4Digital Media.

$4.95


$3.95

★ 3879550 NANCY DREW REPORTER. After the local newspaper assigns high school students insignificant topics for a writing contest, Nancy decides to cover a murder trial. After listening to the evidence, she chooses to search for clues herself. The 1939 mystery stars Bonita Granville and John Litel. In Blu-ray, 88 minutes, Reel Vault.

$7.95

3744872 RAREFLIX TRIPLICATE FEATURE. VOL. 4. Roxy Vision comes straight out of the silly 1970s with loads of comedy sketches, fake news reports and animation. The city of Westgate has been invaded in a bid for drug domination, and corrupt city officials won’t rest until every last child in the city is addicted in Transformed. Someone is sabotaging all U.S. bound mail, and it’s up to Spyky Serenel must go undercover as a playboy on holiday in Lightning Bolt. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Rare Flix. Pub. at $19.98

$4.95


$3.95

☆ 3900649 NO TEARS FOR THE DEAD. Widescreen. Gon (Jang Dong-gun) was abandoned by his father at a young age and raised by an American mafia syndicate to become a hitman. He mistakenly kills an innocent girl during a mission and when he travels back to South Korea to settle his father’s last request, the discover that she is the mother of his wife. He is killed. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Korean with English subtitles. English SDH. 91 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98

$3.95

3900584 Hindsight. Widescreen. Once a legendary and brutal figure in organized crime, James “Bud” White wants the chance to lead a normal life with the woman he’s met. But when deadly cartel polities erupt, he gets drawn in and becomes the assassin and protagonist featured in Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 121 minutes. CJ Entertainment.

$4.95

★ 3879496 MA BARKER’S KILLER BROOD. A fictionalized story of the real life Ma Barker (Lucy). They victimized people with robbery and murder in the 1920s. The story also includes well-known offenders of the time John Dillinger and Baby Face Nelson. In B&W. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. Vertical Media.

$4.95


$6.95

3859866 THE AVENGING EAGLE. Widescreen. A martial arts classic, The Avenging Eagle stars Ti Lung in an award-winning performance as an orphan raised from youth to be an assassin. In Blood Brothers, Ti Lung plays a man named Chen Kuan Tai, a star as friends whose oath of brotherhood is tested when one of them is corrupted by power and lust. Both in Mandarin with English subtitles. Not Rated. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. 4Digital Media.

$4.95

3859924 GOLDEN SWALLOW/KILLER CLANS. Widescreen. Chang Po Chi stars as the beautiful swordswoman Golden Swallow whose friendship with a chivalrous hero becomes the obsession of a murderous rogue. In Killer Clans two clans compete for dominance over the martial arts world in a complex tale of deception and double crosses. Both Not Rated and in Mandarin with English subtitles. Not Rated. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. 4Digital Media.

$4.95

3799984 ELVIS LIVES! Widescreen. Elvis was working as a secret agent for the FBI, and when he got in too deep with the mob, he was helped to take his own death. Now he has a new name, and he plays the blues he loved as a youth and has fallen for a new woman who keeps his secret for him. Stars Jonathan Nelson and Kelsey Griswold. CC. R. 90 minutes.

$7.95

3856623 COBRA MISSION. Widescreen. Ten years after the end of the war in Vietnam, four ex-marines decide to return to South East Asia to investigate reports of American POWs still being held there. They discover that American POWs alright, but also find out about U.S. Government plot to keep this knowledge a secret. 90 minutes. Reel Vault.

$7.95

3716554 KHALI THE KILLER. After deciding to retire, an East Los Angeles hit man decides to take one last job to help support his aging mother’s style of life care. But everything falls apart when he develops empathy for the targets of his hit, and he’s forced to make the toughest decision of his life. Richard Coyle. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Nu Image.

$2.95

★ 3856674 DANNY CANDY’S LAW. Donald Sutherland stars in this 1975 film as a Canadian Mountie who must track down and bring to justice a fugitive Cree Indian who killed Sutherland’s fellow officer. 93 minutes. MVD Visual.

$7.75

3914128 BACK TO THE FUTURE. The Complete Adventures. Great Scott! This amazing set pairs together the original beloved movie trilogy starring Michael J. Fox and Christopher Lloyd along with all 26 episodes of the hilarious animated series. Collect all 26 episodes of the cult classic that made Fox and Lloyd into TV and movie superstars. Includes both the movies and the TV series. 4Digital Media.

$12.95

3799102 DEATH KISS. Widescreen. As a radio host (Daniel Baldwin) asks, “Who will deliver the kiss of death to the criminal element taking over?”, a vigilante with a penchant for ladies kisses the talk. He becomes a one-man army as he takes on villain Tyrel (Richard Tyson), and a crime-infested town, at the same time protecting a young mother and her child.

$6.95


$6.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASURA: The City of Madness.</strong> Widescreen. Detective Han, who for years has been secretly doing work for the corrupt mayor Park Sunghae, is now pressed by a ruthless prosecutor to cooperate in an investigation against the mayor. Things start to get tangled in unpredictable ways and not everyone will survive. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles.</td>
<td>MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE GIRL FROM RIO.</strong> Widescreen. In the tradition of Barbara Stanwyck comes this sassy and bisexual super villain Sumitra (Shirley Eaton) launches a diabolical plan to enslave the male species with her army of lusty warrior women. Also Releases 70. Future Women, and The Seven Secrets of Sumuru. Rated R. 94 minutes. Blue</td>
<td>SRS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALL THE DEVIL MEN.</strong> Widescreen. A bounty hunter is forced to go on a manhunt for a disavowed CIA operative, which leads him to a deadly battle with a former military comrade and his private army. Stars Milo Gibson and William Fichtner. Rated R. English. S.D.H. 100 minutes. M.O. Pictures.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TERRY AND THE PIRATES.</strong> Fullscreen. Columbia Pictures brought Terry and the Pirates to the screen in fifteen thriller packed episodes in 1940, that centered around the discovery of a vast hidden treasure. Along the treasure episode route we have countless thrilling that captivated Saturday matinee audiences. Stars William Tracy, Granville Owen and Joyce Bryant. In B&amp;W. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ESCAPE TO BURMA.</strong> When a local British prince is found murdered, his grieving father seeks vengeance and Jim Brecan (Robert Ryan) becomes the prime suspect. Fleeing for his life, he finds temporary sanctuary in a teak plantation owned by a wealthy colonial woman (Barbara Stanwyck), who believes he’s innocent, and falls in love with him, in this 1957 adventure. Rated R. English. S.D.H. 96 minutes. Reel Vault.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAD DETECTIVE.</strong> When an unsolvable crime surfaces in Hong Kong, a young hot-shot detective finds himself in way over his head. His only hope of cracking the case is by draging his former boss and mentor out of retirement. This film will leave you breathless to the final action-packed scene. In Cantonese with English Subtitles. Not Rated. Rated R. English. S.D.H. 98 minutes. Mongrel Media.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VINCENT-N-ROXYX.</strong> Widescreen. The lives of Roxxy, an inner-city girl in trouble, and Vincent, a consummate loner from small town America, become intertwined with dangerous people. One morning, they meet when a vicious attacker attacks Roxxy and Vincent tries to save her, forcing Vincent and Roxxy to go on the run for their lives. Rated R. English S.D.H. 89 minutes.</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PARADOX.</strong> Widescreen. When his daughter goes missing in Thailand, a Hong Kong cop (Louis Koo) teams with local police (Tony Jaa, Wu Yue) to find her, but instead finds himself embroiled in a web of corruption and violence in this explosive thriller from director Wilson Yip. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Well Go USA.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IP MAN 3. Widescreen.</strong> When a ruthless real estate developer (Mike Tyson) and his team of brutal gangsters make a play to take over the city, Master Ip is forced to take a stand against the crooks, thugs, gunmen, and another rival Wing Chun master (Jin Zhang, Jason Statham). This masterful battle is a full-on assault between two highly skilled lethal forces. Not Rated. 94 minutes. E One.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZOMBIE NINJAS VS. BLACK OPS.</strong> Widescreen. Mercenaries killed in combat are awakened as a brand new group of unique and vicious brand of Zombie Ninjas. They are commandeered by a ferocious leader and soon face off with the covert response mission deployed to fight back. This is a full-frontal assault between two highly skilled lethal forces. Not Rated. 94 minutes. E One.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RICHARD THE LIONHEART.</strong> Rebellion. Widescreen. The year is 1173 and England and France are at war. The destiny of two great powers has never been so intertwined. As King Henry’s wife, Queen Eleanor, is captured and imprisoned by the king himself, Richard and his brother the future Henry II put all their skills to the test in a heartless war. Stars Greg Chandler, Maness and Andrea Zirio. 96 minutes. 4Digital Media.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICEMAN: The Time Traveler.</strong> Widescreen. During the Ming Dynasty, a palace perfumer (Vincent Frederick) and his son (Anthony Wong) are caught up in a lawsuit against a ruthless real estate developer (Mike Tyson) and his team of brutal gangsters make a play to take over the city, Master Ip is forced to take a stand against the crooks, thugs, gunmen, and another rival Wing Chun master (Jin Zhang, Jason Statham). This masterful battle is a full-on assault between two highly skilled lethal forces. Not Rated. 94 minutes. E One.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CIRCLE OF IRON.</strong> Widescreen. Also known as The Silent Flu. The legendary Bruce Lee, along with his friend and student James Coburn, began to write what he believed would be the greatest achievement of his film career. Five years later, Bruce Lee’s vision would finally be realized. David Carradine, Christopher Lee, and Eli Wallach star. Rated R. English. S.D.H. 105 minutes. Under the Sun.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRITISH WAR COLLECTION: 4 Films.</strong> Widescreen. These four films show WWII from the British perspective. The Way to the Stairs, about the RAF, Sea of Sand, about the conflict in North Africa, The Malta Story, about the battle of Malta, and Battle of Britain. Not Rated. In English. 181 minutes.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE YELLOW BIRDS.</strong> Widescreen. Against the explosive backdrop of the Iraq War, young soldiers Brandon Bartle and Daniel Murphy forge a deep bond of friendship. After a devastating firefight, one soldier must return home to face the hard truth behind the incident and help a mother find peace. Rated R. English. S.D.H. 94 minutes. Elevation Pictures.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE MOVIE 2.</strong> Widescreen. An elite security bureau is cracking down on juvenile crime. But due to its extreme methods of justice, the bureau’s most promising young member, Yuri Kazanova resigns in protest. The bureau’s new leader is planning a takeover of the Japanese government, Yuri and her friends must save Japan from a coup d’etat! Not Rated. In English. S.D.H. 105 minutes.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RAIGA: God of the Monsters.</strong> Global warming leads to excessive melting of the southern polar ice cap, disrupting Earth’s ecosystem. The resulting catastrophic events allow sea creatures back to life, monsters that set their sights on Japan. Stars Ryan Davies and Yukijiro Hotaru. Not Rated. 81 minutes. STS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRITISH WAR COLLECTION: 303: The Battle of Britain.</strong> Widescreen. Jan Zumbach is recovering from a plane crash in a Polish sanatorium when WWII breaks out. The Nazi onslaught forces him to evacuate Poland, and he makes his way to Great Britain to carry on the fight against the Nazi Luftwaffe, becoming a hero. English. S.D.H. 104 minutes.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE DAY OF THE DOLPHIN.</strong> Widescreen. From Mike Nichols, the legendary director of Who’s Afraid of Virginia Wool?, The Graduate, Catch-22, Carnal Knowledge, made this epic tale of a scientist who trains dolphins to speak, only to find them subverted by a mysterious government agency. Stars include Charles Bronson, Dyan Cannon, Miguel Ferrer, and Elizabeth McGovern. All Rated R. Over 125 minutes.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TERROR OF THE BLACK MASK.</strong> In this French-Italian retelling of the Classic Zorro tale, Umberto Lenzi helms this swashbuckling adventure. With a signature style that borrows from all corners of horror and incorporates into the European tale. This film is also known as Invincible Masked Rider. In Italian with English dubbing, 95 minutes. Reel Vault.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
See more titles at erhbc.com/830
### Westerns

**378522 TEx RITTER: Classic Westerns Collection.** Fullscreen. Double-billed collection includes Special four feature collection starring Tex Ritter. Includes Marshal of Gunscombe; Oklahoma Raiders; Arizona Days; and Trouble in Texas. Release dates for these westerns range from 1937 to 1944. In B&W. Over 6 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95

* $7.95

**388267 TALL IN THE SADDLE.** John Wayne and sidekick George "Gabby" Hayes lead a "fast-paced, entertaining western" (Leonard Maltin) The Bad-Bitten Rockhead (Wayne) arrives in town to work on a nearby ranch, where a wary bigwig (Ward Bond) has his suspicions, an unmanned cowgirl (Ella Raines) has her guns, and the local sheriff (George Bancroft) has to put a two-fisted plan for justice. CC. In B&W. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Reel Vault.

* $7.95

**376658 THE COWBOY FROM SUNDOWN.** Tex Ritter and his horse Mandrake come to a small Texas town searching for his father. Coalitions are formed between Ritter and the local sheriff in this western. In B&W. 57 minutes. Reel Vault.

* $7.95

**378569 MYSTERY MOUNTAIN.** A two-fisted 1934 frontier serial with Ray Milland and his wonder horse, Tarzan, Ken plays a mysterious stranger searching for the Rattler, a criminal camouflaged in cape, mask and false mustache who has been killing people in a mountainous railroad area. In B&W. Nearly 4 hours on two DVDs. Reel Vault.

* $7.95

**388240 ROY ROGERS: Springtime in the Sierras.** A gang, headed by Jean Loring (Stephanie Bachelor) is slaughtering game out of season. When Roy suspects this illegal activity is going on, he finds a way to become a guest at the ranch. After investigation, Roy finds the culprit and locks up at the ranch. Can Roy fight his way out? 75 minutes. Film Chest. $5.95

### Sold Out

**2916371 CAT BALLOU: The Most Wanted Westerns Collection.** WideScreen. Columbia. Pub. at $14.95

**387724X THE LAST GUNSLINGER.** WideScreen. MGM. Pub. at $4.95

**385793X PANCHO VILLA: Western Pack.** Geneon. Pub. at $9.95

**377905X WINCHESTER ‘73.** Fullscreen. Universal. Pub. at $11.95

**3779045 WESTERN PACK: Cinema Deluxe.** Geneon. Pub. at $14.95

### Comedy

**3867763 HOLLYWOOD COMEDY LEGENDS: 80 Movies.** These light hearted productions feature the witty dialogue, slapstick humor, and zany antics from the Golden Age of Cinema. Stars a line up of big Hollywood names including Carl Reiner, Dudley Moore, Humphrey Bogart, John Candy, Goldie Hawn, Carroll O’Connor, James Stewart, Cloris Leachman, Gilda Radner and many more. Over twelve DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98

* $19.95

**390651 MONTY PYTHON’S THE LIFE OF BRIAN.** Widescreen. The story of life are told through multiple sketches and songs by the British comedy troupe. The seven parts of life cover birth, growing up, war, middle age, organ transplants, old age and death. Also includes remastered versions of the Monty Python’s Flying Circus. The added are three unrelated skits placed in the beginning, middle and end. Stars Graham Chapman, John Cleese, Terry Gillam and Eric Idle. Rated R. English SDH. Over 10 hours. Universal. $5.95
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Comedy

3757153 3-MUNSTER LAUGH PACK. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Collects three films starring our lovable monster family, the Munsters! Includes Munsters Go Home, 97 minutes; The Munsters, 97 minutes; and The Munsters Family Portrait, 111 minutes. English SDH. 2 DVDs. Universal. $5.95

3882799 RIO SEX COMEDY. Widescreen. A fugitive American ambassador (Bill Pullman), a British plastic surgeon (Charlotte Rampling), and a French anthropologist filmmaker each get caught up in the excitement and chaos of the city’s exotic charms, leading to erotic encounters, off the wall hijinks and more than a few surprises along the way. Not Rated. 124 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

391478X GROUNDHOG DAY. Widescreen. The weatherman Phil Connors (Bill Murray) is sent to Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania to cover the annual Groundhog Day festivities. But on his way out of town, Phil is caught in a giant blizzard and finds himself stuck in small-town hell. He wakes up the next morning to find it’s Groundhog Day all over again–all over again–and again–again. CC. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

3906027 COMEDY FAVORITES COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon. Widescreen. Also stars Adam Sandler, Jennifer Coolidge, and Tara Reid. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Pub. at $14.98

3906840 THE SENIORS. English SDH. Limited Quantity

389556X CATFIGHT. Widescreen. Veronica (Sandra Oh) and Ashley (Annie Heche) were friends in college, but now find themselves in very different walks of life. When they bump into each other at a fancy cocktail party, what starts as a friendly conversation quickly erupts into a vicious fight that will change both of their lives forever. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

5970997 HIDEOUT IN THE SUN. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Psycho bark robber Doodle (Kurt Russell) and his brother Mr. Doodle (Michael Ironside) sell a bundle of money following a midnight heist. The plan to cool their heels in Cuba takes a shocking and unexpected turn–right to a nudist camp in small Munster, Florida. Undercover Aniston. The. From sepia-toned legend Doris Wishman. Not Rated. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Adults only. $14.95

2852012 MRS. HENDERSON PRESENTS. Widescreen. Laura Henderson (Ludlum) in an Oscar-nominated performance) may be a widow in London but she is certainly not going to spend the rest of her days playing bridge: in a time when England is at war, the nation’s afoot in a frenzy to assist the war effort. Also stars Bob Hoskins. R. CC. 103 minutes. Genius Products. $4.95

3851953 MEET THE PARENTS/MEEET THE FOCKERS/LITTLE MEET IN THE MUNSTERS. This set mutes nurse Greg (Ben Stiller) quest for approval from his girlfriend’s family gets sidetracked. In Meet The Fockers disaster looms for Greg when his in-laws request to meet his unconventional parents. And in Little Fockers Greg has possibly begin to cast aside respect of his father in law. English SDH. Over 5 hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. $5.95

3741869 SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT. Special Edition. Widescreen. Get ready to tear up the highway with the Bandit (Burt Reynolds), a loving last tanker who takes on his craziest haul yet–delivering 400 cases of beer from Texarkana to Atlanta in just 28 hours. With a smoky hot on his trail, Bandit joins forces with good ol’ boy Cledus and a runaway bride (Sally Field). Also starring Jackie Gleason. CC. 96 minutes. Universal. $5.95

3882861 TOUCH OF PINK. A gay Canadian living in London has perfectly crafted a lie upstil when his devoutly Muslim mother comes to visit. This film combines a contemporary clash of cultures and values, with the pleasures of an old fashioned romantic comedy. Stars Jim Mistry and Kyle MacLachlan. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

2851156 NEIL SIMON COMEDIES: The Playwright Collection. Bring the theater into your home with Neil Simon’s most treasured adaptations: The Slapper’s Wife, Lost in Yonkers, The Good Doctor, Chapter Two, Jake’s Women, London Suite, The Sunshine Boys; and Only When I Laugh (Rated R). Stars include Richard Dreyfuss, Peter Falk, Julia Louis-Dreyfus, Sarah Jessica Parker and more. CC. 4 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98. $13.95

2996529 WILL HAY TRIPLE FEATURE, Vol. 4: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. Hay was a major comedy star in the 1930s, considered with the greats of the pre-WWII British comedians of all time. This DVD collects three of his classics from this time period, Hey! Hey! USA; Old Bones of the River; and A Kind of Horse. Includes 3 films in B&W. Over four hours. VCI Entertainment. $3.95

3856046 EUROTRAP PED. Widescreen. When his father cuts him off, Charlie, a fun-loving college kid decides to spend the last of his money on a trip of a lifetime to Europe. After his Independent Adventure and now stuck, he finds himself juggling two girls, and caught in a wild chase with the mob. R. CC. 100 minutes. Screen Media Films. $5.95

385813A BIKINI SPRING BREAK. A group of coeds from a small conservative college break out of their shells when their marching band’s bus breaks down. Fullscreen. Starring Robert Carradine. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Universal. Asylum. Pub. at $14.95. $3.95

6788340 FAIRY TALES. Fullscreen. Scream Queen” Linnea Quigley stars in her first feature role in this erotic musical fantasy. Little Bo Peep, Old King Cole, Little Tommy Tucker, Snow White, and other fairy tale regulars have all grown up. They romp through a dream-like hometown that will make believe where everything is possible–and naughty things are encouraged. R. 76 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

3852032 VANCE VAUGHN: 4-Movie Collection. Fullscreen. Vance Vaughn’s snide brilliance elevates four new, standup comedies to new heights of hilarity. Includes Couples Retreat with Kristen Bell, The Dilemma with Kevin James, Jennifer Connelly and Winona Ryder, and Clark Pigeons with Janeane Garofalo and Joanique Phoenix (Rated R). $7.95

3854744 FREAK SHOW. Widescreen. Tom Green (Tommy Lee) is a fabulous gender-bending teenager with outrageous fashion sense. When he is forced to live with his straight-laced father, Billy finds himself a diva out of water at his new ultra-conservtive high school. Undaunted, he sets out to make a statement: challenging the reigning mean girl for homecoming queen. Also stars Dean Miller. English SDH. R. 91 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97. $9.45

2886979 SHAKES THE CLOWN. Widescreen. Dueling gamblers of gangs are pitted against each other in this outrageous new comedy from the Boyz in the Hood, starring Bobo Goldthwait. Shakes the alcoholic clown wakes to find he’s been framed for murder. Also stars Adam Sandler, Florence Henderson, and Tom Hanks. English SDH. 87 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.85. $3.95

3771898 BULL DURHAM. Fullscreen & Widescreen. The baseball season gets off to a rocky start when the Durham Bulls’ new catcher (Kevin Costner) punches out the cocky young pitcher “Nuke” LaLoosh (Tim Robbins), who Crash has just hired to prepare for the big leagues. Matters get even more complicated when baseball groupie Annie Savoy (Susan Sarandon) comes between the two men. R. CC. 108 minutes on a double-sided DVD. MGM. $5.95

3915553 PAUL BLART: Mall Cop. Widescreen. (Kevin James) has always had huge dreams of becoming a State Trooper. Until then, he patrols the mall as a guard. With his closely guarded moustache and gung-ho attitude, only Blart takes his job seriously. All that changes when a team of thugs raids the mall and takes hostages. CC. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

3842576 FRANCIS THE TALKING MULE. Fullscreen. Peter Sterling (Donald O’Connor) is a bewildered soldier, who befriends an old army mule that just happens to talk. When Sterling tries to convince his superior officers of the mule’s talking, he finds himself in a meet where Francis, his four-legged friend applies with plans of heroic action, the U.S. Army faces one of its biggest challenges. English SDH. 91 minutes. Universal. $5.95

3918656 PAUL BLART: Mall Cop 2. Fullscreen. After seven years of keeping our mailys safe, Paul Blart (Kevin James) has earned a well-deserved vacation. He heads to Vegas with his teenage daughter before the police will notice him. But safely never takes a holiday and when duty calls, Blart answers. English SDH. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

388581X GHOSTBUSTERS. Widescreen. Fullscreen. Six members of a group of doctors find themselves downsized from the University’s parapsychology department, they decide to start chasing ghosts, unapologetically combining a classical ghost-hunting outfit with one professional insalient succubae. This hilarious-haunting action-comedy stars Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd, Harold Ramis, Sigourney Weaver and Rick Moranis. CC. 105 minutes. Sony Pictures. $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/830
Comedy

**292403X PARADISE**. Widescreen. After a nearly fatal accident, Lamb Mannheim (Julianne Hough) realizes that the world is much bigger than her small, God-fearing Montana town. Armed with a fat insurance payout and a checklist of sins, there’s only one place for her first taste of temptation: Las Vegas. Written and directed by Diablo Cody. Also stars Holly Hunter and Nick Offerman. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97. $5.95

**2996146 DOCTOR IN DISTRESS**. Widescreen. Sir Lancelot is usually shooting and yelling his way into the hospital, so it surprises everyone greatly when he suddenly becomes quiet, polite and considerate. Doctor Sparrow (Dick Bogarde) decides to investigate and finds Lancelot to be suffering from an incurable condition—he’s in love! Not Rated. 103 minutes. $2.95

**2987251 AN AWKWARD SEXUAL ADVENTURE**. Widescreen. Dumped by his girlfriend over his sub-par sex skills, uptight accountant Jordan somehow ends up finding a sex ‘hodd’ in Julia, a worldly stripper with a parlors, cross-dressing and S&M. Stars Jonas Jordan to a brave new world of massage ADVENTURE. Chemick, Not Rated.

**2989170 86 COOL**. Widescreen. When Chis Palmer (John Travolta) decides to try his hand in the music industry, he romances the suity woman (Uma Thurman) of a recently whacked music exec, poaches a hot young singer from a rival manager and discovers that the record industry is packin’ a whole lot more than a tune! English SDH. 120 minutes. 20th CenturyFox. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

**3016007 THEIR FINEST**. Widescreen. With London emptied of its men in the Front, Catrin is hired by the British Ministry of Information as a “slop” scriptwriter charged with bringing his own woman falls into the wrong hands. Fabienne (Marlene Jobert) is the down on his luck dad of his wife’s! $5.95

**3091816 IN THE BLOOD Streams**. In B&W. 80 minutes. Universal. $3.95

**2996139 DOCTOR IN CLOVER**. Widescreen. Dr. Gaston Grimsdyke suffers from a keen interest in studying nurses than patients. Sir Lancelot Sprat is determined to make a successful physician out of him and offers him a job at his hospital. No sooner than Grimsdyke has started his job, he causes a large amount of chaos and disruption, as usual! Stars John Fraser and Leslie Phillips. VCI Entertainment. Not Rated. 102 minutes. $1.95

**3000962 BEACH BALLS**. Charlie Hamilton wants nothing more than to hone his guitar riffs, shred in a band, and win the heart of his dream girl. But catching the ear of a record producer proves to be a task on the road to rock star status. Stars Phillip Paley, Heidi Helmer, and Amanda Goodwin. Rated R. 82 minutes. Buena Vista Home Enter. Pub. at $14.99. $3.95

**3085585 A STRANGER IN TOWN**. United States Supreme Court Justice in a need of a long overdue vacation and decides on rural America. Arriving in the small town of Crownport, he becomes involved in local politics as a way to finance the corrupt incumbent mayor by using his legal expertise. This 1943 film is also known as Supreme Court Justice. Stars Frank Morgan. In B&W. 67 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**2932857 CROCODILE DUNDEE II**. Widescreen. Just as the eccentric Australian (Paul Hogan) is starting to come to terms with his newfound fame, he has two days to live, so he consents to marry! In B&W. 78 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**3086973 KEANU**. Widescreen. Keegan-Michael Key and Jordan Peele star as two cousins who live in the city but are far from streetwise. When Rell’s beloved kitten, Keanu, is catnapped, the hopelessly streetlair pair must impersonate a down on his luck dad of his wife’s! $2.95

**3014033 WHEN WOMEN LOST THEIR TAILS**. In the sequel to When Women Had tails, the famous cayc people discover the concept of money, trade and supply and demand in this Italian sex comedy. Stars Senta Berger and Lando Buzzanca. Rated R. Dubbed in English. 94 minutes. DVD Video. $17.95

**2996499 HAYWIRE DOUBLE FEATURE, VOL. 1: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. From the Golden Age of Comedy comes one of the funniest stars in film history. Here, the 1930s funnyman stars in two side-splitting classics. Boys Will Be Boys, about a master forger and his quest for one priceless painting. Where There’s a Will, about a bumbling lawyer who falls under the crosshairs of a gang of thieves. Both in B&W. 158 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99. $2.95

**2996502 HAYWIRE DOUBLE FEATURE, VOL. 2: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. A compilation of the funniest shorts of the 1930s. His bloopers play as pompous, incompetent authority figures. His misanthropic antics have inspired many great funny men and women to this day. This DVD collects two classics, Windowg the Sailor and Good Morning, Boys! Both in B&W. 159 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $2.95

**2996510 HAYWIRE DOUBLE FEATURE, VOL. 3: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. Collects two comedy classics starring the legendary British comedian, Oh, Mr. Porter and Convict 99. Both films show Hay at his side-splitting best. Also stars Moore Marriott, Graham Moffatt and Googie Withers. Both in B&W. 173 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $2.95

**6536050 WILL ROGERS COLLECTION, VOLUME 2. Collects the genius of Will Rogers in four classic comedies, all filled with his inimitable dry wit and irresistible delivery. He plays Ambassador Bill in a hilarious send-up of politics and propriety; a small-town sheriff; a war hero; and a hobo bomber! In B&W. 45 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

**3856687 L’I L ABNER**. Al Capp’s comic saga involving an unusual family and their music entertainin 1940 drama-comedy. L’I Abner (Jeff York) is the most eligible bachelor in Dog Patch but is not interested in love and marriage. His attitude changes however when he meets with the city; these two lovers fall in love. Spotlight on one of the most beloved cartoon characters of all time. $5.95

**3856879 LADIES WHO DO.** Both in B&W. 173 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $5.95

**2953307 THE BEST OF BUSTER KEATON.** Featuring six of Keaton’s best silent films including The General (1926), The Goat (1921), The Black Pirate (1926), Cops (1922), and The Love Nest (1923). In B&W. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. $12.95. $9.95

**3765868 THE JERK.** Widescreen. Navin Johnson (Steve Martin) adopted son of a wealthy family, becomes a rich man when his family realizes crazy inventions that lead him from rags to riches and right back to rags. Along the way, he’s smitten with a lady motorcycle racer, survives a series of screwball attacks by a dashing gerbil, and shows why he’s one of the hottest comic performers in the world. $5.95

**7640758 AMERICAN PIE PRESENTS: THE RURAL ROUTE.** Comedy. A assorted raunchy, outrageous, and unrated American Pie Presents comedies, each filled with that-baked-in hilarity you know and love. Witness the hilari ous and heartwarming antics of Erik Stifler and the Stifler clan in Band Camp; The Naked Mile; Beta House; and The Book of Love. Rated Over 6 Adult only. $14.99. $9.99

**3900920 THREE HUSBANDS.** A spunky comedienne in a recently divorced playboy who arrives in Heaven to learn that he can have only one wish. After requesting to send a letter to three of his pals informing them that he’s in love with their spouses, he watches their responses from above. Stars Eve Arden and Shepperd Strudwick. In B&W. 78 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**3764818 ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET THE AMERICAN LIBERTY.** Continuing the duo’s “horror comedy” spoof, this hilarious 1930s classic follows Put and Freddie, hired to help transport a legendary mummy to America. Unfortunately for Andrej, he is mistaken for the wr ong hands–his wi fe’s! $5.95

**3856515 WATCH ME A SPY**. Kirk Douglas is Andrej, a drone that smuggles books out of communist countries. Unfortunately for Andrej, he is mistaken for a spy and gets into a series of convoluted situations. Unfortunately, the mummy goes missing, the bumbling buddies find themselves in possession of the curscd medalion and on the trail to untold treasures! In B&W. 80 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $3.95

**3856014 WHEREocha STALLING AND NOBODY CAME**. Widescreen. In an effort to shore up a shaky truce between civilians and base personnel, three hapless Army buddies find themselves appointed army recruitment officers. Unfortunately, Sergeant Shannon Gambroon’s (Tony Curtis) idea of community relations includes pursuing and wooing Romana (Suzanne Pleshette). CC. 112 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98. $6.95
Comedy

3785483 ARTHUR NEWMAN. Divorced and disconnected from his son, Wallace Avery (Colin Firth) decides to make a radical change. He walks away from his old life and hits the road as Arthur Newman to start over. But his road trip is derailed by the entrance of mysterious Michaela "Mike" Fitzgerald (Emily Blunt), is it possible to truly start all over again? Rated R. 93 minutes. Cinedigm. $1.95


3796438 FRANK SINATRA: The Early Years. Celebrates the roots of Ol’ Blue Eyes with five unforgettable classics featuring co-stars like Jane Russell, Groucho Marx, Mel Torme, Jimmy Durante, Kathryn Grayson and Ann Miller. Includes Double Dynamite; High Hopes; The Big Fix; repeal Jennifer; The Kissing Bandit; and Step Lively. In Color and B&W. Over 7 hours on 5 DVDs; Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $59.92 $9.95

Romance

Limited Quantity 3906809 THE SECOND BEST EXOTIC MARIGOLD HOTEL. Widescreen. The over-confident Sonny (Dev Patel) is busy juggling plans for a second resort as well as his own wedding. But his efforts are constantly hampered by hilarious complications in this heartwarming sequel. Also stars Judi Dench, Maggie Smith, Richard Gere, and David Thewlis. Widescreen. 105 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

3928470 BOLLYWOOD/HOLLYWOOD. Widescreen. When charming young businessman Rahul Seth (Rahul Khanna) is forced to marry a nice "Indian girl" to appease his parents, he enlists the services of a fiercely independent radio engineer Pierre, falls instead for the beautiful Baroess Mina von Strausshorn and she gets a spot on her yacht. A French-Italian comedy with a thrilling story. Dubbed in DVD Video. $7.95

3913908 TENDER SCOUNDREL. Widescreen. Without any scruples and always on the lookout for the bargain, Tony seduces the ladies with an air of confidence. At a resort town on the French Riviera, he is drawn to the beautiful Baroness Mina von Strausshorn and he gets a spot on her yacht. A French-Italian comedy with a thrilling story. Dubbed in DVD Video. $7.95

391272 JEWETTIPA. Christian and Adam are two childhood friends who reunite as adults to help each other land the women of their dreams. Inspired by the international smash-hit play seen by over a million people, the story follows two men with average intelligence who is often taken advantage of by fellow workers in a men’s clothing store. English. 95 minutes. Mongrel Media. $4.95

3991581 THE DIVORCE OF LADY X. From the producers Leslie (Merie O’Donow), to stay at the London hotel at which she just attended a party. But when she discovers there are no rooms available she talks Everard (Lawrence), an lawyer, allowing her to stay in his room. But when Everard fears that his charity may involve him in a divorce suit, complications ensue. 91 minutes. DVD. $7.95

3890458 FINDING YOUR FEET. Widescreen. When Sandra discovers that her husband of forty years is having an affair with her best friend, she seeks refuge in London with her estranged, older sister, Bil. The two couldn’t be more different—Sandra is a fish out of water next to her outspoken, serial-dating, tree-sprited sibling. English SDH. 111 minutes. Diane Keaton, CC. 85 minutes. Paramount. $6.95

3887157 THE BIG SICK. Widescreen. This acclaimed comedy is based on the real-life relationship and culture clash between comedic Kumail Nanjiani and his future wife, Emily Gordon. When Emily contracts a mysterious illness, Kumail has to force himself to face her feisty parents, temper his family’s disapproval and follow his heart. Also stars Zoe Kazan.Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Elevate Pictures. $5.95

3871738 JULIET, NAKED. Widescreen. Annie (Rose Byrne) is stuck in a long-term relationship with Duncan (Chris O’Dowd), an obsessive fan of obscure rocker Tucker Crowe (Ethan Hawke). When the acoustic demo from Tucker’s 25-year-old hit album surfaces, its release leads to a life-changing encounter with the elusive musician in this heartwarming story. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Elevate Pictures. $5.95

3906485 THE LADY SAYS NO. This quick-witted battle of the sexes farce stars Peter O’Toole as a photographer assigned to take pictures of author Joan Caulfield, whose late toms is highly critical of men. But when he becomes smitten with the cynical Caulfield, he decides to break down her considerable defenses and win her heart? In B&W. 80 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

Dramas

3761125 IN THE SHADOWS: 10 Classic Crime Dramas. Fullscreen. Ian noirs heat up the screen with sinister plots and exciting twists. Suddenly, The Strange Love of Martha Ivers; Please Murder Me; Trapped; Fear in the Night; Detour; He Walked by Night; Scarlet Street; Too Late for Tears; and Woman on the Run. Stars include Lloyd Bridges, Angela Lansbury, Frank Sinatra, Barbara Stanwyck, and others. In B&W. Nearly 14 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95

3958783 BEFORE THEY WERE FAMOUS: Tim/Who Murdered Joy Morgan? Kim Bassi and Pam Grier. A shocking and very disturbing suspense thriller focused around a bizarre murder in Who Murdered Joy Morgan. 96 minutes. Mel Gibson portrays Tim Melville. Does he have a better chance of getting his love returned if he courts her in disguise. The 1939 film stars; Leslie Matthews and Michael Redgrave. In B&W. 78 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3862518 I, TONYA. Widescreen. A darkly comedic tale of an American figure skater, Tonya Harding, and one of the most sensational scandals in sports history. Featuring an iconic turn by Margot Robbie as the fiery Harding and a tour de force performance of her once again to the selfish Marcel. But Jeanne is patient and does not want to lose Jeanne again. In B&W. 82 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $2.95

3996464 TO PARIS WITH LOVE. Fullscreen. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99 2633778 BEHAVING BADLY. Widescreen. VSF. $5.95

3755193 THE LAYOVER. Vertical Entertainment. $5.95

310399 ONE BEDROOM. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. PRICE CUT to $5.95
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Drillings
3779017 DRAMA PACK: Cinema Deluxe. Includes The Big Bang Theory (9 episodes) (2 DVDs, 386 mins), Sully (2016, 131 mins, B&W) with its Academy Award-winning cast, The Carpet (2016, 109 mins, in French with English subtitles) with its Academy Award-winning cast, The BFG (2016, 123 mins, wide screen) and its Academy Award-winning cast, and other films. $35.00

3862453 GOTTI. Widescreen. The true story of how John Gotti became a mob boss and how he lived and died by the mob code, his son chose to leave that world behind and redeem himself and the Gotti name. Also stars Kelly Preston. Rated V. 110 minutes. WS Films. $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3900536 THE FACE OF LOVE. Widescreen. Five years after the death of her beloved husband, Nikki (Annette Bening) meets Tom (Ed Harris), a man who could pass as her late husband’s double. She can’t bring herself to tell him about what first drew her to him. And when the relationship deepens, it becomes not a question of if the truth will come out, but when. Also stars Robin Williams. English SDH. 92 minutes. IFC Films. Limit of 2. $5.95

3906078 UNBROKEN. Path to Redemption. Widescreen. Beginning where the hit movie Unbroken concludes, this next chapter brings the story of Louis Zamperini’s inspirational true story to life. A film ABC’s Mark S. Allen called, “breathtaking and unforgettable.” Stars Samuel Hunt and Merritt Patterson. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal. SOLD OUT

2834499 THE READER. Widescreen. Kate Winslet delivers a dynamic performance in this tale of eroticism, secrecy and guilt (Claudia Puig, USA Today) set in turbulent post-Nazi Germany. Winslet is riveting as Hanna Schmitt, a lonely, working-class woman who experiences a brief but intense affair with a teenage boy. Years later they meet again. Also stars Ralph Fiennes. English SDH. Rated R. 24 minutes, Alliance. $5.95

3914852 UNBROKEN. Widescreen. Follows the incredible life of Louis Zamperini (Jack O’Connell) who survived on a raft for 47 days after a near fatal plane crash in WWII - only to be caught by the Japanese navy and sent to a POW camp. An inspiring true story of Zamperini’s resilient power of the human spirit. Adapted from author Laura Hillenbrand’s bestseller. English SDH. 136 minutes. Universal. SOLD OUT

3881318 RENOIR. Set on the French Riviera in the summer of 1915, Gilles Bourdos’ lushy atmospheric drama tells the story of celebrated Impressionist painter Pierre-Auguste Renoir, in declining health at age 74, and his son Jean, who returns home to convalesce after being wounded in World War I. Rated R. In French with English subtitles. 111 minutes. Flatron. $5.95

3900752 SAIGON: Year of the Cat. Widescreen. Two westerners, Ben (Curtis Harrington) and Dan (Dench), a bank employee, and Bob Chesneau (Frederic Forrest), a CIA analyst within the U.S. Embassy, meet and fall in love with the woman they both want, the wife of Saigon also stars Roger Rees and E.G. Marshall. Not Rated. Rated R. 106 minutes. Westlake Entertainment. SOLD OUT

2996418 THE SPANISH GARDENER. The Rank Collection. Widescreen. Four episodes of this 24-part series (Crowe, Almodovar, De la Peña) tells the story of Antonio (Ruskin), a determined single mom in her mid-50s who just accepted a job as a housekeeper for a wealthy local farmer, her self-destructive tendencies resurface and her fragile new world threatens to come tumbling down. Not Rated. 110 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3891429 FOR SUCH A TIME. Widescreen. Queen Esther comes alive in this riveting true story of the young Jewish woman God raised up to become the great Queen of Persia. Featuring scenes and dialog directly from the Bible, this powerful depiction of how an Old Testament heroine melted the heart of an angry king through thought-provoking film that will open your eyes to the truth of the Messiah. CC. 75 minutes. Bridgeston. $5.95

3803279 HER BEST FRIEND’S HUSBAND. Widescreen. Coping with the loss of her husband, successful attorney Jane Thornton (Sally Hawkins), and her middle-aged divorcee who moves into her room waiting a gang of vengeful hitmen. Jane feels her once dormant passions for Will beg for her friend to reconsider. But the more Jane spends time with the couple, the more she realizes she can’t bring herself to tell him about what first drew her to him. When the relationship deepens, it becomes not a question of if the truth will come out, but when. Also stars Robin Williams. English SDH. 92 minutes. IFC Films. Limit of 2. $5.95

3968038 MAUDIE. Widescreen. Based on a true story, this film follows the unlikely romance between Canadian folk artist Maud Lewis (Sally Hawkins) and her childhood. Rated R. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3902337 CITY OF SIN. Widescreen. A detective lays low in a dark Los Angeles hotel room waiting a gang of vengeful hitmen. Torn in love between the couple, the more Jane feels her once dormant passions for Will rekindling, 91 minutes. Heart. $3.95

3906181 A WEREWOLF BOY. Widescreen. Summoned by an unexpected phone call, an elderly woman visits the country cottage she lived in as a child. Memories of an orphan boy she knew 47 years ago come flooding back to her-only to discover he was a creature never meant to exist. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 122 minutes. Widescreen.

9C12E4214 HHASH. Widescreen. The Asham are a peaceful people, dedicated to the unchanging ways of their ancestors. Yet, suddenly, an ancestor brings violence to their non-violent world. Has the sect been targeted for a series of hate crimes? Film agent Sally Russell (Lolita Davidovich) is sent to investigate, but she may not get much help from the reclusive farming community. Also stars Kelly Preston. Rated R. 110 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

3875679 IKE: Countdown to D-Day. Widescreen. This film follows the 70 terifying days leading up to the invasion as Eisenhower decides the fates of thousands of soldiers with little room for mistakes. With epic relationships with British Prime Minister Winston Churchill, American General George S. Patton, Britain’s Field Marshall Bernard Montgomery and the heroic Charle de Gaulle. CC. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

3871861 LUST, CAUTION. Widescreen. The story moves back and forth chronologically as a classroom teacher discovers the truth behind a radical plot to assassinate a ruthless and secretive intelligence agent. As she immerses herself in the details of her assignment, the plot thickens, and the specter of treason and emotional intrigue, love and betrayal. Directed by Ang Lee. Rated R. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 155 minutes. Universal. Pub at $19.98 $3.95

3862637 SWING. In this charming coming of age story, a young woman discovers the beauty of Romani Manouche music and the emotions of his first romance. “An inspiring journey into adolescence and race. She becomes determined to live her life as she pleases, using her singing abilities to raise money for her parents’ southern plantation.Rated R. 115 minutes. Widescreen. $5.95

3882683 SOMERSAULT. Widescreen. A teenage neighbor and a handyman to form a makeshift family. Also stars Greta Gerwig and Christopher Owens. Rated R. 118 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

3871703 FATHERS & DAUGHTERS. Widescreen. The story moves back and forth chronologically as a classroom teacher discovers the truth behind a radical plot to assassinate a ruthless and secretive intelligence agent. As she immerses herself in the details of her assignment, the plot thickens, and the specter of treason and emotional intrigue, love and betrayal. Directed by Ang Lee. Rated R. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 155 minutes. Universal. Pub at $19.98 $3.95
Dramas

3858243 CRIMSON PEAK. Widescreen. When her heart is stolen by a seductive stranger, a young woman is taken to a house atop a mountain of red clay—a place filled with secrets that will haunt her forever. Between desire and darkness, between mystery and madness, lies the truth behind Crimson Peak. Stars Roger Bart, Jessica Chastain. R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Universal. $5.95

2937670 SARAH, PLAIN & TALL: Winter’s End. Fullscreen. This is the third segment of the highly acclaimed Sarah, Plain & Tall series. In the final segment, the mother of all showdowns will take place—Sarah, Plain & Tall versus the town’s leading citizen. Will Sarah’s love for the movie star and a man who yearns to be a farmer win out? Stars G.digital Winfield, James Garner, and Jack Palance. 169 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

★ 3858288 IN WHICH WE SERVE. In this 1942 propaganda film, the H.M.S. Torrin is attacked by German bombers during the Battle of Crete. As the ship capsizes, the surviving crew desperately hang on for life in this documentary-like recounting of a true event. Stars Noel Coward, who also wrote and produced this film. In B&W. 113 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3858263 MONDAYS IN THE SUBURBS. Widescreen. This powerful story follows five unemployed shipyard workers on the coast of Spain. Led by the cocky Santa (Javier Bardem), the men may be out of luck but still encourage each other to search for work, love, and the strength to hope for better days. In Spanish with English subtitles. Rated R. 95 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $5.95

2996278 HUNTED: The Rank Collection. Widescreen. After accidentally setting fire to his foster parents’ house, six-year-old Robbie runs away. While hiding in a warehouse, he runs into Chris Lloyd (Dirk Bogarde), not to mention the dead body nearby. Robbie will struggle to find a reason for his actions. Stars the boy with him to the Scottish border. Not Rated. In B&W. 113 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3851050 DAISY CHAIN. A psychiatrist is challenged to forgive the past, and embrace the future together. Stars Glenn Close, Christopher Walken, and Jack Palance. 169 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

★ 3851217 SMALL TOWN MURDER SONGS. Widescreen. When a young, unidentified woman is found dead, the victim of a brutal crime. Walter (Peter Stormare,) an aging police officer, is called to the scene of the murder. As he delves deeper into the crime, his newly reformed life begins to unravel threatening his relationship with Sam (Kim Basinger,) a boorish boyfriend, Doc descends into a whirlwind romance with his friend Tareq, a retired cop. As Tareq escorts Juliette around the city, they find themselves in the middle of a brief affair, unsure if they’re falling in love. Stars Patricia Clarkson. 90 minutes. MGM Media. $5.95

3869965 THE 33. Widescreen. In 2010, 33 Chilean miners were tunneled alive following a catastrophic mine collapse. The miners lived for 69 days. A team worked night and day to rescue the men as their families and the world waited for any sign of hope. Antonio Banderas stars in this gripping tale of resilience, faith, and the triumph of human spirit. Rated R. English SDH. 127 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

3752625 COME BACK, LITTLE SHEBA. Fullscreen. Shirley Booth stars in an Academy Award-winning performance as Lola, housewife to Doc Durant, a recovering alcoholic. Their dull life takes a dramatic turn when the couple takes in a boarder, Marie, who becomes the daughter they never had. Stars Marlon Brando and a boorish boyfriend, Doc descends into a jealous tailspin. CC. In B&W. 95 minutes. Paramount. $6.95

3752615 BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S. Holly Golightly (Audrey Hepburn) is an eccentric New Yorker employed by her millionaire, Hungarian friend to marry a Brazilian millionaire. George Peppard plays her next-door neighbor, a writer who is sponsored by a wealthy Patricia Neal. Guessing who the right man for Holly is easy. Butbetrayed at the altar, George Peppard is one of the enduring treats in this romantic comedy classic. 114 minutes. Paramount. Pub. at $14.96 $6.95

2833520 THE LOOK OF LOVE. Widescreen. The epic true story of the rise and fall of British adult magazine publisher and nightclub impresario Raymond. As one of the richest men in Britain with an empire of topless theaters and softcore magazines, almost single-handedly rewrite the cultural history of the UK. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

3888500 THE RIDER. Widescreen. After a tragic riding accident, young cowboy Brady不能一帆风顺地在西部牛仔的电路中，是等待他的比赛日子。在某个改写控制他的愤怒，Brady undertakes a search for a new identity and what it means to be a man in the heartland of America. Stars Brady Jandreau. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

3810593 SUBURBICON. Widescreen. In the 1950s idyllic suburban community with affordable homes and manicured lawns. But in the summer of 1959 the tranquil surface masks a disturbing reality, as husband and father Gardner Lodge (Matt Damon) must navigate the town’s dark underbelly of betrayal, deceit, and violence. Rated R. English SDH. 115 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

★ 3813671 THE CASTILIAN. The Moors are invading medieval Spain, poised to conquer the Kingdom of Castile. A Christian nobleman, Ferran Gonzales, emerges from exile to battle the vast army, and falls in love with the Queen’s niece Sancha along the way. Stars Cesar Romero and Frankie Avalon. 129 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

376575X PRIDE & PREJUDICE. Widescreen. When Elizabeth Bennet and Mr. Darcy (Matthew Macfadyen), she believes he is the last man on earth she could ever marry. But as their lives become intertwined, an unexpected adventure, she finds herself captivated by the very person she swore to loathe for all eternity. English. 129 minutes. Universal. $5.95

385664X CONGRESS DANCES. An Austrian prince hatches a plan to keep his rival, the Austrian, busy by keeping him surrounded by beautiful women and away from the negotiating table. The Czar, however, has his own plan. He hires a man who is his exact double to impersonate him and confuse the Austrians by appearing everywhere at once in this 1932 Austrian film. With English subtitles. In B&W. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3833038 THE OTTOMAN LIEUTENANT. Widescreen. A highly decorated American woman (Hera Hilmar) follows an American doctor (Josh Hartnett) to a medical mission in the exotic Ottoman Empire on the brink of the First World War. However, her loyalty to both the doctor and the mission’s founder is soon tested when she falls in love with Ismail, a lieutenant in the Ottoman Imperial Army. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

2996383 SAUL AND DAVID. Widescreen. From the pages of the Old Testament comes this adaptation of David’s life. King Saul, receiving a conqueror to slay the Philistine giant, instead befriends him and convinces the Austrians by appearing everywhere at once in this 1932 Austrian film. With English subtitles. In B&W. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95
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Dramas


3762807 CHRISTMAS IN CONWAY. Widescreen. To the folks on Conway, Duncan Mayor is a very cranky guy. To his wife Suzy, he’s a sublimely kind and considerate husband. Duncan falls seriously ill, Duncan decides on an unusual kind of medicine: a Fermis wheel set up in their own backyard. Stars Andy Garcia, Mandy Moore and Louise Parker. PG. 105 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $3.95.

3799077 THE BRONX BULL. Widescreen. Based on the tumultuous real-life experiences of legendary boxing champion Jake LaMotta, the film chronicles his rise as a world-class boxer and his struggles with life outside of the ring—offering an unflinchingly honest look into the heart of a champion. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Momentum. $3.95.

★ 3813754 MINE OWN EXECUTIONER. A Psychiatrist is drawn into an unstable world after he starts treating a disturbed WWII veteran who was tortured by the Japanese during the war. Before long the psychiatrist realizes the patient is too much for him and catastrophe strikes. This 1948 film stars Burgess Meredith and Kieron Moore. In B&W. 103 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95.

★ 3754901 MARY MAGDALENE. Widescreen. She is one of the most transformative yet misunderstood women in history, alternately vilified as a sinner and canonized as a saint. For the first time, the incredible story of Mary Magdalene is told through her own eyes. Rooney Mara plays the free-spirited Mary Magdalene and Joaquin Phoenix plays the persecutor. Rated R. 146 minutes. Universal. $14.95.

★ 3869405 THE BLUE HOUR: 2 Disc Set. Presents three unique Grands Corp. sepia-toned productions: The Blue Hour, about a young woman trapped in a sexual hell in the 1950s, and while Hilary marries and finds her apartment ransacked and her neighbor, the young and vulnerable Jenna, herself trapped in a thirty years of an irrefutably rich in humor, passion and drama story of a wounded Korean War veteran, Jim Sterling, who returns to his California home with his Japanese wife. The couple had met and fallen in love in a Japanese hospital where Tai Shimizu was working as a nurse. Back in America, the two face racism and are ostracized by their neighbors and family. In W&D, 91 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 3714481 A HISTORY OF CINEMA SILENT FILMS, VOLUME 1. A compilation of short films from its very inception in 1899. Hand painted, tinted and toned films by pathe-Freres and other filmmakers including: Nobleman's Dog; Bob's Electric Theatre; Slave's Love; and more. DVD Video. $7.95.

★ 3819254 THE FOUR FEATHERS. When British Lieutenant Faversham resigns his commission rather than fight in the 1882 Sudan war, his army pals present him with the four white feathers of cowardice. Disguising himself as an Arab, Faversham makes his way to Sudan determined to perform three acts of courage that will persuade his former comrades to take back their feathers. Stars Steve Beau Bridges. 100 minutes. In B&W. 145 minutes. Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95.

★ 3778287 A MOST VIOLENT YEAR. Widescreen. New York City, 1981. The most crime-ridden of the city’s history. The film follows Abel (Oscar Issac) and his wife (Jessica Chastain) during a crucial moment of their lives as they attempt to pursue the American Dream while the rampant violence, decay and corruption threaten to destroy their burgeoning empire. Rated R. $11.95.

★ 3806654 TOM BROWN’S SCHOOL DAYS. Set in Victorian England, Thomas Arnold is appointed as the headmaster at Rugby boarding school. Tom Brown is a naive youngster who is sent to the school only to find the headmaster is unusually strict, but Tom finds nothing more than bullying the younger ones. This 1940 film stars Jimmy Lydon. In B&W. 80 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 3871663 BREATHE. Widescreen. The inspiring true story of activists Robin and Diana Cavendish (Andrew Garfield and Claire Foy), an adventurous couple who’s love and refusal to give up in the face of daunting odds changed the world for the better. English SDH. 118 minutes. Elephant Pictures. $5.95.

★ 3776591 AND THEN THERE WAS EVE. A polished photographer wakes up one morning to find her apartment ransacked and her husband mysteriously missing. She turns to her colleague Eve for support, who helps her, over time, accept his absence. While getting to know Eve, she is surprised to find herself falling in love again. Stars Rachel Crowl. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Breaking Glass. $7.95.

★ 3862070 THE NIGHTSHADE. Widows the harshest Australia. 21 year old Irish convict Claire has served her seven year sentence, but her abusive master Lieutenant Hawkins refuses to release her. When Claire band retaliates, she becomes the victim of a harrowing crime at the hands of the lieutenant. When no justice is done, Claire decides on revenge, without weighing the costs. Rated R. English SDH. 136 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97. $12.95.

★ 3816449 BEFORE I FALL. Widescreen. Samantha Kington has everything—the perfect friends, the perfect guy and seemingly perfect future. But after one fateful night, Sam wakes up over and over, and starts to question just how perfect her life really was. Stars Zoey Deutch. 98 minutes. Production. Pub. at $18.99. $9.95.

★ 3758207 THE NEIGHBOR. Widescreen. Mike, a middle-aged man in a routine marriage feels that his life is passing him by. When a new couple moves in next door, Mike quickly befriends his new neighbor, the young and vulnerable Jenna, herself trapped in a passionate dream, and spending time with his wife and son who need him now more than ever. Rated R. 110 minutes. Vertical. $5.95.

★ 3758272 A FAMILY MAN. Widescreen. Dane Jensen (Gerard Butler) is a hard-driven Ob/Gyn on the verge of launching his professional dream, when he can break away from his lawless beatnik friends. In B&W. 103 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95.

★ 3756279 THEIR FATHER’S FAMILY. Finland. In the 1950s, a young woman is wrongly convicted of murder and sentenced to prison. When a new couple moves in next door, Mike quickly befriends his new neighbor, the young and vulnerable Jenna, herself trapped in a passionate dream, and spending time with his wife and son who need him now more than ever. Rated R. 110 minutes. Vertical. $5.95.

★ 3756282 THE NIGHTINGALE. Widescreen. Based on true events, this moving story of resilience and hope, it a touching portrait of a young woman who overcomes incredible adversity to forge a new life for herself and her daughter. In Color and B&W. Over three hours. Rauchenbork. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.

3881342 SHOT. Widescreen. Mark and Prince are in the midst of a breakup. Miguel, a bullfighter, is given an at first sight for Frankie’s widowed dad Jack. Soothing, their relationship changes and romance is in the air. Stars Jason Lee and Minka Kelly. $9.95.

★ 3913910 BEAT MANIA! The Ultimate Beatnik Collection. Collects two full-length bongo-blasting features. In The Beatniks Eddie Crane is on his way to becoming a top recording star, if only he can break away from his lawless beatnik friends. In The Bloody Brood Peter Falk emerges as a dope-dealing beatnik. Also includes Johnny Legend’s beatamani BeatBeatamani. In Color and B&W. Over three hours. $19.95.


3778827 NECESSARY EVIL. Widescreen. Deborah Fielding will stop at nothing to uncover the layers of corruption that surround the school only to find the headmaster is unusually strict and the older students enjoy nothing more than bullying the younger ones. This 1940 film stars Jimmy Lydon. In B&W. 80 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

3906353 AFFAIR IN MONTE CARLO. Widescreen. The story of a wounded Korean War veteran, Jim Sterling, who returns to his California home with his Japanese wife. The couple had met and fallen in love in a Japanese hospital where Tai Shimizu was working as a nurse. Back in America, the two face racism and are ostracized by their neighbors and family. In W&B, 91 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 3759598 JAPANESE WAR BIRD. The story of a wounded Korean War veteran, Jim Sterling, who returns to his California home with his Japanese wife. The couple had met and fallen in love in a Japanese hospital where Tai Shimizu was working as a nurse. Back in America, the two face racism and are ostracized by their neighbors and family. In W&B, 91 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.


★ 3879526 THE MARK OF THE HAWK. Sidney Poitier stars as Oda, a man caught up in a colonial struggle in Africa. As the Africans struggle to win their land back from the British, Oba, a freedom fighter and politician has his motives questioned by those around him. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 3906553 AFFAIRE EN MONTE CARLO. A romantic tale set in Monte Carlo, an elegant British woman who saves a compulsive gambler from suicide, only to fall in love with him. This 1952 film is also known as 24 Hours of a Woman’s Life. Stars Merle Oberon and Richard Todd. In B&W. 73 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.
### Dramas

**3881808 SUMMER OF SAM.** Widescreen. From Spike Lee, the legendary director, comes his electrifying take on the "Son of Sam" murders in New York City during the summer of 1977, centering on the residents of an Italian-American Bronx neighborhood who live in fear and distrust of one another. Stars John Leguizamo, Adrien Brody and Mira Sorvino. Rated R. 142 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**387273 GET.** The Trial of Viviane Amsalem. Widescreen. In Israel a marriage dissolution is the powder keg of a marriage, the husband, Viviane Amsalem has been applying for divorce for three years, but her husband will not agree. His cold, inflexible, determination for freedom and the ambiguous role of the judges shape a procedure in which tragedy vies with English subtiles. 98 minutes. VSC. $5.95

**3887193 THE EARTHLING.** Widescreeen. Folksy (William Holden) is a hard-hearted, no-nonsense loner who spent his life exploring the world and avoiding his feelings. Fate throws him together with young Shawn Daley (Ricky Schroder), a recently orphaned boy with big hope and even less self-reliance. How can he take a pampered child into perilous country without risking both their lives? 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**2950804 FANTASIES.** On a small island in the Aegean Sea, not far from Athens, Damir (Peter Hooten) and Anastasia (Bo Derek) live under the roof of her grandmother. Although not blood-related, they grow up happily together as if they were brother and sister. Now, as she approaches maturity, they realize their childhood affection has grown into deep love. Rated R. 81 minutes. New Star. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**3880842 BLOOD AND SAND.** Fullscreen. An immortal icon of brooding sexuality, Rudolph Valentino has become one of silent cinema’s most enigmatic and enthralling performers. Based on the novel by Vicente Blasco Ibarre, this 1922 film was Valentino’s first star vehicle, in which he portrays Juan Gallardo, a young Spaniard who becomes a celebrated toreador. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Color Tinted. 104 minutes. New Star. Pub. at $14.95

**3951037 THE VIRGIN AND THE GYPSY.** Based on a short novel by D.H. Lawrence that was discovered in France after his death in 1930. Immediately recognized as a masterpiece in its native land, it’s been deemed pornographic for its ideas about sexuality and morality, the story has become a classic. Stars Joanna Shimkus and Franco Nero. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95

**3890639 DECKY SHARP.** Decker, a socially ambitious English young lady manages to survive during the years following Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo. She rises to the top of British society and amasses a fortune from the social circle, offending the other ladies. Even when she falls into humiliation, she never stays down for long. Stars Miriam Hopkins. 84 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**3882772 REQUIEM.** After leaving home and a deeply religious family to study at university, Michaela embraces her first taste of freedom. She enjoys her new friendships until her epilepsy relapses and brings with it an annus of frightening faces and voices. She seeks help but it only强化s her belief that something is possessed. In German with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**3880818 ACCIDENT.** Widescreen. When one of his students is killed in a car accident, an Oxford (Dirk Bogarde) recounts the circumstances of their meeting. But as these turbulent memories unfold, they reveal a series of shocking lies the boys betray each other’s trust, adultery, obsession and self-destruction in which nothing is what it seems. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**3753905 MISTER SCRAGGE TO SEE YOU!** It’s one year later and Scrutopolis receives another visit from his old business partner, Jacob Marley. Set on a journey 170 years into the future, Scrucorpose encounters a world even colder than his own, a world that includes a young, rebellious boy named Crucitl Vl. Scrutopolis be able to teach Crucitl the true meaning of Christmas? Stars David Ruprecht. 116 minutes. Vision Video. Pub. at $19.95

**3882594 HEAD-ON.** Widescreen. With the intention to break free from the strict familial restrictions, a suicidal young woman sets up a marriage of convenience with a forty-year-old addict, an act that will lead her and her new husband to the brink of life. In German/Turkish with English subtitles. 118 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**391397X CHILD BRIDE OF SHORT CREEK.** Short Creek is a polyamorous community in the American Southwest. The Rhyob (Frank Redgrave) who would constantly attempt to dissuade her son from pursuing his artistic ambitions while never failing to remind him of the potential for self-destruction he is. 96 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

**3885983 LULU.** Widescreen. After losing their baby, Grant and his wife Della throw in with a friend in his wilder, wilder life style. Over a long weekend, secrets are revealed and the life of the dead child is lived out in a series of fantastic dreams. Stars Ben Daniels and Dervla Kirwan. English SDH. 106 minutes. BBC.

**3882675 LUCID.** Joel Rothman, a 32-year-old psychotherapist, has been having terrible sleeping since his wife left. Meanwhile, his patients are suffering from PTSD and under his compromised care, are getting increasingly unstable as the line between PTSD and under his care, are getting increasingly unstable as the line between PTSD and his own unique secular lifestyle. When a Korean War veteran returns, his experiences outside make living as a substitute teacher and brother against his own father. Stars Diane Lane, Helen Hunt and Christopher Atkins. 96 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

**3889007 LEAVE YESTERDAY.** Based on a story by Paul Shaft (Richard Ritter), a happy go lucky veterinary student, meets a young farmer (Robert Mulloney) in his life. Over a long weekend, secrets are revealed and the life of the dead child is lived out in a series of fantastic dreams. Stars Ben Daniels and Dervla Kirwan. English SDH. 106 minutes. BBC.

**3906590 THE SWEET AND THE BITTER.** Mary Ota (Yoko Tani) travels to Canada from Japan to seek out a man named Masaki who ruined her father during WWII. Ota’s father was a fisherman who mistreated by the Canadian businesswoman, and she now seeks atonement. The film is also known as "Savage Justice." Also stars Paul Richards. 95 minutes. Synergetic. Pub. at $19.95

**3888921 KANSAS CITY.** Blondie O’Hara (Jennifer Jason Leigh) resorts to desperate measures when her low-level husband (Adrian Rien) gets caught trying to steal from Seldom Seen (Harry Belafonte), a local crime boss operating out of jaunt. The Hey-Hey Club. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95

**3906590 THE SWEET AND THE BITTER.** Mary Ota (Yoko Tani) travels to Canada from Japan to seek out a man named Masaki who ruined her father during WWII. Ota’s father was a fisherman who mistreated by the Canadian businesswoman, and she now seeks atonement. The film is also known as "Savage Justice." Also stars Paul Richards. 95 minutes. Synergetic. Pub. at $19.95

**3887253 TWO TIMES YOU.** Two couples swap partners during a wedding just for fun and after getting wasted decide to leave with their new partners. The fun comes to an abrupt end when the cars crash killing both people in the car. The surviving widow and widower must try to navigate their loss and the strange position they are put in. This film is available in English with English subtitles. 80 minutes. $14.95

**3889273 UNMASS.** Widescreen. Longing for connection, a tale of one man’s quest to find the true meaning of Christmas. Stars Helen Hunt and Christopher Atkins. 96 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

**3803031 EXPLICIT ILLS.** Widescreen. In the streets of North Philadelphia, the lives of strangers intersect in a bold and moving semi-autobiographical tale by director Mark Webber. Crosscuts between the many people who overcome the obstacles in their lives in the face of the tragic human connection. Stars Paul Dano, Rosario Dawson, and Louis Taylor Pucci. Rated R. 87 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**3880779 MAD LOVE.** Widescreen. She rises to the top of British society and amasses a fortune from the social circle, offending the other ladies. Even when she falls into humiliation, she never stays down for long. Stars Miriam Hopkins. 84 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95
Dramas

3753522 THE CHRISTMAS TRUCE. Widescreen. On Christmas Eve, an American soldier and a young local woman fall in love during the Battle of the Bulge and find their love tested as they contend with the extraordinary stresses of war. Stars Craig Olejnik and Ali Liebert. Not Rated. CC. 109 minutes. Canadian. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3776646 WE ARE BOATS. Widescreen. Lives intertwine and connect when Francesca navigates through the living world by encountering strangers at the exact moment she needs to, sending their lives on either a better course towards happiness or the wheels in motion towards a tragic end. Stars Angela Sarafyan. Not Rated. 109 minutes. Breaking Glass. PRICE CUT to $7.95

Thrillers

LIMITED QUANTITY 3814963 THE CRUEL INTENTIONS TRILOGY. Widescreen. All three сезиng entries in the series. Sarah Michelle Gellar, Ryan Phillippe, Selma Blair, and Reese Witherspoon star in Cruel Intentions: Robert Carlyle and Kristin Davis lead Cruel Intentions 2; and Kerr Smith and Kristina Anapau steam up the screen in Cruel Intentions 3. All Rated R. CC. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. "SOLD OUT"

3830309 PRISONERS. Widescreen. Keller Dover (Hugh Jackman) is facing a parent’s worst nightmare: His young daughter and her friend have been missing for days. Heading the investigation, Detective Loki (Jake Gyllenhaal) does what he can to unravel the case. When Dover decides to take matters into his own hands. Rated R. English SDH. 135 minutes. Magnolia. $9.45

3814983 THE CRUEL INTENTIONS TRILOGY. Widescreen. All three сезиng entries in the series. Sarah Michelle Gellar, Ryan Phillippe, Selma Blair, and Reese Witherspoon star in Cruel Intentions: Robert Carlyle and Kristin Davis lead Cruel Intentions 2; and Kerr Smith and Kristina Anapau steam up the screen in Cruel Intentions 3. All Rated R. CC. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. "SOLD OUT"

3702683 SPIRIT OF THE GAME. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. "SOLD OUT"

373891X THE DREXSMAKER. Widescreen. Broad Green Pictures. $9.95

3739001 CREEED. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

293762X HAVE A LITTLE FAITH. Widescreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $3.95

3797449 JONATHAN. Widescreen. Well Go USA. $1.95

388797X BORG VS. McENROE. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. PRICE CUT to $3.95

8618402 JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG. Widescreen, Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95

2849674 THE WILD BOYS. Widescreen. Adults only. $5.95

371389X BEYOND CHRISTMAS. Fullscreen. Legend Films. $4.95

297271X PERESTROIKA. Widescreen. Strand Releasing. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3855929 WHAT THE NIGHT CAN DO. In Disp. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

3868449 LONGING. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. PRICE CUT to $4.95

3737241 THE GIRL KING. Widescreen. Level Film. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3816912 THE JEWISH CARDINAL. Film Movement. Pub. at $24.95

3816699 THE SISI COLLECTION. Widescreen. Film Movement. Pub. at $19.95

3815950 FRANCESCO. Widescreen. Film Movement. Pub. at $19.95


3687694 HE WALKED BY NIGHT. Fullscreen. Classic Film. Pub. at $34.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

3772299 THE UMBRELLA MAN. Widescreen. Family Film Studio. Pub. at $14.95 PRICE CUT to $5.95

3717156 PRETENDERS. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $7.95

3843718 RISE AGAINST THE FALL. Widescreen. Shomi Media. Pub. at $17.95

3720454 CONFLICT OF WINGS. Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $3.95

3709841 LONDON. Widescreen. Shomi Media. Pub. at $17.95

369165X THE GOOD SON. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

3882638 MARY HIGGS CLARK 14 FILM COLLECTION. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. "SOLD OUT"

3882638 MARY HIGGS CLARK 14 FILM COLLECTION. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. "SOLD OUT"

3695165 FUGITIVE PIECES. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $3.95

3797014 WELCOME TO THE RED WITCH. Fullscreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

6795625 NOVEMBER CHRISTMAS. Widescreen. Hawk Hall of Fame. "SOLD OUT"

3794059 LOE. Widescreen. Alliance. "SOLD OUT"

3783871 CAMERON DIAZ 4 FAVORITES. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. "SOLD OUT"

6865860 ROSE HILL. Hallmark Hall of Fame. "SOLD OUT"

3747182 WHAT DREAMS MAY COME. Widescreen. Universal. "SOLD OUT"

2992738 STELLA DOES TRICKS. Strand Releasing. "SOLD OUT"

2984512 MILES AHEAD. Widescreen. "SOLD OUT"


2984687 SUMMER IN FEBRUARY. Widescreen. Cinemdia. Price: $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/830
**Thrillers**

**381792 GALVESTON.** Widescreen. A hitman (Ben Foster) returns to his hometown where he rescues a young prostitute (Elle Fanning) and plans to exact revenge on the man who set him up. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Mongrel Media. $9.95


**3862607 TERMINAL.** Widescreen. Margot Robbie, Simon Pegg and Mike Myers star in this twisted tale of assassins carrying out a sinister mission. He still submerged in the hands of a mysterious criminal mastermind hell-bent on revenge. Not Rated. 95 minutes. WS Films. $9.95

**375346 DON'T TORTURE A DUCKLING.** Widescreen. Several young boys are murdered in a remote village by six and superstition, and the townspersons go mad with rage and violence. But when a hard-nosed reporter and a promiscuous young woman search for the true killer, they discover a friend—and motive—even more shocking than the crimes themselves. Tomas Milian and Barbara Bouchet. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98

**2878836 THE BOOK OF REVELATION.** Widescreen. Daniel (Tom Long) is abducted by three mysterious women who, after 12 days of unspeakable torment, dump him on the outskirts of the desert city where he's been taken man. Now he's determined to find the identities of his attackers, setting out on a sexual odyssey as bizarre as his horrid experience. Not Rated. 118 minutes. Entertainment. $4.95

**2995964 ACROSS THE BRIDGE.** Widescreen. Rod Steiger plays unscrupulous financier Carl Schaffner, who flees to Mexico with his company's money. However, the couple becomes the victims of the evil plans of the rental home's owner. Rated R. 98 minutes. VWS Films. $5.95

**3815080 GOODFELLAS/THE DEPARTED.** Widescreen. Based on a true-life best seller and driven by an electrifying cast (Robert De Niro and Joe Pesci), Goodfellas was nominated for six Oscars and remains one of the most powerful crime movies ever. The film centers on a rocco cop and a Mob boss's mole cross, double-cross and collide in the urban jungle of the mob's power struggle. Not Rated. Both R. CC. 151 minutes. Warner Home Video. $14.98

**6919480 ROAD OF NO RETURN: 10 Movie Set.** Ten gritty crime thrillers littered with bullets, bodies, and blood. Includes *The Killing*, *The Killers*, *The Man with the Golden Gun*, *The Big Combo*, and *Send for Paul Temple*. Not Rated. Nearly 5 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. $6.95

**2959623 THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO.** Widescreen. Facing prison for slander, disgraced journalist Mikael Blomkvist (Michael Nyqvist) is hired by a reclusive industrialist for one last job: to solve a long unresolved family disappearance. Aided by computer hacker Lisbeth Salander (Nomi Rapace), the two uncover a darker world of brutality, deception, and ritualistic murder. Rated R. In Swedish with English subtitles. 154 minutes. Alliance. Pub. at $29.95.

**381921 THE UNSAID.** Widescreen. A psychopath (Andy Garcia), persuaded to take on a troubled teenage patient as a client, suddenly finds himself caught in a deadly game of cat and mouse when he becomes the target of his patient's malevolent games. This heart-pounding thriller delivers unexpected twists that keep you guessing until its mind-blowing ending. Rated R. CC. 110 minutes. Universal. $3.95

**2914301 OPEN WINDOWS.** A jilted fiancé (Elijah Wood) soon finds himself pulled into a deadly game of cat and mouse. When he accepts the opportunity to spy on his favorite actress (Sasha Grey) via his laptop, soon he realizes this decision will put both herself and the actress in serious danger. 110 minutes. Cinedigm. $1.95

**6965723 SPLIT.** Widescreen. Though Kevin has revealed 23 personalities to his shrink, he's still submerged in the ways who is set to materialize and dominate all the others. Compelled to abduct three teenage girls, Kevin reaches a war for survival among all those contained within him. Starring James McAvoy and Anya Taylor-Joy. English SDH. 119 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97

**177909 COOL DIMENSION: Innocent Assassin.** Widescreen. Forced into working for an assassin since childhood, Shion doesn't know any other life. But when her suppressed conciseness is awakened by a childhood memory, she decides to get out of the organization that raised her. But before she can stop killing, how many more will she have to kill? Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. $4.95

**3854671 COLDITZ: Escape of the Birdmen.** Fullscreen. During WWII, American soldier Harry Cook is sent to Norway to aid in the detection of a scientist working on an atomic weapon. Before they can escape Europe, they are captured and sent to a POW camp prison. Cook must find a way to escape with the scientist before the Nazis discover their identities. Chuck Connors. 85 minutes. Universal. $2.95

**3916626 TRUE ROMANCE: Unrated.** Directed by the C. Widescreen. Runaway lovers Clairence and Alberta (Christian Slater and Patricia Arquette) play a dangerous game when Alberta possesses a suit case full of $2 million in mob contraband. They head for Los Angeles, where they’ll sell the goods and begin a new life. But both sides of the law have other dangers in store. Includes a bonus DVD full of exciting material. Rated R. CC. 121 minutes. Warner Bros. $9.95

**3906574 THE SPECKLED BAND.** In one of the first Sherlock Holmes talking films, the dastardly Holmes and Watson work together to stop a greedy Dr. Rylott from gaining access to his stepdaughter’s inheritance. When one of the daughters dies under mysterious circumstances, Holmes and Watson end up on a collision course with the not so good doctor. Stars Raymond Massey. In B&W. 50 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**3879623 SEND FOR PAUL TEMPLE.** The film character was popular for decades and based upon the stories and radio scripts of Frances Druridge. In this 1946 film, Temple and a newspaper woman investigate a gang of diamond robbers. In B&W. 85 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**2924811 BERLIN SYNDROME.** Berlin Syndrome. On vacation in Europe, an Australian photojournalist Claire meets Andi, a charismatic local man, and there is an instant attraction between them. But what is the true face of this new romance suddenly takes a very sinister turn. Rated R. CC. 115 minutes. Vertical. $2.95

**3854825 TANK 432.** Widescreen. Seeking revenge from combat, a band of mercenary soldiers lead hostages into an abandoned military tank. But when their sanctuary reveals itself to be a steel-walled prison, the group spirals into claustrophobia and increasingly disturbing delusions. Stars Rupert Evans and Michael Smiley. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98

**2996553 DONKEY PUNCH.** Widescreen. After meeting at a rave, a drunken woman lures a man to a remote cottage and challenges him to a sexual game of cat and mouse. They capture the partying yacht on a video. But when their ρerusal sexually endeavors go too far, one of them dies in a freak accident. The rest of the group argue about what to do, which leads to a ruthless fight for survival. Unrated. 90 minutes. Magnolia. $9.95

"Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller"
**Thrillers**

3851966 NOCTURNAL ANIMALS. Widecreen. Susan is living through an unfulfilling marriage when she receives a package containing a novel manuscript from her ex-husband, Edward. The novel is dedicated to her but its content is violent and disturbing, forcing her to re-evaluate the choices she has made. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Universal. $5.95

3881776 DESIERTO. Widescreen. A deranged, rifle-toting vigilante chastises a group of illegal immigrants through the treacherous U.S.-Mexican border. Stars Gael Garcia Bernal and Jeffrey Dean Morgan. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Mongrel Media. $9.95

★ 3879452 MYSTERIOUS MR. WONG. A self-absorbed reporter and his girlfriend become targets after he begins investigating a series of murders in Chinatown. Mr. Wong, the most likely responsible for the murders, attempts to collect and unite the legendary "Twelve Coins of Confucius." The reporter soon learns that not everyone is who they pretend to be. Stars Berta Lugosi. In B&W. 63 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3821056 FAMILY OF LIES. Widescreen. After the tragic and mysterious death of their parents, Emily and her younger siblings move to a small town in Louisiana to build a new life. But when a strange event happens, the family can't shake the feeling that they're being watched. Stars John Schneider and Christa B. Allen. Not Rated. 82 minutes. One. $5.95

3716406 BETRAYED. Widescreen. Mayor Don Alderman (John Savage) partners with the mob bosses in an attempt to control crime in Detroit. But when the Russian mafia goes too far, he turns to the Colombian cartel to teach the Russians a lesson. The Russians counter by kidnapping the mayor's daughter and he'll stop at nothing to save her. Not Rated. 112 minutes. Reel Vault. $4.95

★ 3820807 65TH. Widescreen. Esther Harrison is living a happy and fulfilling life. A beautiful home with a steady income, two kids and a loving husband. But when a dark, mysterious figure from her past comes calling, the foundation that her life was built upon begins to crumble, threatening everything she holds dear. Not Rated. 74 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3879445 JIGSAW. Assistant District Attorney Malloy, investigating the murder of a print shop owner, finds that the killing is connected to an experiment. The group sends a woman to seduce and taint Malloy. Can he put the pieces together? This 59 mystery stars Francine Tonne and Ron Wallace. In B&W. 70 minutes. $7.95

★ 3900651 THE PHOTOGRAPHER. Photographer Michael Callan is known far and wide, luring the most beautiful models to his shoots. Callan harbors a dark secret, including a hatred for women that morphs into his need to kill. One by one, the women in front of his camera fall victim to his bloody desires, one by one. Reel Vault. *SOLD OUT*

★ 3900386 STRIP NUDE FOR YOUR KILLER. Widescreen. The stunning Edwige Fenech stars in this infamous Giallo shocker. There’s succulent flesh aplenty as a mysterious girl dressed in black leather and wearing a motorcycle helmet begins butchering beautiful young fashion models with no mercy and one deraigned person. Directed by Andrea Bianchi. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3885739 CRUSADER. Widescreen. A journalist (Andrew McCarthy) at a small television station, using less than ethical methods, manages to get an informant to divulge information that could severely alter the world of telecommunications and the internet. Also stars Michael York and Bo Derek. Rated R. CC. 100 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

★ 3880990 QUAI DES OREFEVRES. Fullscreen. Come see the fabulous Jenny Lamour, the stunning chanteuse! Ignoring the protest of her covetous husband Maurice, Jenny pursues a meeting with a lecherous movie financier. When Maurice attempts to stop her, it's murder! A classic 1940s film noir. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. In B&W. 107 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 3848027 TATTOO OF REVENGE. Widescreen. To city-dwelling intellectuals, there exists an underground world of extremes, where criminals go unpunished and policemen are as lawless as criminals—a heroine becomes the avenger of raped and murdered women. As her enemies prepare an ambush to uncover her true identity, her only salvation is the emancipation of another woman. In Spanish with English subtitles. Rated R. In Spanish with English subtitles. $9.95

★ 3906736 WORLD FOR RANSOM. In Singapore, a private detective and the British authorities are on the trail of a criminal syndicate that kidnaps a nuclear physicist with the aim of selling him to the highest bidder. This 1954 film noir was directed by Robert Aldrich and stars Dan Duryea. In B&W. 82 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3908523 THE MYSTERY OF MR. WOLF. An American Chinese woman's purse is stolen on a bumpy flight, an old death curse has been illegally smuggled into the hands of an American collector. When the gem is stolen after its new owner is murdered, it’s up to Mr. Wolf to uncover the bottom of both crimes. This 1939 classic was directed by William Tigh. In B&W. 68 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 388094X MAX AND THE JUNKMEN. Widescreen. Young Max is obsessed with bringing criminals to justice at any cost. He devises a plan to lure a scarp thief and his gang into committing a bank robbery—so he can catch them red-handed. The plan is complicated when he tries to save a beautiful woman. Stars Romy Schneider. In French with English subtitles. $13.95

★ 3779713 THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE. Fullscreen. A murdered young woman in a New England town, and Helen, a mute servant in a Gothic mansion, are terrorised by the same maniac. As she travels open, Viktoriya is confronted with the cruel reality of human trafficking. Can she escape her fate? Not Rated. In Russian with English subtitles. 113 minutes. B&W. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $17.95

★ 3776003 CARGA. This is the story of Viktoriaya, a young woman who throws everything away in search of a better life. From the moment the doors of the truck in which she travels open up, Viktoriya is confronted with the cruel reality of human trafficking. Can she escape her fate? Not Rated. In Russian with English subtitles. 113 minutes. B&W. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $17.95

★ 3874684 THE BABY. Widescreen. A wealthy tycoon’s household. Murder and madness at the family estate. When Roman awakens and tries to convince his wife and family to leave, he’s locked in with a lecherous movie financier. When Maurice attempts to stop her, it’s murder! A classic 1940s film noir. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 120 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $17.95

★ 388676X EVEN MONEY. Widescreen. Kim Basinger and Forest Whitaker join Danny DeVito and an all-star cast in this compelling thriller. The film follows the lives of nine individuals, as their fates become increasingly entwined in a web of adventure, romance and mystery. Directed by Robert Altman. $9.95

★ 3770915 2020: FALLEN EARTH. Widescreen. While attempting to travel to the safety of his uncle’s farm, a 16 year old cult runaway finds himself fighting for his life in a desolate post apocalyptic American landscape. Will he be able to survive the terrifying strangers who offer him hope of survival in this new, cruel world, 80 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ 3884000 IS THAT YOU? Widescreen. Newlyweds Jess and Ryan seem to have it all until a group of violent killers target both Ryan and his brother Roman comatose. But when they escape their home on line until two mysterious strangers start to shade him. Could the man before her actually be the man she lost, or does something far more sinister await her? Stars Sarah Michelle Gellar. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3951002 CAT IN THE CAGE/FRENCH PUSSYCAT. In Cat in the Cage is a dangerous adversary that weaves the threat between the two members of a wealthy family. Murder and madness at the family estate. When Roman awakens and tries to convince his wife and family to leave, he’s locked in with a lecherous movie financier. When Maurice attempts to stop her, it’s murder! A classic 1940s film noir. Not Rated. In Russian with English subtitles. 120 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $17.95

3940233 MARNIE. Widescreen. Alfred Hitchcock creates a masterful psychological thriller about a compulsive liar and thief (Tippi Hedren), who winds up marrying the very man (Sean Connery) she attempts to rob. When a terrible accident occurs, she, her husband and three citizens are helping escaped prisoners reach the Free Zone. In French with English subtitles. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 3918767 ENIGMA. Widescreen. Alex Henoch and Steven Mackintosh, a double agent tries to find the key to key pending murders by locating a Russian coded microprocessor holding information that would unravel the assassination plot. His mission becomes both hauntingly romantic and punishingly dangerous as he encounters his former mistress. Also stars Brigitte Fossey, 102 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ 3880877 THE DEADLY TRAP. Widescreen. Jill and Philip (Faye Dunaway and Frank Langella) are an American couple who live in Paris with their two children. Their world is turned upside down when their daughter goes missing, her name may have been kidnapped. In a frantic struggle to recover them alive and well, the couple’s lives begin to fall apart at the seams, 97 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95
Thrillers

- 3886808 HAVEN. Widescreen. On the shores of the Cayman Islands the lives of different people—traveling money launderer and his daughter, a young fisherman, high school students, and a crime gang intersect. A chain reaction of violence is set in motion that will determine whether love can survive the fall of paradise. Stars Gary Bloom and Agnes Bruckner. Rated R. 115 minutes. MVD Visual. $11.95

- 3881016 THE THIRD LOVER. Widescreen. Albin Mercier, a failed and disillusioned journalist, is sent to Geneva to cover an event. There, he meets a successful writer who’s happily married to a Frenchwoman named Helen. Bitterly, he becomes obsessed with the beautiful Helen, he decides to ruin the couple’s lives. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. In B&W. 80 minutes. Reel Vault. $14.99

- 3810291 MISSIONARY. Widescreen. Katherine, a single mom, develops a friendship with a Mormon missionary. Eldor Brock, who offers to help her son prepare for the school football team. When Katherine decides to reconcile with her son’s father, Brock becomes dangerously possessive, and unknown to Katherine or the church, Brock is hiding a dangerous past. Rated R. Widescreen. $3.95

Horror


- 3867913 T-MEN. Fullscreen. ClassixFilms. Pub. at $34.95

- 3069613 HACKER. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. PRICE CUT to $1.95

- 377662X NAPLES IN VEILS. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. PRICE CUT to $3.95

- 2954176 THE OUTSIDER. Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $5.95


- 3810348 DARK SENSE. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. PRICE CUT to $5.95

- 3765064 THE DEAD CENTER. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95

- 3766403 KNIFE + HEART. Widescreen. Altered Image. PRICE CUT to $4.99

- 3706532 MURDER MADE EASY. Widescreen. Scream Team Releasing. Pub. at $19.95

- 3840921 NIGHTWATCHK. Special Edition. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95


- 3728470 DOUBLECROSSED. Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

- 3830904 GHOSTOWN. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. $29.95


- 3837076 THE BEST OF THE WORST: 12 Shocking Films. An affectionate and intoxicating tribute to 12 of the greatest bad movies ever made. Includes: Manos: Hands of Fate; Track of the Moon Beast; The Beast of Yucca Flats; Eegah; The Ape Man; The Amazing Transplant Man; The Atomic Brain; Dementia 13: Unknown World; The Terror; Mesa of Lost Women; and The Incredible Petrified World. Not Rated. In Color and Black & White. Nearly 4 hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. $19.99

- 3869702 THE CONJURING. Horror. Star James Wan directs the thrilling true story of ghost hunters Lorraine Warren (Vera Farmiga) and Ed Warren (Patrick Wilson), who help a family terrorized by an evil spirit in their mysterious farmhouse. “One of the scariest movies ever made”—Chicago Sun-Times. Rated R. English SDH. 2 hours. Warner Bros. $5.95

- 2937794 TIKI. Fullscreen. Amy moves from her beloved Hawaiian Islands to study drama on the mainland, but a gang of vicious co-ed plots to make her life a living hell. When Amy’s beau puts Amy into a coma, her aunt Maetela arrives with a special Tiki doll—designed to kill. With Amy’s spirit driving the idol, an orgy of bloodshed begins. 120 minutes. Adults only. Retro Media. $1.95

- 3872866 STRANGE NATURE. Widescreen. Hilariously deformed frogs have turned up in the waters of Minnesota. Seen through the eyes of a single brook and her 11-year-old son, a small town struggles with the unknown when the deadly mutations move beyond the ponds. Stars Lisa Sheridan. Not Rated. CC. 100 minutes. Cinema 6. $3.95

- 3881814 IT COMES AT NIGHT. Widescreen. In the aftermath of an unknown global disaster, a man lives in safe seclusion with his wife and son, until a desperate family breaks into their house. Stars Joel Edgerton, Christopher Abbott and Kyle Roach. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3808686 THE INVISIBLE MAN: Complete Legacy Collection. One of the Silver Screen’s most unforgettable characters and, along with the other Universal Classic Monsters, defined the Hollywood horror genre. Features all six films. The Invisible Man; The Invisible Man Returns; The Invisible Woman; Invisible Agent; The Invisible Man’s Revenge and Abbott and Costello Meet the Invisible Man. In B&W. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $14.95

3820890 AKI GIANT: THE Wrath of Punk Buynian. A group of young adults have just arrived at an offender’s boot camp deep in the woods. Strange events begin to happen in the area and the campers discover the legend of the giant lumberjack Punk Buynian is real. However, they soon realize that he is more horrifying than they could have ever imagined. Not Rated. EOne. $4.95

375256 GOLD SKIN. Widescreen. In 1914, a young man arrives at a remote island near the Antarctic Circle to take the post of weather observer only to find himself in a Watsonian by deadlier by deadly force. Stars Ray Stevenson. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

3800764 CREEPING CRAWLING. Widescreen. An army featuring three tales of terror centered around things that go slither in the night. Doug and Allison get more than they bargained for in Grubbery: R/D introduces D, a young beautiful girl who despises negative news, and goes as a nurse hired to take care of a comatose patient. And in Bugger: Dr. Tarkovsky navigates love online. Not Rated. 113 minutes. Brian Yuzna. $14.95

3819353 AVENGER. A biker breaks in the mountains, and that means one thing: Bikini Ski Day! But as the festivities begin, an unforeseen menace lurks beneath the snow: a human-size amphibious Snow Shark! Can the local sheriff and a motley crew of snowboarders stop the bloodshed? Not Rated. 92 minutes. EOne. $4.95

3940272 DEAD JUSTICE. The Arizona Sheriff, along with a Buffalo Soldier from the U.S. Army, must galvanize a group of survivors to fight back when the living dead rise and seek revenge. It’s a world gone mad and a battle against the unthinkable. Stars Paul Winters. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

3900820 TWO EVIL EYES. Widescreen. The mastermind behind horror—George Romero (Dario Argento)—brings an unprecedented pair of shockers inspired by the tales of Edgar Allan Poe. Romero’s The Facts in the Case of Mr. Valdemar stars Adrienne Barbeau. Argentine’s The Black Cat stars Harvey Keitel. Not Rated. 120 minutes on two DVDs. Blue Underground. $3.95

3855393 PIRANHA. Widescreen. While searching for missing teenagers, novice skip tracer Paul Grogan (Bradford Dillman) stumble upon a top-secret Army laboratory conducting genetic research on swimmers, in an attempt to develop biological warfare. Rated R. 92 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.93

3902388 PANZER. Widescreen. When a group of students discover a Nazi bunker in their search for stolen art, all hell breaks loose when they find out it is guarded by something so terrifying, you’ll wish it was a nightmare. Not Rated. CC. 92 minutes. Arrow. $4.95

3856429 SECRETS IN THE WALLS. Widescreen. Rachel Easton (Jeri Ryan) just purchased a dream home that opens a new beginning for her and her daughters. But as the days pass, a sinister evil begins to take possession of their lives and the home’s violent past slowly becomes clear. Not Rated. CC. 86 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $3.95
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3764354 CHILD'S PLAY 2/CHILD'S PLAY 3. Widescreen. Child's Play 2 finds the notorious killer doll rising from the ashes to track down his prey again. In Child's Play 3 the greedy president of Play Pals Toy Company decides to resurrect the popular Good Guys doll line and the spirit of Chucky returns for more revenge or maybe just to have some fun. English SDH. $3.95

3803465 THE KILLER EYE. In an attempt to prove his theory that the human eye is the gateway to another dimension, a brilliant ophthalmologist performs his final experiment on an unwilling homeless man. But a new form of life begins, a seemingly invincible being of pure light energy driven by a hunger for knowledge and a taste for young women. Rated R. 72 minutes. $3.95

3860175 CELL COUNT. Widescreen. Russell Carpenter reluctantly admits his wife Sadie into an experimental treatment facility for her life-threatening disease. But this prison-like hospital, where six other patients will learn that a cure just might be worse than the disease itself. Not Rated. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

3726913 BLACKWOOD. Widescreen. Having recently recovered from an emotional breakdown, college professor Ben Marshall (Ed Stoppard) relocates his family to the peaceful countryside of the Blackwood estate where he believes he can finally raise his sons in peace. But when his son is murdered, he reveals a plan he had concocted in place of his new home. All is not as it seems. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. BBC. $3.95

2958699 HALLOWEEN. Widescreen. The worldwide mass-murdering movie monster written and directed by John Carpenter and starring Jamie Lee Curtis. Fifteen years ago, Michael Myers brutally massacred his sister. Now, after escaping from a mental hospital, he’s back to relive his grisly crime again, and again—and again. Rated R. 92 minutes. Anchor Bay. $4.95

3855281 THE BONEYARD COLLECTION. Widescreen. This twisted horror/noir cult favorite is a quintessential collection of four spine-tingling, short films. Murderers, witches, vampires, zombies, mummies, vivens and a lawyer agent. Includes Her Morbid Desires; Cry of the Mummy; Body and the Undead; and The Devil's Due at Midnight. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Green Apple. $4.95

3853160 THE HOLLOW CHILD. Widescreen. Highly intelligent and malicious creatures known as The Hollow Ones live in the Woods and entice children with their hypnotic folklore music. Samantha, a young foster teen must fight to expose these dangerous supernatural impostors, and save her hometown from an epidemic of child murder. English SDH. 88 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

3820823 AMERICAN BEAST. Widescreen. James begins a journey to discover the truth behind a creature that haunts the woods in the small town of Solitude. Not Rated. 90 minutes. E One. $4.95

3782677 THE JURASSIC DEAD. Widescreen. A supernatural skeletal set off to debunk paranormal sightings using low frequency sound waves in an abandoned subway station and is met with unforeseen evil and eerie miracles. Stars David Carradine, Michael Eklund and Christopher Lloyd. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Sony Pictures. $1.95

2940302 HOUSE SHARK. When Frank (Trey Harrison) finds his home under attack by a bloodthirsty, evolutionary human/whale breed of shark, he enlists the aid of the world’s only “House Shark” expert to embark on a desperate quest to destroy the beast and claim back his life. It’s Jaws in a house! Not Rated. 112 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3800911 AXEMAN. Widescreen. Nine vacationing 20-somethings travel to a plush lakeshore cabin in Cutter’s Creek, looking to engage in some hedonistic activities. But their weekend of boozing and sex transforms into an exercise in horror when an abandoned local legend comes for them. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Midnight Releasing. $3.95

3860264 THE JURASSIC DEAD. Widescreen. A unit of mercenaries must team up with a group of students after America is struck with an EMP attack. Deep in the desert, they find the source of the terror, a mad scientist who has also created a T-Rex dinosaur, one who turns everyone it attacks into a zombie. Now they must scumble to stay alive. 82 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3742636 LAST GIRL STANDING. Widescreen. Five years after a masked killer brutally murdered her closest friends, Camryn, the lone survivor, struggles to reclaim her shattered life. Just when she thinks she’s ready to finally start anew, Camryn is haunted back to haunt her. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. MPI. $2.95

372968 FEEDING THE MASSES. Widescreen. A four-film collection featuring ravenous flesh-eating zombies, blood-thirsty vampires and rampaging werewolves. Films include: Nightmare on the Hillbilly Lagoon; Necroville; and Splatter Disco. Nearly 6 hours on three DVDs. Shock-O-Rama. $5.95

2930619 THE MAN WHO COULD CHEAT DEATH. Widescreen. Dr. Georges Bonnet has figured out a way to live as some very unlucky patients. A Catholic priest, devoted to saving souls. Antoon Drifving stars as the mad doctor in this chilling Hammer Horror classic, and it’s up to Christopher Lee to stop him. CC. 82 minutes. Legend Films. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

3758045 DEADTIME STORIES. Widescreen. Volume 1. Hostmaster George A. Romero presents three horror stories: Valley of the Shadow follows a young woman with a search and rescue team that stumbles upon an abandoned house, where they make a grisly discovery; In Wet a lonely man strolling on the beach finds a mysterious box; and In House Call a doctor called to treat a little boy old enough to be a horror. Rated R. English SDH. 76 minutes. Millennium. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

3881350 TORTURE CHAMBER. Widescreen. Ominous chiller about an unholy bond between a mother and her two sons. Catholic priest, devoted to saving his family, tries to cure his deaged younger brother, but 13-year-old Jimmy is possessed by an evil too powerful to be exercised by any religion. Rated R. 93 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

3801403 THE VAULT: Lunar Edition. A newly widowed high school teacher and five of his students go to an old abandoned school to archive any memorabilia before it is torn down. When they mistakenly free a horrific spirit, the school becomes a death zone and there’s no way to escape. Rated R. Three hours. KOCH Vision. $4.95

3860205 DEATH HOUSE. Widescreen. A power breakdown inside a prison known as the Death House sends two agents fighting through a labyrinth of horrors while being pursued by a ruthless army of inmates. As they fight to escape, the agents push toward the ultimate evil facility where they learn a supernatural group of evil beings is their only chance for survival. Stars Cody Longo. Unrated. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

2930341 KNOCKING ON DEATH’S DOOR. Widescreen. Double feature! Knocking on Death’s Door sees two paranormal scientists trying to document spirits at Hillside House. Stars David Carbonell. The Doorway leads to Hell, and as one paranormal detective (Rory Schinder) must close it before all Hell breaks loose. Both Rated R. Over 3 hours on a double-sided DVD. New Concorde. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95

100X ROCKABILLY ZOMBIE WEEKEND. Widescreen. A young redneck couple have planned their ideal, rockabilly themed wedding to be held on a farm in Florida. But unknown to them, a crop duster experimental mosquito repellent nearby has infected the insects with something far more dangerous, a zombie spawning virus. Soon their guests begin to turn into flesh eating, walking dead. With Christina Bach and Daniel Baldwin. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Green Apple. $3.95

3916286 DOMINION: Prequel to the Exorcist. Widescreen. Father Merrin, having witnessed humanity at its worst, has abandoned the priesthood. Now, supervising the excavation of a mysterious church in British East Africa, he must rediscover his faith to combat a foe who’s cunning, cruel, immortal. Stars Ashley Bell. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures. $2.95

3702699 PSYCHOPATHS. Widescreen. The tales of multiple serial killers cross over for one night. Each one stalks the city with their own deadly, gruesome agenda. Which psychopath will survive through until morning? Stars Ashley Bell. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.97 $5.95

3860183 CHILD EATER. Babysitting can be a real nightmare—especially for Helen, who’s stuck looking after Lucas, a frightened boy who says he comes from his bedroom closet. But then Lucas disappears, possibly at the hands of an infamous supernatural serial killer who, as legend has it, escaped from prison forty years ago. Not Rated. 82 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

3803694 MURDERCYCLE. Its engine roars with a deafening throb; the sleek, dark profile cuts through the night like a razor. Amid these avoid of human soldiers as they battle the most ruthless and notorious of all military special forces—the Russian Spetsnaz—in their quest for absolute power. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. Krista Meyer. $3.95


3817431 THE CHURCH. Widescreen. The pastor of a landmark church is the sole hold-in a Philadelphia neighborhood earmarked for gentrification. But soon, the spiritual sociopath and his minions begin to make their displeasure known. Who are the righteous among them? Stars Bill Moseley and Ashley C. Williams. 90 minutes. Plus Entertainment. $4.96
380191 DARKNESS REIGNS. Widescreen. A group of filmmakers shooting a behind-the-scenes documentary in a reportedly abandoned town and find themselves stranded in a seemingly abandoned town and find themselves 3820963 Dien. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Wild Eye.

3865113 NAZIS AT THE CENTER OF EARTH. Widescreen. In an ancient Guatemalan tradition, parents teach their children to soothe their fears using handmade "worry dolls". But when the many worry dolls owned by a mass murderer find their way into the hands of unsuspecting residents of a Southern town, it sets off a grisly wave of bloodshed. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Shout Factory. Publish at $16.95.

388167 worthy. Widescreen. About to be electrocuted for a host of heinous crimes, Horace Pincher transforms into a terrifying energy source. Only Jonathan Parker with an uncanny connection to Pincher through bizarre dreams, can fight the powerful demon. The two dive in and out of TV programs, chasing each other through stunning scenes of disaster. Directed by Wes Craven. Rated R. CC. 110 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

388029X DRACULA: The Impaler. Widescreen. Over 500 years ago, Vlad the Impaler returns to Transylvania to turn himself to Hell. Today, a party of seven friends set off on a graduation trip to stay in a Romanian castle. But they aren't the only residents in this eerie structure—the groundkeeper is quite too, and she's determined to bring Vlad back from Hell. Midnight Releasing. $3.95.

696528h. Widescreen. It's more than just a game in this chilling double feature. Ouija stars Olivia Cooke, who must confront her worst fears when she and a group of friends unwittingly unleash a dark power from the other side. In Ouija: Origin of Evil, a blind psychic realizes her secret to her seance scam business and ends up inviting real evil into her home. English SDH. 180 minutes on two DVDs. Universal. SOLD OUT. 382048X AMERICAN POLTERGEIST.

3817047 BLACK MAGIC. Widescreen. After his father commits suicide, Randy and his family travel to his Indonesian home to look after his mother. When Randy's mother attacks his wife and children unexpectedly, he starts to realize the truth: an evil is seeking through his home and family, and his mother is haunted by a terrifying dark magic. Not Rated. 86 minutes. 4Digital Media. $2.95.

3817407 REIG0: King of the Sea Monsters. The battleship Yamato is on patrol when a lookout spots a shape half-submerged in the water, seemingly to be an enemy submarine, they fire and score a direct hit. But they are shocked when the object emits a strange cry as it sinks beneath the waves. Now the battleship must engage in a deadly battle between the mysterious and the mysterious dragon-like creature. SPS Cinema. Pub. at $19.98.

385473X FERAL. Widescreen. Your best friend has just been infected with a horrid disease that turns him into a rampaging cannibal zombie. Do you: a) try to save her? or b) kill her before she kills you? That's the nightmarish scenario six students face when their camping trip goes terrifingly wrong. Stars Tom Alper and Daniel Baldwin. Not Rated. 98 minutes. E One. $4.95.

387073X FRANKENSTEIN. Widescreen. Helen McCrory, James Purefoy, and Neil Pearson star in BBC's modern retelling of Mary Shelley's gothic horror classic. Frankenstein secretly introduces his DNA into his maverick work on replacement body parts, inadvertently creating life itself! English SDH. 91 minutes. BBC. Publish at $19.98. SOLD OUT. 3830020 HIDDEN/THE GALLOWS. Widescreen. For 301 days, a young family has found refuge underground. Above their prison, some terrifying threats emerge. But the horridness of The Gallows, 20 years after an accidental death during a school play, three students break into their school and discover the horrors of the past don't stay buried. Both. English SDH. 91 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $19.98. SOLD OUT. $3.95.

3890371 SUSCUBUS. Widescreen. At a chic nightclub for jaded jetsetters, a simulated snuff performance is the main attraction, and Love is only a distant obsession of men and women alike. Soon the serious starlet's stage personality possesses her entirely. Also stars Janine Pavland, Jack Taylor, Howard Vernon. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Adults only. $11.95. Enter $3.95.

3770052 SLASHER.COM. Widescreen. After meeting through an online dating site, Jack and Kris decide to go on an unforidog first date: a relaxing weekend getaway to a cozy cabin in the woods. While discovering the republic's escapees from its ocean grave and begins greeting itself on human flesh. Stars NickChilung, Erin Karpul, and Barry Corbin. 89 minutes. Genius Entertainment. $3.95.

3881687 31. Widescreen. This Rob Zombie film follows five carnival workers who are kidnapped and forced to participate in a violent game, the goal of which is to survive twelve hours against a gang of sadistic clowns. Welcome to 31. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Widescreen. $5.95.
**Horror**

- **3803287** *HIDEOUS!* Dr. Lorca, an eccentric collector of biological oddities, has just acquired a horrible mutant born of toxic sewage—but the creature’s rightful owner wants it back, before it produces an ozone-destroying army of loathsome, freakish spawn, Rhonda Griffin, and Mel Johnson Jr. Rated R. 82 minutes. Full Moon.

- **3820564** *FOX HORROR CLASSICS, VOL. 2: Chandu the Magician/Dragnowczyk/Dr. Renault’s Secret.* Fullscreen. Chandu the Magician. Based on Anya Seton’s best-selling novel, Dragonwyck stars Vincent Price and Gene Tierney. Finally, brace your spine for some dreadfully thrilling and spine-tingling horror in Dr. Renault’s Secret. Not Rated. CC. Nearly four hours on 3 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $19.95.

- **385361X** *GHOUl.* Widescreen. Three Americans travel to the Ukraine to film a documentary about the oft-suppressed epidemic that swept through the country during the 1932 famine. After being lured deep into the forest for an interview with one of the last survivors, they find themselves trapped in the midst of a cultural hunting ground. In Korean with English subtitles. 119 minutes. CJ Entertainment. $3.95.

- **388144X** *FIGHTING THE LIVING DEAD.* A competition series with horror overtones, this film is an unflinching look at the reality and scripted genres. The show will follow eight YouTube stars as they attempt to survive the first 24 hours of a highly-simulated zombie apocalypse. The only prize is survival. Not Rated. 51 minutes. Flatiron.

- **3817458** *KILLERS WITHIN.* Widescreen. With her son being held captive by a criminal gang, police-officer Amanda Doyle, together with her ex-husband and three unlikely allies, take in a desperate plot to hold a wealthy banker and his family for ransom. But this is no ordinary family and as the story unfolds it becomes clear that the hunters have become the hunted. 2 hours. 4Digital Media. $2.95.

- **381390X** *RITUALS.* Widescreen. Far into the Canadian wilderness, two doctors have gone on their annual vacation together. This year, something goes terribly wrong. Mysteriously their shoes disappear from their campsite. They turn to the woods looking for their own. One by one, they are picked off and killed by someone—or something. Stars Hal Holbrook. Rated R. 100 minutes. TriStar. $7.95.

- **3854760** *JACKALS.* Widescreen. When stuntman Powell (Benny Sullivan) is captured by two ski-masked men and dragged back to a secluded cabin, it’s anything but a standard kidnapping. Wailing at the cabin is Justin’s family, who have decided to live a sinister brainwashing he has undergone at the hands of a vicious cult. Also stars Stephen Dorff. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Dream Factory. Pub. at $16.97. $4.95.

- **3862119** *TRESPASSERS.* Widescreen. Two couples working through relationship issues share a gorgeous house in the desert for a sex and drug fueled escape from reality. As tensions escalate over the course of a debauched night, things take an ungodly, deranged turn before their damages face up at the door. As the twists and turns pile up, so does the body count in this blood-soaked thriller. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Adults only. Dream Factory. Pub. at $14.98. $11.95.

- **3853241** *STILL/BORN.* Widescreen. Young newweds, Mary and Jack, have the perfect life together but their ultimate dream—have a baby—becomes a terrifying nightmare: one of their twins dies at childbirth. Soon after, Mary is diagnosed with postpartum depression and starts to slip into a jealous, night terrors, eventually losing her handle on reality. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. Vertical. $4.95.

- **3911990** *MARQUIS DE SADE.* Widescreen. Also known as The Portrait of Dorian Gray, this erotic thriller tells the story of a pair of twin sisters—one a lonely aristocrat who must sexually feeds on the lives of men and women to stay young, the other an amoral morose who retaliate the pleasure her sister is denied. Stars Lina Romay. Not Rated. 119 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

- **3752550** *AS ABOVE, SO BELOW.* Widescreen. Miles of twisting catacombs lie beneath the streets of Paris, the eternal home to countless souls. When a team of explorers ventures into the uncharted maze of bones, they uncover the dark secrets that lie within this city of the dead. A journey into madness and terror. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Universal. $4.95.

- **3862380** *ESCAPE ROOM.* Widescreen. Six friends test their intelligence and survival skills in a game that takes a dark turn. Solve the puzzle—or die. Rated R. 87 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95.

- **3853233** *SLUMBER.* Widescreen. Alice is a young actress, haunted by the mysterious nocturnal death of her younger brother. During a routine examination on a traumatized family, Alice is forced to display specific rational and accept that the family is being terrorized by a parasitic demon who feeds on the weak while they sleep. Rated R. English SDH. 84 minutes. Vertical. $4.95.

- **3856932** *CITY OF THE VAMPIRES.* A young reporter finds himself lost in the city of Braddock. There he faced a terror so unspeakable that he left his own girlfriend Christine behind, trapped within its clutches, and later, he retraces his steps and searches for clues to Christine’s fate. Not Rated. 82 minutes. SRS Home Video. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

- **3855732** *BANSHEE CHAPTER.* Widescreen. On the trail of a missing friend (Michael McMillan) who had been experimenting with mind-altering drugs, a young journalist (Katie Winter), aided by a rogue writer (Ted Levine), finds herself drawn into the dangerous world of top-secret government chemical research and the mystery of a disturbing radio signal of unknown origin. Rated R. CC. 87 minutes. Shout! Factory. $4.95.

- **3941060** *WEST COUNTRY.* Widescreen. A group of hikers are warned by a guide who has encountered Sasquatch, but they decide to ignore him and go off trail. The deeper they go into the woods, the more they are not alone. When provoked, the Bigfoot species will protect their territory. In this case, the harrassment has been done and there is no escape. Rated R. 80 minutes. Vertical. $13.99.

- **3757862** *WRITERS RETREAT.* Widescreen. An acclaimed author hosts a writing retreat on an isolated island. Gradually the writers assembled open up with personal secrets. russian Siberian hermit, it is now some way desperate to escape their current life. It isn’t long before the entire weekend begins to unravel and turns into a terrifying fight for survival. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Synapse. $2.95.


---
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3715603 FAMILY POSSESSIONS. A young girl, Rachael Davis, inherits the mansion of her estranged grandmother. Rachael and her family move into the house to start a new life, but once there, strange and unexplained occurrences begin to happen. Rachael soon realizes some family secrets should remain buried. Not Rated. 111 minutes. 4Digital Media. $4.95

★ 3794431 CHANNEL 13. A horror anthology film that harkens back to the mid 70s and 80s, inspired by Amicus productions and Creepshow. The film features three horror tales, told by a hooded monk, on the titular Channel 13. This slice of SOV history has to be seen to be believed. Watch if you dare! Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

382120X SCREAM AT THE DEVIL. Widescreen. The devil comes out to take his promised due when Miriam Jones, a schizophrenic woman, is pushed over the edge by her own family’s elicit affairs. Her hallucinations become an insane reality, an exorcism of the mind. Not Rated. 96 minutes. E One. $2.95

3739724 GONJAM: Haunted Asylum. Widescreen. Based on the local legends and stories of people who believe the real-life abandoned asylum, the crew of a horror web show plan to stream live from inside the hospital. To attract more viewers, the show’s host arranges some scares, but as they move further into the old building, they begin to encounter much more than they expected. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Well GO USA. $3.95

3853209 MALICIOUS. Widescreen. When Adam, a young college professor, accepts his first big teaching position at a respected university, he and his beautiful pregnant wife, Lisa, move into a country house just outside of town. But soon the happy couple suffers a miscarriage and become convinced some malicious entity caused the wife to lose the baby. English SDH. 91 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

3853225 THE SCHOOL. Widescreen. Dr. Amy Wintercraig struggles to cope with her emergency room duties and those of a young mother looking after her hospitalized son who has fallen into a coma. After being dismissed by her boss, she becomes trapped in a coma/purgatory of her own. English SDH. 80 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

3892646 CHILD OF SATAN. Widescreen. After an accident during her baby shower, Allison, a dedicated nurse, is rushed to the hospital. After the birth of her son, strange events emerge: vivid dreams and unexplained killings. Stars Eric Roberts and Kacey Clarke. CC. 96 minutes. Cinedinema. $5.95

★ 3810437 AMERICAN CONJURING. Widescreen. A family moves into an abandoned orphanage and they soon learn that their new home has a disturbing history and that they aren’t alone—a malevolent, violent outcome. Rated R. 95 minutes. Raven Banner. $3.95

★ 3794415 THE BIG F. Widescreen. Bigfoot is on the loose in the suburbs and looking for a mate. Jenny is house sitting when her cousin convinces her to have a party. But what Bigfoot enters is the cul de sac, leaving the neighborhood residents to defend their street from this beast in beast. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

379920X JUAN OF THE DEAD. Widescreen. It’s equal parts platter and laughter in this doomsday romp with a deadly Cuban touch. When Havana begins to fill up with blood and brains, a forty-year-old slacker, is left with no choice but to become a hero, save his country, and protect his family. Stars Alexis Díaz De Villegas and Jorge Luis. Not Rated. In subtitles. 96 minutes. E One. $3.95

3853195 INSIDE. Widescreen. Sarah, a young woman, to-be is recently widowed in a shattering car crash that left her partially deaf and forced the premature birth of her new born baby. Having just moved back home and in unfamiliar surroundings, she is forced to face a cold-hearted and predatory woman who will stop at nothing to get her baby. English SDH. 98 minutes. Rachael. $4.95

3850998 ASTRAL. Widescreen. A metaphysics student discovers the premise of “astral projection”—the ability to project your spirit into an unseen dimension. Following the untimely death of his mother, he attempts to reconnect only to find himself besieged by malevolent entities. Not Rated. English. SDH. 74 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

3787226 FROM A HOUSE ON WILLOW STREET. Widescreen. Roguish kidnappers devise a plan to abduct the daughter of a wealthy diamond designer. When they have her locked up in their hideout, they realize she’s been possessed by a sinister demon. The magicians among them tell them their souls and deal with their personal demons as they appear in physical form inside the house. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Unobstructed View. $3.95

3915735 FROM ASIA WITH LUST, VOLUME 2: LIPSTICK/Weekend. Widescreen. A double feature of Japanese sex and violence featuring adult star Miyuki Yokoyama. In Camp, two virginal sisters looking for a getaway are trapped, brutalized, and tortured by five sadistic captors. Then, any driver’s worst nightmare comes true in Hich-Hike, a tale of a young couple that becomes convinced Holly is being pursued by her own evil twin—or is it a malevolent ghost? Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 148 minutes. Adults only. $7.95

★ LIMITED QUANTITY 3915743 FROM ASIA WITH LUST VOLUME 2: LIPSTICK/WEEKEND. Widescreen. A double feature of Japanese sex and violence featuring adult star Miyuki Yokoyama. In Camp, two virginal sisters looking for a getaway are trapped, brutalized, and tortured by five sadistic captors. Then, any driver’s worst nightmare comes true in Hich-Hike, a tale of a young couple that becomes convinced Holly is being pursued by her own evil twin—or is it a malevolent ghost? Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 148 minutes. Adults only. $7.95

★ SOLD OUT 382103X THE EVANGELIST. Widescreen. Thirty years ago Bill Horton watched in horror as a serial killer, known as the Evangelist, murdered a man. Now grown up, Bill appears to be a model citizen. However, he has picked up the mantle of the Evangelist, killing those who he deems evil and wicked. Not Rated. 95 minutes. E One. $2.95

388287X V/H/S VIRAL. Widescreen. A police chase through the streets of Los Angeles inspires dozens of teens to flock to the streets with video cameras capturing the next viral video. Soon these teens will realize they themselves are the stars of the next viral video—one in which they face their own deaths. Rated R. 81 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

★ 3810438 AMERICAN JERSEY DIGITAL. Widescreen. Aखा takes young slacker in the depths of his 20s, looking to discover the next viral video. Soon these teens will realize they themselves are the stars of the next viral video—one in which they face their own deaths. Rated R. 81 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

3840964 RUST. Heather and her best friend Morgan make the mistake of meeting up with friends at an abandoned haunted attraction. Inside the decrepit scare-house, a true horror begins: all the while Morgan is taken hostage, and he is only to escape when it is too late.

96 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95

3893517 DEATH WALKERS: Rise of the Undead. When some of that serum turns one of the soldiers into a walking dead monster, the survivors rally to try out his new monster-making formula.

96 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95

3893510 DEAD WALKERS: Rise of the 4th Reich. When the British secret service is confronted by a terrorist threat in Romania, the soldiers make a terrifying discovery: a bizarre scientific and occult training ground of Neo-Nazi bloodthirsty fighting men, mass-murdering and mass-murdering.

96 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $17.95

3893827 THE RED QUEEN KILLS SEVEN TIMES. Widescreen. An age-old family curse hits sisters Kitty and Franciska following the death of their grandfather Tobias. Every year on his birthday, the bloodthirsty Red Queen returns and claims seven fresh victims. Was Tobias just the first—and are Kitty and Franciska next? A giallo classic from the 70s. Not Rated. In English. 90 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $14.95

3886344 THE PEANUT BUTTER SOLUTION. Widescreen. If you were a child in the 80s, you were likely traumatized for life by repeated viewings of this Canadian kiddie feature about burning waffles, sudden baldness, psychotic teething, multiple suicides, and cultural insensitivity. And in juvenile swathes. Not Rated. CC. 90 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.98

3872998 HANUKKAH. A group of Jewish young adults are getting ready for the holiday of lights. With the help of a wise Rabbi, they deduce that they are being targeted because they have violated Jewish law and that their only chance of survival is to embrace their faith. Stars Charles Fleischer and Sid Haig in one of his last performances. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Pub. at $19.95

3869550 Lycanimator. A group of friends has been given an abandoned house for a weekend of partying only to discover a mad scientist in hiding—who just happens to need subjects to try out his new monster-making formula. What he needs is that one of the group into a murderous beast, all hell breaks loose and everyone is on the menu.

Not Rated. 50 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95

3887072 ESCAPING THE DEAD. Widescreen. When one of the group is attacked by a new death drug and when two drug dealers attempt to capitalize on it, backfires. They wind up fighting for their lives to escape everything on the new death drug they are responsible for distributing. Not Rated. 80 minutes. WWM. Pub. at $19.99

3914337 CHURCH OF THE DAMNED. A small town is plagued with violent and bizarre events. Local investigator Messiah Ward, and his partner, Barney, must unravel the clues and stop the bloodshed. This never before seen shot on video is an emotional survival tale. Not Rated. In Italian and English. 97 minutes. With the help of a wise Rabbi, they deduce that they are being targeted because they have violated Jewish law and that their only chance of survival is to embrace their faith. Stars Charles Fleischer and Sid Haig in one of his last performances. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Pub. at $19.95

3914337 WHAT THE WATERS LEFT BEHIND. Widescreen. The town of Epecuen was a seaside resort on the shores of Lago Argentino. Over the years, when the water receded, the town was stayed deserted—or so they thought. A group of young filmmakers take a trip to the ruins to film a documentary. One by one, they soon find that they can't go back to life. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 98 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $21.95

3910178 HOME VIDEOS. Takes found footage to a new level in this heart pounding horror film! We live in a world where technology is where everything even happens. You need to be in the safety of your own home and you are not safe! Here the horror starts at home. 90 minutes. WMM. Pub. at $19.99

3890029 BREEDER. Widescreen. Sandra, a private investigator on maternity leave is asked by her assistant to help a Russian expat find his missing son. Little do they know that they have to venture into one of the most sinister stories that a little island like Malta has to tell. A mystery thriller (in breeding) with a note of the disreputable in the most atrocious way. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $11.95

3859508 AMITYVILLE ISLAND. Widescreen. A curious survival of killers at the Amityville House brings the evil to a small island where bizarre genetic experiments, monsters, and animals in a secret women's prison. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

3865908 AMITYVILLE ISLAND. Widescreen. A curious survival of killers at the Amityville House brings the evil to a small island where bizarre genetic experiments, monsters, and animals in a secret women's prison. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

3892917 THE NIGHT EVELYN CAME OUT OF THE GRAVE. Widescreen. Alan Cunningham (Anthony Steffen), haunted by the death of his wife Evelyn, tries to move on by marrying the seductive Gladys. Marital bliss is short-lived, however, as all hell breaks loose when the bloodthirsty coven of monsters is driven into a corner, with all hope for humanity hanging by a thread.

75 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.99

3892917 THE NIGHT EVELYN CAME OUT OF THE GRAVE. Widescreen. Alan Cunningham (Anthony Steffen), haunted by the death of his wife Evelyn, tries to move on by marrying the seductive Gladys. Marital bliss is short-lived, however, as all hell breaks loose when the bloodthirsty coven of monsters is driven into a corner, with all hope for humanity hanging by a thread.

75 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.99

3885908 AMITYVILLE ISLAND. Widescreen. A curious survival of killers at the Amityville House brings the evil to a small island where bizarre genetic experiments, monsters, and animals in a secret women's prison. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

3885908 AMITYVILLE ISLAND. Widescreen. A curious survival of killers at the Amityville House brings the evil to a small island where bizarre genetic experiments, monsters, and animals in a secret women's prison. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95
star in Stephen King’s apocalyptic thriller about a mysterious signal in an effort to find one boy who holds the power to destroy them. Stars Ronan Quinnary. 88 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

2978317 STAR TREK II: The Wrath of Khan. Widescreen. Kirk’s Starfleet career enters a new chapter as a result of his most powerful nemesis, Khan Singh. Escaping his forgotten prison, Khan sets his sights on both capturing Project Genesis, a device of god-like power, and the utter destruction of the world. Stars William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy. 112 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

3779394 MARTIAN LAND. Widescreen. In the future, mankind lives on Mars, in Earth like cities protected by force fields. But when a powerful sandstorm breaks through the dome and destroys Mars New York, those in Mars Los Angeles must stop the storm before it wrecks them out next. Stars Lane Townsend. CC. 96 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

298285X AGE OF DINOSAURS. Widescreen. Using breakthrough regeneration technology, a biotech firm creates a set of living dinosaurs. But when in the process of their creation an exhibit exhibit and terrorizes Los Angeles, a former firefighter must rescue his teenage daughter from the chaos brought on by the Ams. Stars Williams and Ronny Cox. 90 minutes. Asylum. $1.95

2975688 MONSTER ISLAND. Fullscreen. Winning the vacation was the easy part. Now all they have to do is stay alive! Trapped in the dreaded Bermuda Triangle with only an MP camera crew to track down out for information, they attempt to rescue Carmen Electra and escape the horrors of Monster Island. Features special appearances by Nick Carter and Adam West. 92 minutes. DEJ Productions. $5.95

3821401 DANTE 01. Deep in the abyss of space, an officer of the criminally insane known as Dante 01 orbits the volcanic surface of planet Dante. When an enigmatic new inmate arrives, armed with the mysterious ability to heal, a deadly struggle for control is ignited. Rated R. In French with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Mongrel Media. $9.95

3759415 THE FABULOUS WORLD OF JULIE VERNON. An evil millionaire named Ariga plans to use a super-ego device to conquer the world from his headquarters inside an enormous volcano. Live-action, animation, puppets, engravings and larger than life size toys. Rated X. 1958 film. In B&W. Dubbed in English. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3861787 REVOLT. Widescreen. An action-packed sci-fi thriller about humankind’s last stand against a cataclysmic alien invasion. Stars Lee Pace, Jason Jacek and David Elkins. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

3759685 QUATTUORII. The mysterious enemies of space return to ravage Earth once more. Only Professor Dors (George Peppard), Once again, his force is attacked against alien forces who have conspired deep within our own government to invade planet Earth. The future is that this exciting 1956 classic becomes part of the Home Video series. In B&W. 84 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3759419 CREATURE. Widescreen. A space exploration mission lands a team of scientists on Saturn’s largest moon, Titan. On the way back to Earth, a surprise when the researchers stumble across a fascinating archaeological find that turns out to be an abandoned alien lab. 100 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3821196 QUANTUM VOYAGE. Widescreen. Mattie Carver’s world is turning curioser and curioser, as space and time seem to be collapsing around her. Joining Mattie in her mission are two mysterious men in black. Mattie is in a race to restore her world to normal, before it’s too late. Stars Dean Cain. Not Rated. 111 minutes. E One. $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/830
Sci-Fi

382098 THE CURE. Widescreen. A young female researcher’s life is in danger when she discovers a pharmaceutical company she works for has developed a cure for cancer many years earlier. It was never released as it would have destroyed chemo drug sales. She must now escape and release the cure to the world. Rated R. 96 minutes. E One. $11.95

388253 CREATIVE CONTROL. Widescreen. In the near future, a young man uses a pair of cutting-edge virtual-reality glasses to have an affair with his best friend’s girlfriend—sort of. Stars Benjamin Dickinson and Nora Zehetner. Rated R. 77 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

382598 VAMPIRE WARS. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. premiere of the 1998 Broadway stage revival of Lorre & Lowe’s musical features Richard Harris as King Arthur and Meg Bussert as his wife Guinevere in a gripping tale of Iwo Jima’s iconic battle and the threat of civil war. 150 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

381399 THE STORK CLUB. Betty Hutton stars in this 1945 musical comedy about a bored bunny who saves the life of an elderly bum. As it turns out, he’s not a bum at all but a millionaire who sets her up with a penthouse, chauffeur and charge account. When his love problems with his girlfiend who doesn’t understand all in B&W. 98 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

Family & Kids

376288 THE SHELL SEEKERS. Fullscreen. After a mild heart attack at 63, Penelope must learn what is really important to her. Penelope returns to the seashore the only place she was ever truly free, in an unforgettable odyssey that will take her back to her home, her heart, and another chance at happiness. Stars Angela Lansbury, Sam Wamanaker, and 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

390654X THE RETURN OF RIN TIN TIN. A heartfelt family story in which a young boy is reunited with Second World War hero Rin Tin Tin. Widescreen. All Kendall Riley wants for the holidays is to save her family’s ranch, but her long-time rival, small-town scrooge Brock McCree, has other plans. When Brock’s son, Clint, comes back to town, he is immediately drawn to Kendall and offers a helping hand. Stars Erin Cahill, Nicholas Gonzalez and Lindsay Wagner. CC. 91 minutes. ImagiCorp. $13.95

3885267 SING-A-LONG: Beatlesongs. Enjoy this collection of Beatles songs with your children or friends with visually compelling class animation and music written by the Beatles that will capture the imagination of every viewer. A great learning tool while being entertained! Does not include actual Beatles performances. In Color and B&W. 60 minutes. Synergy. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

3855118 MUSICALS 20 MOVIE COLLECTION. Just try to keep your toes from tapping with these 20 musical gems featuring stars like Jack Lemmon, Fred Astaire and Rita Hayworth. Drawn from the golden age of the 50’s, 60’s and 70’s, they include Music in My Heart; You’ll Never Get Rich; Down to Earth; Miss Sadie Thompson, My Sister Eileen, Time for Rhythm; Three for the Show, Rock Around the Clock, A Song to Remember, The 5,000 Fingers of Mr. T and more. In Color and B&W. Over 28 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. $39.95

3856682 DANGEROUS. Jane Powell stars in this 1945 film as an aspiring singer, Sherry Williams, who travels to New York City to visit her sister Jo (Constan ce Moore), whom Sherry finds in prison. Before you can say “Gypsy Rose Lee” Sherry discovers that Jo is actually a stripper, and they’re both in love with the same man! In B&W. 92 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

3797503 THE LAST DRAGON. Widescreen. Martial arts student Leroy Green is on a quest to obtain the elusive all-powerful force known as “The Glow.” Along the way he must battle the evil, self-proclaimed Shogun of Harlem—a kung fu warrior also known as Sharo—and rescue a beautiful singer from an obsessed record promoter. CC. 110 minutes. TriStar. $2.95

3813878 SENSATIONS OF 1945. Glamorous Eleanor Powell is the main talent in the series of flashy musicals by Gus Crane, whose crazy promotions are legendary. Crane’s straight-laced son Junior wants none of his dad’s penchant for the outrageous. When Junior takes over the business, he finds himself inadvertently filling his old man’s shoes. Also stars W.C. Fields in his final hit film. In B&W. 85 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

3909914 STEP LIVELY: Frank Sinatra Collection. Gordon Miller (George Murphy) has a hit in the works, especially since he latched onto a playwright (Frank Sinatra) whose real talent is his singing voice. Now all that Miller must do is put his singing son Jake on stage before the rubber check underwriting it bounces his troupe from Broadway to the Bowery. England SDH. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

3813961 CAMELOT. Presented by Reel Vault in the taping of the 1980 Broadway stage revival of Lerner & Lowe’s musical which features Richard Harris as King Arthur and Meg Bussert as his wife Guinevere in a gripping tale of Iwo Jima’s iconic battle and the threat of civil war. 150 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3813994 PERCY JACKSON: Sea of Monsters. 20th Century Fox. $3.95

Musicals

380567 IRVING BERLIN’S THIS IS THE ARMY. This 1943 American wartime musical comedy was adapted from a wartime stage musical with the same name, designed to boost morale in the U.S. during WWII. This lively screen adaptation features real-life GIs plus George Murphy, Ronald Reagan, Joan Leslie and Berlin himself. English SDH. 123 minutes. Warner Home Video. $11.95

3820874 ATOMIC. Widescreen. When communications go offline at a remote nuclear power plant, a young safety inspector is forced to fly out to bring them back online. Once inside the facility, strange behaviors cause the inspector to have doubts about the sanity, and perhaps identities, of the two employees on site. Stars Dominic Monaghan. Not Rated. 81 minutes. E One. PRICE CUT to $2.95

3803791 THE PALMER SUPREMACY. Widescreen. Green Apple DVDs. $11.95

3862860 SCUM-FLA IN INVASION: 50 Movies. Mill Creek. 50 age movies spanning the Golden Age of Hollywood. Stars Bette Davis, Joan Crawford, James Cagney, Robert Taylor, etc. In B&W. 50 minutes. $29.98

3761142 DELIGHTFULLY SOLD OUT

3752526 10 CLOVERFIELD LANE/CLOVERFIELD. Widescreen. Paramount. $3.95

290473X EYESBORG. Widescreen. ImageEntertainment. $1.95

2906044 ALIEN 3. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $3.95

2923653 VAMPIRE WARS. Widescreen. Echo Bridge. $5.95

3757232 THE SIGNAL. Widescreen. Universal. $1.95

2924083 ALIEN ARRIVAL. Widescreen. Vertical. $2.95


3821110 IMPLANTED. Widescreen. E One. PRICE CUT to $1.95


3759520 HAWAII Calls. Reel Vault. $5.95

Time Life

3808457 BOB HOPE: Entertaining the Troops. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $13.75 $9.95

3701441 THE BOB HOPE SPECIALS #5: Thanks for the Memories. Widescreen. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

More Movies

3841073 CAUGHT IN A LANDSLIDE. Mill Creek. $19.99 $14.95

5000503 EYEBORGS. Widescreen. ImageEntertainment. $1.95


3747250 HOBBIT Speical. Widescreen. Reel Vault. $5.95
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3889480 WONDER WOMAN: Commemorative Edition. Widescreen. On the mythical island of Themyscira, a proud warrior race of Amazon women thrives, shielded from the corrupt world of man. The sacred rituals lead to the escape of Ares, the God of War, and Amazon Princess Diana must capture him before he unleashes global chaos and destruction. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Bros. £14.95

3856402 PSYCHIC FORCE. Loaded with action-packed excitement, startling cutting edge visuals, and memorable characters, this film propels you into a dynamic and exciting new world where one man’s mind in the wrong hands can be explosive. A classic anime with its mix of stunning visual animation and storytelling. Not Rated. Dubbed in English and Japanese. 150 minutes. English subtitles. 64 minutes. Warner Bros. £4.95

ANIME 3-SERIES COLLECTION. Widescreen. Collects three complete sci-fi animation anime series. Konami’s popular game franchise, based on the Japanese manga written by Baku Yumekura. Ultraviolent Code 044 was produced by the legendary Madhouse animation studio and is about a female serial-killer named D44. Violent Japan is a compelling series set in a dangerous future. Over 13 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at £24.98

3889815 ANIME 3-SERIES COLLECTION. Widescreen. Collects three complete sci-fi animation anime series. Konami’s popular game franchise, based on the Japanese manga written by Baku Yumekura. Ultraviolent Code 044 was produced by the legendary Madhouse animation studio and is about a female serial-killer named D44. Violent Japan is a compelling series set in a dangerous future. Over 13 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at £24.98

3849112 DEMON LORD DANTE: Limited Edition Collector’s Box. Widescreen. They needed a hero, so they built Android J, to be the perfect agent of special operations, and to combat crime in the oceanic city-nation of Judoh. While J initially appears to be human, the illusion quickly disappears in the claustrophobic steam when nothing remains. Includes four episodes and extras. Dubbed in English. 100 minutes on two DVDs. Geneon

3840906 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN. Fullscreen. Each suspenseful action-packed caper, Supervenues of the world’s most famous web-slinging Super hero returns in all 13 episodes of Season One! Five hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Bros. £5.95

3875750 THE SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Get ready for non-stop action and thrills as Peter Parker’s life and the world’s most famous web-slinging Super hero returns in all 13 episodes of Season One! Five hours on 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures

3862755 GO WEST! America’s Western Frontier. Three expansive documentary collections: American History of the Wild West, with 12 documentaries exploring life on the frontier; Outlaws & Gunslingers, with 5 documentaries illuminating the most infamous scoundrels to ever walk in spurs; and Railroad Tracks Across America, with 36 documentaries celebrating America’s storied railroad legacy. Over 26 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

3757544 FLOCK OF DODDOS. Evolutionary biologist and filmmaker Dr. Randy Olson rides along with jargon-impaired scientists and jargon-rebranding intelligent designers as they engage in the comic theatrics that erode whatever science and religion claim over the origins of life. This enlightened, fun film is a must-see for anyone who cares about the issues of our time. 85 minutes. Docomara. $5.95

38915DX A YEAR IN ITALY. A Geographic travel journalist and lector, Steve McCurry shares his love of Italy and his encounters with those who have been there and those who are planning to go. Postcards from Italy preserves the uniquely Italian way of life as reflected by the people. In My Private Italy Steve ventures off the beaten path. Five hours on 2 DVDs. Questar. Pub. at $34.99 $5.95

3891356 33 GREAT CITIES OF EUROPE. Travel to some of Europe’s most beloved cities of London and Paris to Prague, Athens, and Moscow, experiencing the cultures, histories, and the cultures of the world’s most traveled continent. Over 3 hours. Questar. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

3867382 BLACK OPS. Ingeniously packaged in book form and slipcased, this Six DVD series charts some of the most iconic, controversial unraveled in the South Bronx. New York, 1979. The story of the Founding Fathers of America’s gun industry. Samuel Colt, Oliver Winchester, Eliphalet Remington, among others. In Color and B&W. 107 minutes. Questar. $5.95

★ 6881203 ARMING AMERICA: The Untold History of U.S. Gun Culture. widescreen. This is the real story of how America became armed, the story of America’s first Silicon Valley, the Continental Arms Manufacturing Company. It is the story of the founding fathers of America’s gun industry. Samuel Colt, Oliver Winchester, Eliphalet Remington, among others. In Color and B&W. 107 minutes. Questar. $9.98

★ 2967480 MONEY AND MEDICINE. As rising health-care costs threaten to bankrupt the country, this film tackles the medical ethicists who speak up in righteousness of containing runaway health-care spending. It explores promising ways to reduce health-care expenditures while improving the overall quality of medical care. 85 minutes. Questar. $1.95

★ 3757749 THE POLICE TAPE. A harrowing real-life autopsy of the dangerous nighttime work of beat cops as they try to contain an urban community congealing under unstable conditions New York, 1976. Perceptive and probing, this is a frightening peek into the dark undertelly of society. In B&W. 88 minutes. Docomara. $2.95

3882551 FREAKONOMICS: The Movie. widescreen. In 2005, economist Steven Levitt teamed up with journalist Stephen Dubner to bring us the best-selling phenomenon Freakonomics, a revelatory investigation into the hidden side of everything that incentives drive our world. This documentary brings this groundbreaking vision to life. 85 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3868122 AT THE FORK. widescreen. Filmmaker and author Jonathan Meiselas’ voluptuous vegetarian wife Lisa gives a timely and unbiased look at how farm animals are raised for consumption. With unprecedented access to large-scale farming operations, Meiselas asks the tough questions behind every hamburger, glass of milk and baby-back rib. 94 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $1.95

3868062 PALLEN IDOL: The Yuri Gagarin Conspiracy. On April 12th, 1961, the Soviet Union reports the successful launch, orbit and reentry of the first man in space, Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin, pushing the Cold War into a space duel. But recent access to documents in the former Soviet Union reveals a plot to be buried forever. Hosted by Elliott Gould. 90 minutes. Indican Pictures. $3.95

★3761104 MAKING A SERIAL KILLER. Fullscreen. Get a chilling look at the most notorious serial killers in our nation’s history–some of them unsolved. Featuring interviews and commentary from leading criminal and sociology experts, this 13 part documentary series profiles everyone from Ted Bundy to Charles Manson to the Columbine shootings. In Color and B&W. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

★ 969169X UNDERBELLY: Beneath the World of Porn. A riveting and powerful account of six women who are members of America’s growing “hidden homeless” population. Narrated by Jodie Foster. This heart-wrenching film explores the hardships and triumphs these courageous women experience in their daily struggle for survival. 82 minutes. Docomara. $4.95

3868149 CAN WE TAKE A JOKE? Today we live in a world where comedy and the exchange of ideas. 74 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $3.95

3882576 GASLAND. widescreen. After receiving an offer of $100,000 for the natural gas drilling rights of her Pennsylvania property, filmmaker Josh Fox travels across the country to investigate the potential hazards. What he discovers is shocking–guardian of American land overlooking landowners along with a burning trail of secrets with catastrophic consequences. 107 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3883414 JESSE JAMES’ HIDDEN TREASURY: The Myth of Every Lie. was one of the most trusted arbiters of the Old West, a complicated figure whose outlaw reputation captured the imagination of a nation. In this History Channel documentary, a team of armchair historians travel to Kansas to uncover the truth of Jesse Stole over the years. CC. 94 minutes. New Video. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

3709906 THE WOBBLIES. The Wobblies took to organizing unskilled workers into one big union and changing the course of history. This film tells the story of this early American labor movement while placing it in the larger context of America’s struggle for freedom. 60 minutes. Docomara. $7.95

★3708064 ADVENTURES IN AMERICA’S WESTERN PARKS: Fire & Ice–Hawaii and Alaska. A tale of two very different parks with the primal forces of nature. In Hawaii’s National Parks, witness molten lava bubbling from the earth, catch a spectacular sunrise above the Alaska’s Alaska dip into the world of paradise. Get a touch of the tundra with Alaska’s Denali National Park, a land as rugged as it is magnificent. 106 minutes. Questar. $5.95

3709108 AN ORDINARY HERO. Did you know that Joan Mulholland was 19 years old, growing up in the South Bronx, New York, in the mid-1970s, when she first lay eyes on a young man named Jesse Jackson? The story of this brave woman is one of the few unions to be racially and sexually integrated. This film airs a provocative look at this mostly forgotten radical union. 90 minutes. Docomara. $7.95

★3880849 ADVENTURES IN AMERICA’S WESTERN PARKS: Fire & Ice–Hawaii and Alaska. A tale of two very different parks with the primal forces of nature. In Hawaii’s National Parks, witness molten lava bubbling from the earth, catch a spectacular sunrise above the Alaska’s Alaska dip into the world of paradise. Get a touch of the tundra with Alaska’s Denali National Park, a land as rugged as it is magnificent. 106 minutes. Questar. $5.95

★ 6821324 100 YEARS OF HORROR. Chronicles the history of movie horror from the unforgettable classics such as Dracula, Frankenstein, and The Mummy on to today’s terrifiying fright films including Halloween, Poltergeist; includes rare interviews with Vincent Price, Bela Lugosi, Boris Karloff and others. Hosted by Christopher Lee. Unrated. In Color and B&W. 13 hours on six DVDs. Around Holiday. $34.98

★ 5861822 THE DA VINCI CODE: Where It All Began. Uncovering the secrets of the mysterious Da Vinci Code, this documentary reveals the true story behind the best-selling novel. Hosted by Peter Coyote. In Color and B&W. 13 hours on six DVDs. Questar. $34.98

★ 2873931 TRAIL OF TEARS: 36 Documentary Collection. This harrowing and compelling compillation of award-winning documentary programs chronicles the struggles of the Native Americans from their forced relocation known as the “Trail of Tears” to the current issues faced by America’s aboriginal peoples. The twelve discs include: Michael Moore’s Bowling for Columbine, Evils, as well as the revolutionary film that had a major impact on American and contemporary cultural history. In Color and B&W. 58 minutes. Docomara. $4.95

3736994 O.J.: Made in America. It is the defining cultural tale of our time a saga of race, celebrity, media, violence, and the criminal justice system. And two decades after its unforgettable climax, the story is as relevant as ever. For the first time, the entire story is told from beginning to end. Presented by John Donahue, Michael Murphy, Nick Nolte and Ram Dass, this film offers a compelling glimpse of Laura Huxley’s life in her husband, Aldous Huxley, as well as the revolutionary ideas that had a major impact on American culture. 11 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

★ 3757609 HUXLEY ON HUXLEY. Narrated by Peter Coyote and featuring interviews with Leonardo DiCaprio, Michael Murphy, Nick Nolte and Ram Dass, this film offers a compelling glimpse of Laura Huxley’s life in her husband, Aldous Huxley, as well as the revolutionary ideas that had a major impact on American culture. 11 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

★ 3757643 TOO HOT TO HANDLE. Narrated by Peter Coyote and featuring interviews with John Densmore, Michael Murphy, Nick Nolte and Ram Dass, this film offers a compelling glimpse of Laura Huxley’s life in her husband, Aldous Huxley, as well as the revolutionary ideas that had a major impact on American culture. 11 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95
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3757757 QUESTIONING FAITH. All his life, award-winning filmmaker Macky Alston has believed in a merciful and benevolent God. The untimely death of a close friend and fellow seminary student, however, challenges Alston’s deepest convictions. He initiates his film with the pressing question: how does one believe in God in the face of such human suffering? 84 minutes. Docurama. $2.95.

3853063 PROOF. The Lee Harvey Oswald Conspiracy. Jim Marrs has spent more than 40 years investigating the assassination of President Kennedy. Join him as he uses the newly discovered since that day in 1963, revealing the President Kennedy. Jo in hi m as he unvei ls so me of  the mos t intriguing evidence discovered since that day in 1963, revealing the President Kennedy. $14.95.

3704299 THE REAL TOMB HUNTERS. History Channel follows a group of the most daring archaeologists hunting for ancient worlds and details the dangers they face, from booby-trapped tombs to looter-filled jungles to angry villagers. There are no special effects, no stuntmen, and no retakes—just real archaeologists staring down the face of danger in the name of discovery. 94 minutes. New Video.

3728641 JUPITER’S WIFE. Tells the fascinating story of Maggie, a homestead woman living in New York City’s Central Park. In her forties, Maggie’s vibrant personality and unconventional persona attract the attention of acclaimed filmmaker Michel Negroponte, who accompanies Maggie as she wanders the park with her pack of dogs and enormous backpack. 78 minutes. Docurama. $2.95.

3728650 FOLLOWING SEAN. Filmmaker Paul Papeh takes down Sean-they the boy who had been the subject of his 1969 documentary short—f to find out what he’s like 30 years later. In visiting multiple family generations with their radically different ideas about work, responsibility, and freedom, the film movingly probes the big questions we all face. 87 minutes. Docurama. $1.95.

3828748 POISONED BY POLYUION: The Litvinenko File. The dark secrets of the Kremalin unravel in this story of former KGB Agent Alexander Litvinenko, who was poisoned to death in London, England, November 2006. President Putin’s angry rejection of official allegations that led to the world wondering—Who poisoned Litvinenko? 105 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95.

3758711 STRANGE CULTURE. Only a few years after the Berlin Wall came down, Kurtz found himself detained as a suspected “bioterrorist,” as dozens of federal agents in Hazmat suits scoured his home, seizing his art materials, computers, manuscripts, and even his wife’s body. This film tells the story of how one man’s personal tragedy turns into persecution by a paranoid government.

3757676 MUMIA ABU-JAMAL: A Case for Reasonable Doubt? This explosive film reopens the case on America’s most celebrated” death row inmate, fearlessly exposing a broken justice system that has confined Abu-Jamal to prison for over 25 years. It dares to ask if his personal tragedy was出品 by Revolution Films. $2.95.

2839717 SMASH HIS CAMERA. Widescreen. Jackson’s rocked the Deep Space Nine, and even his wife’s body. This film tells the story of how one man’s personal tragedy turns into persecution by a paranoid government.

3754928 WHAT WE LEFT BEHIND: Looking Back at Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. Widescreen. Often described as dark and edgy, Deep Space Nine was maligned by many fans and critics at the time as a show that did not fit into Gene Roddenberry’s vision of the future. But now, two decades after it left the airwaves, it’s being rediscovered by new, younger fans. This full-length documentary delves into the new-found resurgence of this overlooked series. English SDH. 116 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.

3882802 SCARED SACRED. Award-winning filmmaker Velcrow Ripper sets out on a unique pilgrimage. Visiting the Ground Zero’s of the planet, he asks if it’s possible to find hope in the darkest moments of human history. His travels include the minefields of Cambodia, war-torn Afghanistan, Bosnia, Hiroshima, Palestine and many others. 115 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95.

3754575 WILLIAM GIBSON: No Maps For These Territories. Generated entirely by a limo rigged with digital cameras, a computer, a TV, and a cell phone, Gibson’s journey is both an account of his life and work and a commentary on the world outside the car windows. Here, the man who coined the word “cyberspace” offers a unique perspective on Western culture at the edge of the new millennium. 88 minutes. Docurama. $2.95.

3882756 Precious Life. widescreen. An Israeli journalist confronts the personal ramifications of life in Gaza in this award-winning documentary about the conflict and the fight for the life of a child. The film explores the challenges and prejudices that must be overcome when people from competing national attempts to come together for a great cause. In Hebrew with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95.

3882438 ART & COPY. widescreen. Director Doug Pray reveals the work and wisdom of some of the most influential advertising minds of our time. The film takes you inside the powerful machine of advertising and brings to light the profound influence the industry enjoys by tapping into the zoglet of popular culture. 87 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95.

2855720 ILLUMINATI: The Grand Illusion, In Making of America uncover the true origin of the United States and discover that the illuminati is not only the secret society responsible for how we live our daily lives. In A One World Order a malevolent consortium has dedicated centuries to realizing and totalitarian rule through manipulation, pandering to the idea of globalism and conflict with Thomas Edison. In Color and B&W. 112 minutes. Incom. Pub. at $24.95. $7.95.

6636187 WESTINGHOUSE. widescreen. Carol Lee Eubanks chronicles featuring-length documentary about the life and times of industrialist George Westinghouse his companies, legacy, war and peace, immigration, politics and war. $15.95.

3033635 THE INVISIBLE WAR. Provocatively moving, the film exposes the stories of women who have been raped and then betrayed by their own officers when they courageously came forward to report. Both a rallying cry for the hundreds of thousands of men and women who’ve been assaulted and a hopeful road map for change. 97 minutes. Docurama. $5.95.
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**3913686 EPSTEIN: Behind the Facade.** Widescreen. During his lifetime Jeffrey Epstein was a well-respected businessman and a despicable monster. This film takes the viewer deep into Epstein’s life, hobnobbing with some of the most established social and political figures such as Bill Gates and Donald Trump. Not Rated. 50 minutes. Wowow Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3882686 A VERY BRITISH GANGSTER.** A documentary about one of Britain’s most dangerous crime families that introduces us to its magnetic leader, Dominic Noonan (aka Lattay Ffotyy). The film shows us a close-up view of a life embroiled in kidnapping, torture, narcotics and murder. 97 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**6857612 AN INFLAMMATORY APPROACH.** Widescreen. What if you were a medical doctor and made a discovery that could help cure millions of people of a myriad of inflammatory diseases? The discovery is an inexpensive and non-invasive treatment for hundreds of diseases, but the low cost is not in the interest of the major drug companies. This documentary raises some important health issues that may help change our view of CC. 51 minutes. DREAMSCAPE MEDIA. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3653706 A NEWSREEL HISTORY OF THE THIRD REICH 6-10.** This series includes unique footage plundered by Russian troops in 1945. Compiled and released by German newsreels, these are by no means accurate histories but allow unique insight into how the period leading up to and including WWII was presented to the German people. In B&W. Over 7 hours on five DVDs. Artimpact. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**380383X PHENOMENON, THE LOST ARCHIVES: Keeping the Faith/Science Fraud.** Hosted by Dean Stockwell. Keeping the Faith: The Mystery of Mass Suicide. The film tries to answer how the charismatic energy of any leader can translate into voluntary death (46 minutes). In Science Fraud E-E-M-S, the film looks at the many shams perpetrated over the course of scientific history (47 minutes). Image Entertainment. $2.95

**3769402 CONQUEST OF THE AIR.** Made in the late 1930s, this is an epic portrait of the early years of aviation, featuring rare footage of balloons, zeppelins and then a host of heavier than air machines. The film traces some of the achievements of the Golden Era of Flight. Also included is Wings of the Army, a film showing the increasing role played by airpower up to and during WWII. In B&W. 150 minutes. Periscope Film. $15.95

**3803848 PHENOMENON, THE LOST ARCHIVES: Up for Sale/Heavy Watergate.** Hosted by Dean Stockwell: Up for Sale, the film looks at the billions of American dollars being funneled to Russia to secure its participation in the space station partnership (46 minutes). And in Heavy Watergate, the film looks at the breakthrough of “Cold Fusion” and the smear campaign launched by a powerful group of physicists against them (46 minutes). Image Entertainment. $2.95

**2855739 LEGACY OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR.** They are the vile enemy in author's novel's preface to the spirit of a sacred dynasty, the holders of arcane knowledge. For 200 years they were adored, admired, reviled and feared. Their legacy is the story of a village built from the ark of the covenant to the holy grail; from secrets of Solomon's Temple to the Secret Societies of today. They are the Knights Templar. Over four hours. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**5771040 FREDDIE MERCURY: Under the Spotlight.** Features rare Freddie Mercury footage from music videos, live radio interviews, and is one of several programs marking Queen Sahurender. Michael Jackson-Thank You for the Music; and Michael Jackson-The Television Broadcasts. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. The Collector’s Forum. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**3914615 SINDHUSTAN.** Widescreen. A uniquely intimate first-person documentary on the scattered culture and historic migratory histories of the Sindhi people, most of whom relocated, en masse, to India from Pakistan, during the Partition of British India in 1947. The director retraces her own Sindhi roots and finds herself in a post-independence modern world. Not Rated. 64 minutes. TCM. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3887243 U-BOATS: THE Wolfpack/B-17: THE Flying Fortress.** U-Boats: The Wolfpack is an award-winning film that tells the riveting story of the Nazi submarine force that sank hundreds of ships and invaded U.S. waters. B-17: The Flying Fortress is the story of the B-17, the planes that went through the daring daylight bombing raids that struck at the heart of the German War Machine. 60 minutes. BSX Entertainment. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**5916235 DANGER CLOSE.** Widescreen. The third film in the “Heroes of Valor” collection, is a powerful story about a fallen soldier, Special Forces Staff Sgt. Rob Pellini, who sacrificed his life on deployment in Iraq, and a female war correspondent who through highly-classified combat missions was able to embed with a Green Beret A-Team to help provide his family with closure. Not Rated. 90 minutes. VHIS NASTY. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**3900304 RUDYARD KIPLING: A Secret Life.** Many people know the death of Rudyard Kipling in 1936 and few know of the earlier death of his much loved daughter. This film reveals the true story behind both of these deaths, creating an evocation of a man who had a secret that led to bear his personal tragedy. 60 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3769410 DIRIGIBLES AND BLimps.** The early part of the 20th Century saw dirigible exploration on a massive scale and the field of lighter than air transport. The great “silver cruisers of the sky” are brought back to life in this film which features historic images and newsreel of dirigibles and blimps. In B&W. 87 minutes. Periscope Film. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**386202X TURTLE ODYSSEY.** Widescreen. Explores the unique life cycle of an Australian sea Turtle named Bunji and her incredible journey of 32,000 miles through the ocean. The film follows Bunji from a hatchling into adulthood and she swims thousands of miles, meeting incredible creatures and having some truly wild encounters. English SDH 60 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**3887057 HONG KONG: From East and West.** Widescreen. Hong Kong bills itself as a region unique in the world with a mixture of Chinese and Western influence. Despite its modern, urban style, Hong Kong offers surprising attractions and natural wonders that are sure to move you. Discover its uniqueness with this film. 77 minutes. DREAMSCAPE MEDIA. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**293583X MY CLASSIC CAR: The Complete 2015 Season.** Another season, another classic 26 episodes with the mustachioed and lovable host Dennis Gage. Filmed at the Saratoga Invitational, Lake Mirror Classic, French and Italian Car Show, Lonestar Roundup, and of course, a stop at Jay Leno’s shop. Over 9 hours. VHS NASTY. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**3763679 VHS NASTY.** Delves deep into the cult classic satanic panic that is the video nasties, taking an in-depth look at censorship within horror films, specifically the video nasty scandal that shook not only Britain in the early ’80s, but shook the world into a frenzy of panic. Not Rated. 95 minutes. FilmIndie. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95
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3904121 FRANKIE & JOHNNY WERE LOVERS/The MISS LAYED GENII. Widescreen. Benet's Bond Wall, one of the most popular, versatile, and talented actresses of the early hardcore era. Presented here are two Rene rarities from 1973. Frankie and Joanne Were Lovers and The Miss Layed Genii! Featuring Rare screen Slate. Adults only. 89 minutes. Fullscreen. Lucy, Ann Bell, and Con Covert. Not Rated. 169 minutes. Adults only. Peakarama. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

6452043 ANNA NICOLE SMITH COLLECTION: Playmate of the Year. Set contains two classics, Anna Nicole Smith Story (59 minutes), and Celebrity Centerfolds (88 minutes). Adults only. Playboy. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

3914079 SINNER: The Secret Diary of a Nymphomaniac. Widescreen. Linda comes to the conclusion that the only way to learn about her own desires is to find a sexual partner who understands and accepts them. When she finds that exhibition and abuse at the hands of a succession of sleazy guys. Searching for love, she enters into a lesbian relationship with a beautiful countess, and falls into a spinning world of drugs and porrnography. Stars Montserrat Ramirez (29 minutes). Adults only. Montserrat Video $9.95

6942210 SEX SCHOOL: Final Exams. Fullscreen. Headmistress Jackie presents her Dean's list, featuring only those ladies with the highest GPA (Girl Pongtang Appreciation Grade). All the action as these dynamically climb up to a crescendo. Adults only. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

5904105 CARNAVAL HIGHWAYS/CARNAL OLYMPICS. Widescreen. On an ever expanding quest to outdo his last orgy, the Pee-karama invites you into two frenzied orgies from master smut peddler. Carlos Tobalina: Carnaval Highways and Carnal Olympics. Stars include Seka, Marlene Munroe, Liza Dywer, and Enrique. Adults only. Fullscreen. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

6594213 VOODOO PASSION. Widescreen. Jess Franco's passion is a voyeuristic, sex-soaked thriller following Susan (Ada Tauler), who arrives in Haiti to live with her new husband Jack (Jack Taylor). There she is drawn into a fever dream of sexual delirium, black magic, clandestine couplings, and voodoo rituals, all while her housekeeper (Madeleine Collinson) books on lustfully. Adults only. Full Moon. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95


391108X THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. 39: 42nd Street Forever. Fullscreen. Re-mastered from original film prints, this collection features 15 classic “loops” with titles like Three’s Not a Crowd; Down on Me; Lick Tricks; and more. Not Rated. 116 minutes. Adults only. Fullscreen. Pub. at $24.98 $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3911098 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. 40: 42nd Street Forever. Fullscreen. Re-mastered from original film prints, this collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like The Art of Sex; Valley Girls; and more. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Adults only. Subtitle. Pub. at $24.98 $9.95

6848427 ROLLS ROYCE BABY. Widescreen. Lina Romay at her most sexually uninhibited stars as Lisa, a curvy nymphomaniac who prowls the countryside in her classic Rolls Royce, picking up any man she can find and engaging in all manner of explicit sexual acts. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

6935435 THE YOUNG SEDUCERS 2. Widescreen. The name of the game here is young damsels who lock their sites on their older male sexual conquests and then give them the pleasure of playing them do-in every position and in every location within staggering distance. Not Rated. 81 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

3655378 SUMMER HEAT. Phillip has been sent to spend the summer with his relatives at their country estate. Plenty of outdoor activities await, but everything else takes a backseat when Phillip discovers the keyhole to his attractive aunt’s bedroom. His lust becomes so unbridled that he careens toward a sizzling climax set in summer heat. 71 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon $9.95

2827998 CALENDAR GIRLS. Widescreen. Swiss Hixx Video’s 1960s classic “loops” with titles like Swinging Stewardesses, Swinging Swiss smut King Erwin C. Dietrich propels legendary sex starlet Ingrid Stieger to new heights in this skin-tastic trash classic where frequent flyers really feel the luggage, fasten your seat belts and enjoy the wild ride of your life! Unrated. 83 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon $9.95

5927271 SWINGIN STEWARDESSES. Widescreen. Swiss smut King Erwin C. Dietrich propels legendary sex starlet Ingrid Stieger to new heights in this skin-tastic trash classic where frequent flyers really feel the luggage, fasten your seat belts and enjoy the wild ride of your life! Unrated. 83 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon $9.95

6743773 ABDUCTION OF AN AMERICAN PLAYGIRL/WINTER HEAT. Widescreen. Two 1970s erotic thrillers. In Abduction of an American Playgirl, two young men kidnap a woman and subject her to their carnal desires. But much to their surprise, her lustful urges eclipse their own. In Winter Heat, a throw the party sex to end all parties to a trio of young female hostages in a snowbound cabin. Not Rated. 141 minutes. Adults only. Virgin Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

6875356 LITTLE SHOWOFFS. Fullscreen. From the surreal, to the highly personal, Little Showoffs explores the range of how a child’s sex life works and starrng the actual people who conceived them. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Adults only. Virgin Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $14.95

674379X EXOTIC ADVENTURES OF CANDY/CANDY GOES TO HOLLYWOOD! Widescreen. Two erotic films from 1982. A veiled voodoo shaman’s sacrifice propels Ken’s kicks his kicks from abusing and humiliating beautiful young women in Lust Interno; and Sharon Mitchell, Mai Len, Dea, Jamie Gillis, Ron Jeremy, and John Holmes to a triple feature of exotic adventures in Candy’s world. Adults only. Virgin Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

2972565 SINS OF A GLAMOUR GIRL. Fullscreen. Bored of the supermodel grind, Katya Lee (Monica of erotic desire takes on a vacation with her friend. But when she finds out the resort isn’t all it’s cracked up to be, will Katya bare her legs, or will she make the most of it? Find out as you watch the film. Adults only. Virgin Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

6818366 SESSIONS OF LOVE THERAPY/101 ACTS OF LOVE. Fullscreen. In Sessions of Love Therapy, a sexual psychologist has created an educational film featuring four young couples, who pair forms an intense sexual fantasy of their choice. As the search for fame and fortune devolves into carnal debauchery. 79 minutes. Adults only. Virgin Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

6808760 PLEASURE MAZE/LOVERS LANE. Widescreen. Two erotic films from 1986. Adult entertainment meets Sci-Fi! Following the Screening of the Scum of the Earth, the name of the game here is young damsels who lock their sites on their older male sexual conquests and then give them the pleasure of playing them do-in every position and in every location within staggering distance. Not Rated. 81 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

5618038 THE RIBALD TALES OF CANTERBURY. Widescreen. Collects two of the last big-budget X-rated films to receive theatrical releases. In Ribald Tales of Canterbury, 15th-century British kings share their fantastic and absurd stories of sexual conquest. Then, in Tasty, a struggling DJ realizes that what listeners really want to hear are the sounds of sex! 167 minutes. Adults only. Virgin Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

6743781 DIAMOND BLISS. Widescreen. Private investigator Nick Popodopolis (John Leslie) has a problem: he’s being outdone by his partners in the search for fame and fortune! Unrated. 100 minutes. Adults only. Virgin Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

6843194 LUST INFERNO/MARATHON. Widescreen. Collects two of the last big-budget X-rated films to receive theatrical releases. In Lust Inferno, the pair forms an intense sexual fantasy of their choice. As the search for fame and fortune devolves into carnal debauchery. 79 minutes. Adults only. Virgin Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

58710045 LAID IN JAIL. Widescreen. A triple feature of 1980s S&M erotica. A pair of Savage Sadists hold a pornographer and his wife hostage; an S&M-filled Den of Dominance; and two curious girls become Daughters of Discipline when their parents discover their illicit behavior. 117 minutes. Adults only. Virgin Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

6877444 CHARGE THE GIRL MODELS. Adults only. Virgin Syndrome. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
A wager with his four children to challenge them to engage in the
Lecherous old Harry (Jamie Gillis) is dying in the hospital. He makes
*DIRTY PEA CHES 2/PRETTY PE AC HES 3. Alex defford
directs two scandalous 1980s skin-flicks. In
Pretty Peaches II, a curious young girl hits
the road to her uncle Howard’s to learn the
ins and outs of sex, and handy together the facts of her
lesbian doctor in Pretty Peaches III.
Peaches falls into the web of a sex-obsessed Evangelist in San Francisco.


195 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

2589386 CALENDAR GIRLS 2. Widescreen. Also known as
The Bed Hoseast and Hostess in Heat, this film stars the comedy Karin
Hoffmann barin in all a typically lascivious tapestry of titillating vignettes,
this time held together by the tale of a sex-crazed window washer who
regales a sleazy producer with hot stories he hopes the mogul will
make into movies. 78 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

9.95

20766578 FLESH & LACES: PART I & II. Widescreen.
Two French girls get lost in the woods and
accidentally enter the realm of sorceress
Morgana Le Fay—who gives them the choice of
either staying young forever as her lovers, or
rot in a dungeon for eternity. Stars Dominique Delpeur, and French
substitles. 86 minutes. Adults only. Chezy Movies. Pub. at $14.95

11.95

258411X ARTIFICIAL INCUBATION 2. Full Moon.
Sexual chaos ensues with two in a typically lascivious erotica. Two brothers
bet, after each of the girls in the family is seduced by a handsome stud who
is murdered, each family member must choose which lover she will spend
the night with. 175 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

9.95

6638156 SINFUL SOBRIETY. Widescreen. A
sensational selection of
porn classics. In
Sinful Sobriety, star/ director Charles De Santis.
Brings the classic reviews into the 21st century, with an authentic
experience of substrate exploitation from 1974. In
Sinful Sobriety, a young man is found dead in a shanty
on the outskirts of the city. It appears as if he killed himself,
but when the police arrive to investigate, they discover
that he was actually murdered by a local gang of
adolescents.

19.95

6584166 PAWNSY RANCH/HERE COMES THE BRIDE. Widescreen. Two
erotica classics from one of the maverick filmmakers
of NYC’s rival exploitation scene, John
Christensen. In Pawny Ranch, a young
woman escapes from the life of a salesgirl in
the sordid “Pawny Ranch,” a place where the
girls are treated like animals. In
Here Comes The Bride, a young
woman falls in love with her
husband’s best friend, who
then rents the couple out to
a wealthy suitor.

19.95

2937557 DEVIL'S DUNGEON PACK. You will be transported
to a world of time travel in
The Devil’s Dungeon Pack, a
series of six short films that
explore different eras and
eras of sexual exploitation.

19.95

6638352 THE SINFUL PLEASURES OF ROXANNE. Widescreen.
Three adult films, Roxanne, Roxanne, and
Roxanne, tell the story of a young woman
who becomes addicted to
sex. In the first film,
Roxanne, she is introduced to
the world of sexual
exploitation by a
stranger. In the
second film,
Roxanne, she
begins to
experiment with sex
and
exploitation, and in the
third film,
Roxanne, she
falls in
love with a
stranger who
abuses her.

19.95

6550584 LADIES NIGHT/HER WICKED WAYS. Widescreen.
The Lewis Brothers present two hot
and heavy carnal capers starring
the biggest names in ‘80s erotica. In
Ladies Night, a group of women
are tricked into a weekend of sexual revenge
by a group of men. In
Her Wicked Ways, a young
woman is forced into a
dangerous situation.

19.95

6583458 THE ULTIMATE PLEASURE/A I AM ALWAYS READY. Widescreen.
Two more of the classic sex
exploitation films from the 70s.
In The Ultimate Pleasure, a
faltering couple visits a
psychiatrist to rekindle their sex
life. In A I Am Always Ready, a
wealthy woman finds her
lust for sex.

19.95

6646271 MY MASTER MY LOVE/TEENAGE MASSEUSE/MORE.
Widescreen. Three erotic classics from 1975
featuring all the best of adult stars. A
dominatrix competes with her brother for
love in My Master My Love; a
bored housewife takes a job as a
Times Square call girl in Teenage Masseuse; and
a telepathic woman is used as an
undercover sexual bait to trap a
hit man in More. Over 3 hours.

17.95

6923925 NAUGHTY NETWORK. Widescreen. Featuring
seven up parodies of some of TV’s top shows,
such as Star Trek and the Beach Boys,
this film is a loving parody of the
era of sexual exploitation.

17.95

674382X PURELY PHYSICAL/CATHOUSE FEVER. A
double feature of 1980s erotica. In
Purely Physical, a young
teenage girl falls in love with
a group of men who
promise to make her
become a sexpot. In Cathouse Fever,
the girls become involved in a
series of sexual adventures.

17.95

6583777 DRACULA SUCKS. Widescreen. At an exclusive sanitarium,
patients are acting differently and
becoming found with mysterious bites in
their necks. Visiting professor Van Helsing
(Roger C. Nelder) believes it to be the work
of vampires. When Count Dracula (Jamie Gillis)
sets his eyes on the beautiful Mina
Annette Haven), this Kratke 70s classic
becomes a modern-day vampire tale.

17.95

6616003 DEEP ROOTS/STARLET NITS. Widescreen. Director Lisa Bar
takes us back to 1979 with a perky pair of
pomo classics. In Deep Roots, an
American Indian journey to the lust capital of
Hollywood in Deep Roots (featuring Andy
Wright and Dawn Wells). Starlet Nits
is a sexy retelling of Snow White starring
Leslie Bovee. 157 minutes. Adults only.

19.95

5771284 SHERLICK HOLMES REUNION. Widescreen. The
filth factory that is Taurus Productions presents
two sex-filled mysteries from the mid-70s.
The world’s first detective gets a
raunchy twist in the torrid time-travel tale
Sherlock Holmes Reunion. Two more
comedy classics are tricked into a weekend of sexual revenge
in Reunion. Stars Bree Anthony, Harry
Reems, Annie Sprinkle and others. Not Rated. 144 minutes.

17.95

6797799 VELVET HIGH/SUMMERTIME BLUE. Widescreen. Two
forgotten gems of ‘70s and ‘80s
erotica. Velvet High follows the “sexploits”
of a young woman who
becomes a prostitute in an
exotic adventure. Then,
Arcadia Lake and John Holmes lead
Summertime Blue, as two friends
who
become stalkers, in their last
act of sexual terrorism.

17.95

4567145 ROBINS NEST/BELLA: Peekarama.
A double feature of ‘70s adult entertainment. In
Ma Lin vs. Senina, two sultry superstars
enter into sexual battle for the starring role in
different horror films. In
Ma Lin vs. Senina, two
quires about
their sex
relations are performed every day. 156 minutes.

17.95
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**Adult DVD**

- **3645863 UNVEILED, widescreen.** Join the ravishing Erica Boyer, along with Taija Rae, Francesca Rico and Mike Rozier, for a lascivious look inside a lusty fashion show, a kinky office rendezvous, and an erotic masked ball with this wild 1980s smorgasbord of kink, directed by Suze Ramsay. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98. **$17.95**

- **3792175 SCHOOL GIRL REUNION/The SENSUOUS FLY GIRLS, widescreen.** Two former classmates reunite at their school’s athletic stadium to reminisce about their youth, but ensuing flashbacks take them to perverse memories in a skin-mag racket in After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

- **3756872 CORPORATE ASSETS, widescreen.** In the sinister world of corporate greed, Jill is an on-call prostitute who takes care of the other girls in the corporation’s illicit harem. But when her secret romance with Winston, a man with a violent past, heats up, she realizes that with his help, she could destroy the evil empire. Holden. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.98. **$17.95**

- **664247 AFTERNOON DELIGHTS/SLAVE OF PLEASURE, widescreen.** Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.94. **$19.95**

- **385570 THE TOUCH OF HER FLESH/HER FETISH/HER FLESH, sexploitation flicks.** Rae, Francois Papillon and Mike Horner, for the ravishing Erica Boyer, along with Taija Rae, Francesca Rico and Mike Rozier, for a lascivious look inside a lusty fashion show, a kinky office rendezvous, and an erotic masked ball with this wild 1980s smorgasbord of kink, directed by Suze Ramsay. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98. **$17.95**

**Television**

- **290462 ANGRY PLANET: Seasons 1 & 2, widescreen.** This collection features extreme weather adventures with host Kourounis. Takes you to the world’s most dramatic natural phenomena around the globe. Acclaimed for its camera work, this collector’s set brings you the most harrowing encounters with the elements. Includes 26 episodes. Over 11 hours on two DVDs. **$7.95**

- **454287 CAPTAIN & Tenny: The Ultimate Collection, widescreen.** Captain & Tenny “do that to you one more time” with this look back at their 1976-1977 TV variety show filled with rare and incredible music performances, laughs, guest stars, and yes, hat jokes! Some of the guests include Ray Charles, Tom Jones, Farrah Fawcett, Bob Hope, Redd Foxx, Tony Randall, Natalie Cole, Dionne Warwick, Engelbert Humperdinck, Heart, Chaka Khan, Bread, and many others. 9 hours on three DVDs. **$17.95**

- **3090684 THE DAVID SUSKIND ARCHIVES: Gay Rights–Pro and Cons, double-sided DVDs.** This is a collection of David Susskind’s most historic programs exploring the social and political culture of America during the 1960s and 1970s. Hosted by James Earl Jones. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. **$17.95**

- **3821846 THE DAVID SUSKIND ARCHIVES: Truman Capote Tells All, widescreen.** This edition of the program aired in February of 1979. Capote had appeared on several Suskind panel programs before, but here it’s just the two of them, one on one. The interview covered many topics from Capote’s life including his views on famous friends, including Norman Mailer, Andy Warhol, Jackie Onassis and more. In B&W. 112 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. **$9.95**

- **3898106 BLACK OMINIUS, widescreen.** This is the complete 13 episode, four DVD set recorded in 1973 featuring live performances and conversations with the day’s most prominent African-American athletes, entertainers, cultural figures. Stars include Jim Brown, Slappy White, Richard Pryor, Cicy Tyson, Lou Rawls, Eubie Blake, Alex Haley and many others. In Color and B&W. Over 10 hours. **$21.95**

**Sold Out**
TV Drama

3761096 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete Third Season. Fullscreen. An angel as down to earth as he is divine, Jonathan Smith has only one goal: to help others reach higher ground. Backed by ‘The Boss’ and blessed with otherworldly powers, he touches troubled lives across America. Martin Sheen stars. Nine episodes. Near 6 hours on 3 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

Three episodes. Nearly 20 hours on four DVDs. Micell Creek. Pub. at $14.98

$3.95

3761274 WORLD WAR II: When the Roared. Widescreen. Martin Sheen stars. The aftermath of Martin Sheen’s character’s death leaves his former partner in arms with the Nazi hunters. Collects all 12 Season Two episodes. Over 20 hours on 4 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95

Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal.

limited QUANTITY 3933140 7TH HEAVEN: Seasons 1-4. Fullscreen. Minister protagonist Mike Farrell as Charlie Craig fights for the love and family of children as they face the growing pains of life, love and family. Stretching their love from their inner circle to the greater community, the Charlies share uplifting stories that make this series one of TV’s most beloved dramas. Nearly 66 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Over 90 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $44.98

$5.95

3722880 REIGN: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. The story of a young King, Francis and Mary, tensions over the Black Death, famine, shifting alliances and religion is a living soap opera as the young couple faces the weight of a kingdom, a marriage and a people in need of leadership. Collects all 22 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Pub. at $39.95

Two episodes. English SDH. Over fifteen hours on 5 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $44.98

$5.95

3722923 REIGN: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. After enduring times of political trouble and personal pain, King Francis and Queen Mary, France’s reigning power couple, reunite to save their realm. But Francis’ health shows signs of weakness, allowing Mary’s young cousin, Queen Elizabeth of England, to mount a devious campaign to become queen. Collects all 18 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over twelve hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

$5.95

3709817 GHOST WHISPERER: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Melissa Garber is a young newwved with the unique gift to communicate with spirits of people who have died. The dead seek out Melinda’s ability to help them relay significant messages and information to the living. Despite her fear, compassion compels her to help these spirits. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. Sixteen hours on 6 DVDs. Paramount.

$7.95

3755056 BATE'S MOTEL: Season Four. Widescreen. As Norman (Freddie Highmore) continues to spiral out of control, Norma’s (Vera Farmiga) desperation to help her son amplies. Growing increasingly overprotective and unstable, the relationship between Norma and Norman goes to great lengths to find Norman the professional help he needs. Collects all 10 Season Four episodes. English SDH. Over seven hours on three DVDs. PBS.

$6.95

3755339 JACKIE COLLINS’ HOLLYWOOD WIVES. Fullscreen. From New York Times bestselling author Jackie Collins, comes a tale of infamy and glory of some of the most glamorous women from the high and fast life of Hollywood—from suicide to scandal, their secrets will not be allowed to stop their men from struggling innocent newcomers. This miniseries stars Candice Bergen, Angie Dickinson and Anthony Hopkins. Over four hours. CBS. $5.95

3793944 THE ARENA/ THE STRIKE: Rod Serling Studio One Dramas. Fullscreen. Two early teleplays by Rod Serling, written especially for Studio One. In The Arena, a senator must decide whether to expose a scandalous career of his father’s political rival, or keep quiet to create an ally. In The Strike, an army major in the Korean War is forced to issue an order that will result in the death of his men in order to save the lives of hundreds. In B&W. 90 minutes: E1 Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98

$5.95

368802X HUMAN CARGO. A critically acclaimed, dramatic six-part mini-series set in the world of the Canadian refugee system, internal migration and the anarchy of one of Africa’s most vicious civil wars. Stars Kate Nelligan, Nicholas Campbell and Cara Pitt. Four hours on two DVDs. Mongrel Media.

$3.95

2906037 MR SELFRIDGE: Season 4. Widescreen. London 1928. Nine years have passed and Harry Selfridge is at the pinnacle of his wealth and celebrity, enjoying the frenzy of the roaring 20s. But in this bustling world, Harry is splashing his cash in an unprecedented, dangerous way. As creditors close in, can Harry seal the deal that will save Selfridge’s? Includes all four Season Four episodes. Over eight hours on three DVDs. PBS.

$6.95

3755053 DR. 90210: The Complete First Season. A unique glimpse into the world of cosmetic surgery and the lives of the top plastic surgeons in Beverly Hills. Shows first hand what goes on behind the scenes of the doctors who live this Beverly Hills lifestyle and the people who take on the emotional journey of plastic surgery. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. Hart Sharp. Pub. at $19.96

$2.95

3929795 JOAN OF ARCADIA: The First Season. Widescreen. Amber Tamblyn is Joan Girardi, a typical 16-year-old facing the trials and tribulations of teen-hood. She meets and falls in love with the daughter of a rich and powerful couple while her and her family’s life takes unexpected turns. Includes all four Season One episodes. Widescreen. Over ten hours on 4 DVDs. Paramount.

$4.95

3783804 ALL CREATURES GREAT & SMALL: The Complete Series 4 Collection. Fullscreen. Series Four continues the story of James Herriot (Christopher Timothy), his wife Helen (Lynda Bellingham) and their volatile but warm-hearted partner, Siegfried Farnon (Robert Hardy). The setting is now the early fifties, and the Dales are still a marked man as he continued the work in which he and his friends began. Includes all four Season Four episodes. Over 24 hours on six DVDs. PBS.

$3.95

2928388 MISS FRIMAN’S WAR. Widescreen. Meet the courageous group of women brave enough to take on both the male ruling classes of the day and a corrupt food industry. They open Swedish Homes, a grocery cooperative that sells unspoiled food at affordable prices. These female entrepreneurs take their voices and their message to the Court. Includes Seasons 1-4. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over eleven hours on four DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95

$29.95

3910075 ACQUIRED: Season One. Widescreen. The story follows Aksel Borgen, a Norwegian business man who has lived in America for 25 years. He returns to Oslo during his 20s in Asia, having left his native town after being acquitted of the murder of his high school sweetheart, and then returning to Norway to begin his own business. Includes all 10 Season One episodes. In Norwegian with English subtitles. Over seven hours on three DVDs. MHZ. Pub. at $39.95

$24.95

3793518 THE CHURCHMEN: Season One. Widescreen. In this hit drama, an idealistic candidate for the priesthood arrives at Paris’s illustrious Capuchin Seminary to begin their training. They come from wildly different backgrounds, and must quickly take their vows or watch their unique bond dissolve. Each will see their commitment to the cross tested. Includes all 8 Season One episodes. In French with English subtitles. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. MHZ. Pub. at $39.95

$18.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/830
**TV Drama**

★ **3910121 CORP + ANAM: Seasons 1 + 2.** Widescreen. Set in contemporary Ireland, this gritty Celtic Noir series chronicles the difficult professional and intense personal life of TV crime correspondent Cathal Mac Liamain. During Mac Liamain’s relentless pursuit of cases involving corporate greed, and police corruption, his marriage and family life is put in jeopardy. Includes all 8 Season One and two episodes. In Irish with English subtitles. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. Mtzh. Pub. at $39.95... **$29.95**

★ **3793826 THE STORIES.** Widescreen. Old-school-shouldered Friedrich Leonhardt is the ultimate defense lawyer: experienced, astute, well-spoken and aggressive when he needs to be. Based on the popular book of the same name by Ferdinand von Schirach, Leonard takes on clients with single-minded intent: to defend them within the law. Includes six episodes. In German with English subtitles. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. Mtzh. Pub. at $39.95... **$19.95**

★ **3793907 THE LEGACY.** Widescreen. Mtzh. Pub. at $29.95... **$17.95**

**2896421 THE STAR AND THE STORY COLLECTION, VOLUME 1.** WC Entertainment. Mtzh. Pub. at $14.98... **$7.95**

**3803769 AMAZING STORIES: Season One.** Fullscreen. Universal. Pub. at $29.95... **$19.95**

★ **2898160 SCARLETT.** Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98... **$7.95**

★ **3803708 SOPHIA LOREN: My House Is Full of Mirrors.** Widescreen. Vanguard. Mtzh. Pub. at $49.98... **$29.95**

★ **3791076 DEADLINE: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. MTV. Pub. at $39.95... **$19.95**

★ **3651907 DOMINION: Season One.** Widescreen. Universal. Mtzh. Pub. at $29.95... **$17.95**

**2962322 THE CASUAL VACANCY.** Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. Mtzh. Pub. at $19.98... **$9.95**

★ **3748642 PAN AM: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98... **$9.95**

**2943255 FEAR THE WALKING DEAD: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Anchor Bay. Mtzh. **$3.95**

**3783820 AMERICAN HORROR STORY: Season 1 & 2.** Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. Mtzh. Pub. at $49.98... **$19.95**

★ **6996055 TURN–WASHINGTON’S SPIES: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Anchor Bay. Mtzh. **$3.95**

**2928507 SIDNEY SHELDON’S NOTHING LASTS FOREVER.** Fullscreen. CBS. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**2996467 THE GOOD WIFE: Seasons 1-4.** Widescreen. Paramount. Mtzh. Pub. at $49.99... **$24.95**

**684486 THE TWILIGHT SAGA EXTENDED EDITIONS.** Fullscreen. Summit. Mtzh. **$3.95**

★ **1835335 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98... **$39.95**

**2932873 DYNASTY: Seasons 1-4.** Fullscreen. Paramount. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

★ **286906X JAMESTOWN: The Complete Seasons 1 & 2.** Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $49.99... **$24.95**

**2900351 THE BRONX IS BURNING.** Fullscreen. Genius Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**TV Crime Solvers**

★ **3793850 THE EAGLE–A CRIME ODYSSEY: Season 1.** Widescreen. Nicknamed “The Eagle” for his unerring sense of justice and integrity, detective Halligrim Hallgrimsson exudes competence and self-assurance. Together with his team of experts they take on the infiltration of organized crime into the state institutions, banks and social strata of Europe and Scandinavia. Includes all 8 Season One episodes. In Danish with English subtitles. Over 7 hours in ten DVDs. Topics Entertainment. **$7.95**

★ **3850862 THE ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES.** A young boy-hero of the case. All 36 episodes of the dynamic detective! This black and white series from the 1950s brought a fresh take on the classics, with a new interpretation of the master of detective fiction. Includes all 18 Season One episodes. In Danish with English subtitles. Over 44 hours in ten DVDs. Topics Entertainment. **$7.95**

★ **3803139 FORENSIC FILES: Kidnapping Cases.** Fullscreen. When people go missing, investigators turn to forensic science to help them see what the witnesses missed. Gathered here are 12 episodes of the popular true crime show. Includes all 12 episodes. Sixteen hours on 5 DVDs. TGG. Pub. at $12.98... **$3.95**

★ **3856099 FORENSIC FILES: Crimes of Passion.** Jeffrey, greedy and deceitful, lead to unmitigated evil. Which only forensics can solve. This set contains 12 episodes from the popular TV show, including As the Tide Turns, Crash Course: Dirty Laundry, Hell’s Kitchen, Ambush School: Ambush, and Web of Seduction. Six hours on 2 DVDs. TGG. Pub. at $12.98... **$4.95**

★ **293060X MAGNUM PI: The Complete Second Season.** Fullscreen. Buckle up for more action-packed adventure with all 22 Season Two episodes of the Emmy Award-winning series, Tom Selleck is television’s most charismatic detective, and he’s back in his slick Ferrari cruising the streets of torrid Hawaii. Beautiful girls, hot cars, and of course Higgins, T.C. and Rick are all here in this sizzling set. Over 18 hours on three double-sided DVDs. Universal. **$9.95**

★ **3855798 FOREVER KNIGHT, PART ONE.** Fullscreen. The undead are unleashed for the second season of the sexy and stylish vampire horror series. Starring Gerard Wyn Davies as Nick Knight, a 13th-century vampire working as a police detective in modern-day Toronto. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. Over 17 hours on five DVDs. Columbia. Pub. at $26.99... **$5.95**

★ **3748588 HART TO HART: Movies Are Murder Collection.** Fullscreen. Everyone’s favorite crime-solving couple return in eight feature-length mysteries: Home Is Where the Hart Is; Crimes of the Hart; Old Friends Never Die; Secrets of the Hart; Two Harts in Three Quarter Time; Harts in High Season; Do Us Hart; Stars Robert Wagner and Stefanie Powers. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

★ **6584349 SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Eligible Bachelor.** Jeremy Brett, “the definitive Holmes” (Chicago Sun-Times), joins his father in this special bonding feature-length mystery. The most eligible bachelor in London has just married a wealthy American woman. Their marital bliss is short lived when she vanishes shortly after the ceremony. 93 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99... **$9.95**

★ **3915630 TV’S COP’S & PRIVATE EYES: Television Classics.** In the Golden Age of Television, almost every night offered shows featuring cops and private detectives. This collection features a wide range of styles and mood, from the jazz age to the 60s, and everything in between. Stars Broderick Crawford, Charles Bronson, David Janssen, Cesar Romero, Jack Webb, and many others. In B&W. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $9.98... **$5.95**

★ **293564X MAGNUM PI: The Complete Sixth Season.** Fullscreen. Tom Selleck returns as the Hawaiian private investigator with a knack for solving crime. Join Higgins, T.C., and Rick as they help Magnum take on some of the meanest criminals, while juggling his family life. Includes all 22 Season Six episodes. Includes all 18 Season Six episodes. English SDH. Sixteen hours on 5 DVDs. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**3893432 DONNA DETECTIVE: Series 1.** Widescreen. In this classic mystery series starring Mary Laber and featuring Olga Parkes-Walsh, the most legendary and entertaining of all the women in the world of whodunits set in post-war Sweden. A university graduate student finds herself in the middle of mystery and murder, and with two associates they witness the passions and intrigues of middle-class Stockholm life. Includes six episodes. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Mtzh. Pub. at $39.95... **$29.95**

★ **3793843 CRIMES OF PASSION.** Widescreen. Based on the classic mystery novels by Maria Lang and featuring Ola Nordan, a director of private investigators, these stories feature a collection of whodunits in post-war Sweden. A university student finds herself in the middle of mystery and murder, and with two associates they witness the passions and intrigues of middle-class Stockholm life. Includes six episodes. In Swedish with English subtitles. Ten hours on 3 DVDs. Mtzh. Pub. at $39.95... **$29.95**

★ **3793842 DONNA DETECTIVE: Series 1.** Widescreen. In this classic mystery series starring Mary Laber and featuring Olga Parkes-Walsh, the most legendary and entertaining of all the women in the world of whodunits set in post-war Sweden. A university graduate student finds herself in the middle of mystery and murder, and with two associates they witness the passions and intrigues of middle-class Stockholm life. Includes six episodes. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Mtzh. Pub. at $39.95... **$29.95**
**TV Crime Solvers**

- **3784924 THE YOUNG MONTALBANO: Episodes 1-3.** Widescreen. Before Detective Montalbano became hard-boiled and mature chief detective we already know, he was just Salvo, new to Vigata and new to being a police chief. In this prequel series, watch the genesis of the hardboiled detective taking place. Includes the first three episodes: The First Case; New Year's Eve; and Back to Basics. In Italian with English subtitles. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95.
- **3808777 COLUMBO MYSTERY MOVIE COLLECTION 1991-1993.** Widescreen. Universal. **SOLD OUT**
- **6579183 THE ROCKFORD FILES: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98. **SOLD OUT**
- **6080840 UNFORGETTABLE: The First Season.** Widescreen. Paramount. **SOLD OUT**

**TV Action & Adventure**

- **3906043 LASSIE'S GREATEST ADVENTURES COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. Join the most famous dog of all time in 18 adventures. The real danger will come into full view. Includes all 24 Season One episodes. SDH. Over 7 hours. Universal.
- **3907066 UNLEASHED! Deadly Animal Attacks.** Widescreen. Get behind the eyes of nature's deadliest predators and begin to understand the reactions they attack. Hear from those who survived attacks and tell blow by blow, man and animal encounters around the planet. Includes When Animals Strike and Nature Takes Over, two series on DVDs. Giam. Pub. at $19.98. SDH. $4.95.
- **3940322 XENA–WARRIOR PRINCESS: Season One.** Fullscreen. Lucy Lawless is Xena–a smart, tough, and fearless fighter who travels the dangerous roads of Ancient Greece determined to avenge the innocent from the terrors of darkness and seeking redemption for her cruel misdeeds of the past. Collects all 24 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours. SDH. $14.95.
- **3914348 RING OF FIRE.** Widescreen. When a sinister corporation causes an oilrig accident in a small town, a devastating chain of events is set into action. As a group of deadly volcanoes ignite, the world careers toward destruction in this end of the world mini series event. Stars Peter Man, Lauren Lee Smith, and Michael O’Quinn. CC. 176 minutes. Giam. Pub. at $4.95. **SOLD OUT**
- **3723049 GENTLE BEN: Season Two.** Fullscreen. A big bear in the family means bigger mischief for young Mark (Clinton Howler), his parks and father, Tom (Dennis Weaver), and a stream of unusual characters who bring thrilling adventure and suspenseful drama to town in this continuation of the great series. Collects all 22 Season Two episodes, 12 hours on four DVDs. CBS. SDH. $5.95.
- **3722085 ALCATRAZ: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. In 1963, all prisoners were transferred from Alcatraz Island Federal Penitentiary, so we were told. Now America's worst criminals--the 63s--are returning to the streets of San Francisco to help solve their grisly crimes. It's up to detective Rebecca Madison and Diego Soto to figure out why they're back and uncover a larger, more sinister threat. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. SDH. $24.99. **SOLD OUT**
- **3706086 THE SAINT: Set 2.** The legendary saint whose reputation always precedes him. Charismatic, ingenious, charming and utterly elusive, Roger Moore truly immortalized Simon Templar. British six-hour episodes from Season One are collected here. The Angel’s Eye; The Man Who Liked Lovers; A Better Mousetrap; Little Girl Lost; Paper Chase and Locate and Destroy. SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**
- **3784061 THE ADVENTURES OF MERLIN: The Complete Third Season.** Widescreen. Swords and swashbuckling adventure return in this third season of the hit series, following our heroes Merlin and Arthur as they face their greatest challenge yet. More secrets have been exposed and old friends choose new sides, they soon discover that the great battle for Camelot is only just beginning. Includes all 13 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on 5 DVDs. SDH. $89.95.

**See more titles at erhbc.com/830**
**TV Action & Adventure**


- **3779521** RAGGEDY: Seasons One & Two. Fullscreen. This 39-episode family favorite follows the adventures of young Ken McLaughlin (Johnny Washbrook) and his horse Flicka. Living with his parents on the Goose Bar Ranch at the turn of the 20th century, Ken’s life on the range is filled with danger, thrills—and friendship. Over 16 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99

- **3783863** BLINDSPOT: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. A Jane Doe with no memories of her past is found naked in Times Square, her body covered in tattoos. Who is she? Who tattooed her? And how is she linked to FBI agent Kurt Weller, whose name is tattooed on her back? The mysterious Jane Weller and his team are swept up in an underworld of deadly secrets, conspiracy and revelations. All 22 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $24.98

- **3791777** WAGON TRAIN: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Inspired by Orson Welles’ version of Ford’s film Wagonmaster, this well-crafted western follows Major Seth Andrews (Ward Bond), Head Scout Flint McCullough (Robert Horton), cook Charlie Proctor (Frank Tomlinson), and Assistant Wagon Master Bill Hawks (Terry Wilson) as they endure the perilous journey by Conestoga wagon from the banks of the Mississippi to California’s Pacific shores. Collects all 20 Season One episodes. Over 32 hours on seven DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93

- **3794710** THE WILD WILD WEST: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Relive the heroic adventures of 1870s Secret Service Agenteur, Robert Conrad and Artemus Gordon (Ross Martin) as they cross the country in a high tech railroad car, executing impossible missions assigned to them directly from President Grant. Collects all 28 Season One episodes. Over 32 hours on seven DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $49.99


- **3796448** FLASHPOINT: Complete Series. Fullscreen. Paramount. Pub. at $9.95


- **3735975** ARROW: The Complete Fourth Season. Widescreen. Returning to Star City and donning the hood once more, Oliver will struggle to keep his aim as the Green Arrow as love takes hold so hard to get back. Collects all 23 hard-hitting, action-packed, justice seeking Season Four episodes. Starring Stephen Amell, Emily Bett Rickards, Rick Cosnett and Katie Cassidy. Nearly 22 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $44.95

- **6760236** HONEY WEST: Complete Series. Fullscreen. Honey West (Anne Francis), a glamorous female private eye, was a femme fatale action-adventure role. In the show, Honey inherited her sly business from her father and also got his partner in the deal, roguish and handsome Sam Bolt (John Ericson). Gathers all 30 episodes. In Wide screen. B&W. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $21.95

- **3802414** FLASH GORDON: Collection. Get ready for an action-packed voyage to the stars with sci-fi hero Flash Gordon. Buster Crabbe plays the interstellar adventurer in Flash Gordon Conquers the Universe, in which Flash tackles a deadly plague. Then, Steve Holland, a space cadet in 13 episodes of Flash Gordon TV series, combating Commander Paul Richards and the ever-present forces of evil. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Go Entertainment. Pub. at $3.95

- **3892923** MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000: SEASON 10.2. If you like curling up with huge lizards, voluptuous fugitives and giant spiders, then let’s spend a few hilarious hours watching Joel, Mike and Tom Servo and Crow, poke loving fun at four of cinema’s questionable treasures. The Giant Gila Monster, Swamp Diamonds, Teen-Age Strangler, and The Giant Spider Invasion. In B&W and B&W. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99

- **3903053** ODYSSEY 5: The Complete Series. Widescreen. When the crew of Odyssey 5, a space station orbiting above the Earth’s surface, barely escapes the planet’s demise, they encounter a mysterious being who offers to transport them back five years in time. Then, on a mission to discover if he finds his wife in time, or will they get him first? This TV mini-series also stars Peter Fonda. 172 minutes. New Video. Pub. at $3.95

- **3912591** STARDAIDEN: The Complete Series. A British-German produced science fiction comedy series that explored gender reversal and politics. Set on a planet named Medusa, a world ruled by women, the men exist in subservient roles because they are considered mentally inferior. Includes thirteen episodes. Over five hours on two DVDs. Video. Pub. at $9.95

- **3927161** STAR TREK: VOYAGER: Season Four. Fullscreen. Return to the unknown with Season Four of this fan favorite Star Trek series, presenting all 26 original broadcast episodes—in 5.1 Surround sound for the first time! This set is packed with new full-length episodes containing actor interviews, concept art, photo galleries and more. Nearly 20 hours on seven DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $129.98

- **3923880** THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES: Fullscreen. Earth is on the verge of destruction and to survive, mankind must find another place to live. And when three expeditions to Mars, headed by Col. John Wilder (Rock Hudson) find suitable conditions for plant life, the first party to arrive is the crew of the ship Icarus. As Wilder begins to heed the lessons of the dying Martian civilization, he can save humanity from doom itself! Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
2905612 GEORGE CARLIN: Life Is Worth Losing. Widescreen. Carlin returns to the stage in his 13th live comedy stand-up special, performed at the Beacon Theatre in New York City for HBO. His spot-on observations on the deterioration of human behavior include the importance of their two favorite addictions: shopping and eating. 75 minutes. Adults only. MP. $7.95.
3725278 GILLIGAN’S ISLAND: The Complete Third Season. Fullscreen. It’s year three of the three-year voyage for Gilligan’s Island dreams he’s dracula, the group puts on Harriet (the musical). Mary Ann insists she’s Ginger and Gilligan becomes Mrs. Howell’s fairy godmother, and every week they get more and more in the 30 episodes collected here. Stars Bob Denver and Alan Hale, Jr. Thirteen hours on 5 DVDs. Warner Home Video. $9.95.
3748444 THE WONDER YEARS: Season Two. Kevin (Fred Savage) confronts the day to day pressures of junior high life with his pals Paul Pfeifer (Josh Saviano) and Winnie Cooper (Danica McKellar), while at home he finally fights back against his bullying older brother Walter. Includes all 7 Season Two episodes. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. StarVista. $4.95.
2905604 GEORGE CARLIN: Doin’ It Again/Complaints & Grievances. Fullscreen. Carlin’s seventh live concert for HBO taped at the State Theater in New Jersey in 1990, where he talks about the minutiae of everyday life. Complaints & Grievances is Carlin’s 12th HBO special taped at the Beacon Theatre in New York on November 17, 2001, where he casts his usual jaundiced eye on America. 115 minutes. Adults only. MP. $11.95.
2932849 CHEERS: The First Season. Fullscreen. This Emmy Award-winning series kept the laughs flowing for 11 seasons at the snazzy Boston Bar where everybody knows your name. So, sit back and see how it all started with Sam, Diane, Carla, Coop, Norm, Cliff and their increasing list of regulars. Fullset includes all 22 Season One episodes on four DVDs. Stars Ted Danson, Shelley Long, Rhea Perlman, George Wendt and John Ratzenberger. Nearly nine hours. Fullscreen. $9.95.
3761105 MARRIED WITH CHILDREN: Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Includes all 13 Season Two episodes. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95.
3811665 BEWitched: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. The friendship between Samantha (Elizabeth Montgomery) and her numbered friend, India (Susan Blu), and the rest of the Hacketts run with a first class crew of magicians. Includes all 85 episodes on 10 DVDs. $74.95.
3929752 BOSOM BUDDIES: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Best friends Kip (Tomm Hacker) and Henry (Peter Scolari) work at an ad agency crew back her up with their friend Amy. After their apartment is condemned, they stay at Amy’s place, a hotel for women. After discovering how cheap the rent is, they disguise themselves as “Buffy” and “Hilda” and move in. Collects all 19 Season One episodes. Nearly eight hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount. $4.95.
2953943 THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW: COMPLETE FAVORITES: 50th Anniversary Edition. Welcome to the world of TV’s hottest families into your living room. You’ll be laughing hysterically as you join Rob Petri struggling with the ups and downs of work and home. Starring Dick Van Dyke and Mary Tyler Moore. In B&W. Over 10 hours on five DVDs. Image Entertainment. $34.95.
3809548 MURPHY BROWN: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Murphy Brown portrays Murphy Brown, star reporter for a Washington DC-based TV news magazine, delivering a performance so funny and dynamic that she earned five Emmy nominations. A caring mother, the single parent, giving everything from romance to friendship and national politics to off-color jokes. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. Nearly 9 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95.
3748236 THE WONDER YEARS: Season One. This series captured the angst of growing up in suburban middle-class America in the late ’60s, as seen through the life and times of Kevin Arnold (Fred Savage). Watch as Kevin experiences A. A very special episode that sees he graduates from high school, his school’s comedic attempts at sex education, and the incredible social pressures of a junior high dance. Includes all six Season One episodes. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. StarVista. $4.95.
3815269 THE WACKIEST WAGON TRAIN IN THE WEST. In this three episode compilation from the TV series comedy Dusty’s Periodical, a wagon master, a wealthy married couple, a dance hall girl, and a handsome engineer are part of an 1860’s wagon train headed to California. But when the wagon gets stuck in the mud, they are separated from the rest of the wagon and must make the journey on their own. Stars Bob Denver. $9.95.
3814929 BEAVIS AND BUTT-HEAD: The Complete Third Season. Fullscreen. Beavis and Butt-Head’s unique idiocy profoundly changed television, movies, pop culture and the world. This first volume of the fuddy-duddy belief that anything is possible. Enjoy all 31 episodes of this Emmy nominated series. Also stars Jane Krakowski and Tiuss Burgess. English SDH. Over 25 hours on eight DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $54.98 $34.95.

See more titles at erhbc.com/830
British TV

3720845 RELLIK. Widescreen. Starting at the end, with a prime suspect caught, the series moves backwards in time through the string of gruesome murders, gradually unraveling the truth. We follow the enigmatic, DCI Gabriel Markham as he is propelled into an obsessive hunt for a serial killer. English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. BBC. $3.95

3720829 PREY. Widescreen. Follow Detective Constable Marcus Farrow (John Simm) as he races against time to clear his name of a brutal crime in the first electrifying season of Prey. Then experience the electrifying experience that Prison Officer Dave Murdoch will travel to order to save the life of his threatened daughter. English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. BBC. $1.95

3720756 THE LIVING AND THE DEAD. Widescreen. When the death of his mother brings pioneering psychologist Nathan Appleby (Colin Morgan) and his adoptive brother out west to the desert with the enigmatic, DCI Gabriel Markham as he is propelled into an obsessive hunt for a serial killer. English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. BBC. $3.95

372090X VOYAGER: To the Final Frontier. Widescreen. Feast your eyes on gorgeous planets, newly discovered moons and so much more in this fascinating documentary that details the journey of the Voyager Space Missions—a program that launched in 1977 and was supposed to last just five years. English SDH. 48 minutes. BBC. $3.95

3763383 BLOOD OF THE VIKINGS: First Blood. Widescreen. The Vikings were an ambitious people who left an indelible mark on the history of Europe and beyond. Now, as the 20th anniversary of Princess Diana’s death, we follow the twists and turns of one of the most intriguing questions about the Vikings. English SDH. 91 minutes. BBC. $10.95

3901684 DOCTOR WHO: Season Nine, Parts One & Two. Widescreen. In Part One the Doctor returns alongside Clara in the first six episodes of Series Nine. Now that they have established a dynamic as a partnership of equals, they’re relishing the thrills that all of space and time has to offer. Part Two’s six episodes provide the epic conclusion to the ninth season on their biggest adventures yet. Stars Peter Capaldi. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. BBC. $7.95

3996817 THE SECRET DIARIES OF MISS ANNE LISTER. Widescreen. Maxine Peake plays Anne Lister, a landowning woman who defied the conventions of nineteenth century society to live openly as a lesbian. Also stars Anna Madeley. English SDH. 91 minutes. BBC. $10.95

3893538 LITTLE BRITAIN: The Complete Second Series. With the second series comes a host of new characters as well as returning favorites: unconvincing transvestite Emily Howard has a new friend, Vicky Pollard is still a volunteer and the English language, and a new assortment of oddities are on exhibit. Stars Matt Lucas and David Williams. English SDH. 167 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. BBC Video. Price cut to $3.95

3914259 OUTCASTS: Season 1. Widescreen. After Earth is hit by catastrophe, courageous pioneers set out to create a new and better future on the distant planet Immortality. While last trans porter from Earth approaches, a fragile peace will suddenly be rocked to its core. Includes all eight episodes. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. BBC. $7.95

3916251 DIANA: 7 Days. Widescreen. On the 20th anniversary of Princess Diana’s death, the film features in-depth interviews with her sons, the Duke of Cambridge and Prince Harry, the British royal family from the moment they heard the news of their mother’s death to the day of the funeral itself, as well as reflecting more broadly on her life. English SDH. 90 minutes. BBC. $5.95

TV Comedy

**3889319 PORTLANDIA: Season One.** Collects all six Season One episodes of this original short-form series starring Fred Armisen and Carrie Brownstein. Includes guest star appearances by Kyle MacLachlan, Aubrey Plaza, Selma Blair, Heather Graham, Jason Segel, and more. 135 minutes. VHS. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**3913805 POPOVICH COMEDY PET THEATER.** Collects three segments from Gregory Popovich’s successful Las Vegas animal act. Popovich has a presence: he’s a porpoise with his trained animals, goes on a train ride and overcomes a robbery. In Dream Dogs Gregory, Rex the wonder dog and Sebastian have a feline competition and judges in a competition. Finally, you’ll see footage from his live cat show. 49 minutes. S more Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**3902889 THE MINDY PROJECT: The Complete Series.** Mindy Lahiri (Mindy Kaling) is a talented obstetrician navigating the tricky waters of her chaotic personal life as she pursues her dreams of becoming the perfect woman, finding happiness, and getting her perfect romantic comedy ending. Includes all 117 episodes. Also stars Chris Messina and Ed Weeks. English SDH. Over 29 hours on five DVDs. Overstock. Pub. at $69.95 $59.95

**1831704 WKRP IN CINCINNATI: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Join everyone’s favorite radio DJs--the rockin’ Dr. Johnny Fever (Howard Hesseman) and the soulful Venus Flytrap (Tim Reid)–as they weave through the inner-office antics of the crazy WKRP staff including the station’s sandwich program director (Gary Sandy), smarmy advertising executive Herb (Frank Bonner), shy inge neous BAey (Jan Smithers), and the lo vely Emily Howard has a new friend; Vicky Pollard and the return of Matt Lucas as Nardole. Peter Capaldi embark on his final chapter as The Twelfth Doctor as well as the introduction of brand new companion Pearl Mackie as Bill Potts and the return of Matt Lucas as Nardole. Fantastical creatures and terrifying monsters await the team of heroes as they journey together through space and time. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. BBC. "Sold Out"

OVER 3 HOURS ON TWO BLU-RAYS. Paramount.

believed to be the essence of all evil–Pandora's Box. English SDH.

minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

guarded museums in the world. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes.

stealing three DaVinci masterpieces from the most heavily guarded museums in the world. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95.

*3858928 HUDDSON HAWK. Widescreen. Eddie "the Hawk" Hawkins (Bruce Willis) is ready to go straight after 10 years in prison, but it's not going to be easy. The mob and the G.C.A. have conspired to blackmail Eddie and his partner (Danny Aiello) into stealing three da Vinci masterpieces from the most heavily guarded museums in the world. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Runtime</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3795438 I KILL GIANTS</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>90 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brotherhood of Blades. Three sworn brothers and the oppressed</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>102 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>393523X JACK REACHER</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>101 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When an unspeakable crime is committed, all evidence points to a</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>104 mins</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3795373 BLEEDING STEEL</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>90 mins</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When a former military comrade and his small crew are bombarded</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>90 mins</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3929736 SNIPER: Ultimate Kill</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>90 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A deadly sniper targets local Special Agent Kate Engstrom in the</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>90 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3881733 ALL THE DEVIL'S MEN</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>90 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A bounty hunter is forced to go on a hunt for a disavowed CIA</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>90 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3929819 THE COLOR OF MAGIC/HOGFATHER</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>90 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen inside a magical realm known as Discworld, a naive</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>90 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3716376 RESIDENT EVIL: Vendetta</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>97 mins</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. When a fearless enemy out for revenge unleashes a</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>97 mins</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3926639 NO WAY BACK.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>91 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When a sting operation goes disastrously wrong and Special Agent</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>91 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3900436 WHY DON'T YOU JUST DIE?</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>94 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. Mahoney has one objective—to gain entry to his wife's</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>94 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>379593X FIRST KILL.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>92 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A banker becomes entangled in a bank heist gone bad that results</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>92 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3915234 GRIMM OF WHITE.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>4 mins</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who is a ferocious reptile beast, his Queen takes control of the</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>4 mins</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3929124 THE COLONY/STRANDED.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>106 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Colony stars Laurence Fishburne and Bill Paxton in a savage and</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>106 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3948722 SUDDENLY.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>99 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Tom Shaw (Ray Liotta) believes his best days are behind him-</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>99 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3935221 HERCULES.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>98 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When a terrifying new threat emerges that threatens the</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>98 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3913848 WHITE FIRE</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>101 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. Robert Ginty and Belinda Montgomery (Be in Binge,</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>101 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3932650 BORN TO RAISE HELL.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>96 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. When a bloody street war claims the life of one of his</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>96 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3919528 MAXIMUM IMPACT.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>99 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. The U.S. Secretary of State attempts to negotiate in</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>99 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3935253 SWELTER.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ten years later, a bank robbing team stole $100 million from a</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3836443 MOJIN: The Lost Legend.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. Based on the number one bestselling series of novels</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3836453 MOJIN: The Lost Legend.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. Based on the number one bestselling series of novels</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3851516 RESIDENT EVIL: Afterlife.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. Sony Pictures.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3824454 EARTHQUAKE</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. VTS Films.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3970036 THE SCORPION KING: 5-Movie Collection.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. Based on the bestselling series of novels and starring</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3720365 IMMORTAL DEMON SLAYER.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. Cinedigm.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3795527 UNLOCKED.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. Cinedigm.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3765911 ACTS OF VENGEANCE.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. VTS Films.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>382442X BRICK MANSIONS.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. 20th Century Fox.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2967316 THE CROWN AND THE DRAGON.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. Cinedigm.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3720330 EXTRAORDINARY MISSION.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. Sony Pictures.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3869083 XIII: The Conspiracy.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. Phase 4 Films.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>386984 SNIPER Reloaded.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widescreen. Sony Pictures.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>107 mins</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Western Blu-ray

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>393391 TRUE GRIT.</strong> Widescreen. John Wayne earned a Best Actor Oscar for his portrayal of the uncouth, and fearless one-eyed U.S. Marshal Rooster Cogburn in this western classic. Rooster is hired by a headstrong young girl (Kim Darby) to find the man who murdered her father and fled with the family savings. Also stars Glen Campbell.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3925501 THE LONG RIDERS.</strong> Widescreen. Four sets of acclaimed actor brothers—Dennis, Randy, and Michael Quaid, and James Keach, Christopher and Nicholas Guest; and Keith, Robert, and David Carradine—bring to life the story of the famous and notorious James ‘The Kid’ McNab, and the Pinkerton Detective Agency’s quest to put them behind bars.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2873974 THE COMANCHEOS.</strong> Widescreen. Determined to bring down a violent gang of gunrunners known as Comancheos, a fearless Texas Ranger (John Wayne) forms an uneasy alliance with a notorious outlaw gambler (Stuart Whitman), and the unlikely partners soon realize they must find common ground if they are going to take down the outlaws.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3905748 BONE TOMAHAWK.</strong> Widescreen. When a group of cannibal savages kidnap settlers from the small town of Bright Angel, Film noir meets western in Joseph H. Lewis’s final feature film. Eager to seize control of Prairie City, greedy hotel owner McNeil (Sebastian Cabot) hires a gunman to drive local farmers off their land. When it results in the death of a former whaler, the dead man’s son (Sterling Hayden) plans revenge using his father’s harpoon. English SDH. In B&amp;W. 80 minutes.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>Sold Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3911047 GORDON OF GHOST CITY.</strong> Directed by a rancher who’s been run off his land, a pair of brothers find themselves coming to the aid of a beautiful girl and her prospector grandfather in this 12 chapter action packed movie serial. Stars Buck Jones, Mitchell Lewis, and Walter Miller. English SDH. 3 hours.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Arrow</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>Sold Out, Limited Quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3778355 THE FAR COUNTRY.</strong> Widescreen. Jeff Webster (James Stewart) and his sidekick Ben Tatum (Walter Brennan), as father and son drive cattle to market from Wyoming to Canada and become entangled with a corrupt judge and his henchmen. Ruth Roman plays a sultry saloon keeper who falls for Webster, teaming up with him to take on the evil lawman. Includes two wide-screen version Blu-rays. English SDH. 97 minutes. Arrow.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Arrow</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>Sold Out, Limited Quantity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Comedy Blu-ray

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3881431 DICK FIGURES: THE Movie.</strong> Two best friends, Red and blue, risk everything to find the greatest treasure of all time. Directed by the first animated feature film based on the blockbuster web series! Not Rated.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Magnolia Pictures</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3905887 THE KING OF COMEDY.</strong> Widescreen. On his way to the studio, talk show host Jerry Langford (Jack Nicholson) is kidnapped by stand-up comedian Rupert Pupkin (Robert De Niro) and his wacky sidekick (Sandra Bernhard). There’s only one way that Langford can win back his freedom — he must let this strange comic perform on his show. Directed by Martin Scorcese. CC. 109 minutes. 20th Century Fox.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Columbia Pictures</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3905659 ANCHORMAN ULTIMATE BLU-RAY FAN PACK!</strong> Widescreen. This set is packed with deals! Ron Burgundy, one of Will Ferrell’s funniest characters, gets the handsome set he deserves with this bundle that includes the Anchorman: Pick of the Century Blu-ray (which includes Wake Up, Ron Burgundy; The Lost Movie), a classy Ron Burgundy T-Shirt (Men’s Large), and a 16-page excerpt from Ron Burgundy’s autobiography, Let Me Off at the Top! Unrated. English SDH. 94 minutes.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>390699X THE THREE STOOGES: THE MOVIE.</strong> The Three Stooges are at their bumbling, eye-poking, half-pulling best in these four slapstick shorts: Disorder in the Court; Brainless Groom; Sing a Song of Six Pants; and Malice in the Palace. Includes 2D (B&amp;W) and 3D versions. 78 minutes.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>391626X DINER.</strong> Widescreen. From his Oscar-nominated script, Barry Levinson makes his directing debut with this study of pals in transition. Steve Guttenburg, Daniel Stern, Mickey Rourke, Kevin Bacon and Tim Daly play the up-and-down buddies who work out the remnants of adolescence during ritual gatherings at a busy steel and vinyl hangout in 18739 Baltimore. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3905764 CITY HEAT.</strong> In Kansas City, 1933, wisecracking detective Murphy (Burt Reynolds) teams up with Police Lt. Speer (Clint Eastwood) to track the killer of Murphy’s partner. This pair doesn’t care much for each other but they clean up the town with style and shoot-em ups that parody Road House.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Warner Bros.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3911067 WEDDING CRASHERS/HORRIBLE BOSSES/HALL PASS/DUMB AND DUMBER.</strong> Widescreen. Even when it hurts with these side-splitting comedies, Wedding Crashers stars Vince Vaughn and Owen Wilson; Horrible Bosses stars Jason Bateman, Jennifer Aniston and Charlie Sheen; Hall Pass stars Owen Wilson and Jason Sudeikis; and Dumb and Dumber with Jim Carrey and Jeff Daniels. Rated R and Not Rated. English SDH. Over 7 hours on four Blu-rays.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Warner Bros.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3883880 ANGRY BRAINS.</strong> Widescreen. When Jill’s psyche finally breaks, she takes the day off and goes to a.drive-in movie theater. There she meets the mad scientist Dr. Harv who offers her the chance to take care of her wacky brains. A brainy woman star is then created to become the ultimate brain.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3935205 GHOST TEAM ONE.</strong> Includes Unrated. 101 minutes.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## IMDb Selections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3833870 BITCH.</strong> Widescreen. Jill, a lonely, unfulfilled housewife with four unhappy roommates, meets a guy at her dining room table with a belt around her neck, contemplating a desperate end. Her husband is oblivious to Jill’s growing terror. When he breaks free from his job on a vicious new canine persona in this chaotic dark comedy. Stars Jason Ritter. 96 minutes. Dark Sky.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Anchor Bay</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3932966 JACKASS 3.</strong> Widescreen. The Jackass crew are set to their wildest round yet! Mayhem! Mayhem! Mayhem! When Johnny Knoxville goes roller-skating in a buffalo herd, Barn barrells through a hallway of high-voltage staples.已有 2D and 3D versions. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3933070 ZOOLANDER, NO. 2.</strong> Widescreen. When a mystery assassin starts killing the world’s most beautiful people, Interpol agent Valentine Valencia (Penelope Cruz) learns the key to this deadly plot lies with former models Derek (Ben Stiller) and Hansel (Owen Wilson). They must return to the world of fashion to save the day. Includes Blu-ray and DVD Blu-ray of special features. English SDH.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Blu-ray Plus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3935205 GHOST TEAM ONE.</strong> Includes Unrated. 101 minutes.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Blu-ray Versions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3833870 BITCH.</strong> Widescreen. Jill, a lonely, unfulfilled housewife with four unhappy roommates, meets a guy at her dining room table with a belt around her neck, contemplating a desperate end. Her husband is oblivious to Jill’s growing terror. When he breaks free from his job on a vicious new canine persona in this chaotic dark comedy. Stars Jason Ritter. 96 minutes. Dark Sky.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Anchor Bay</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3932966 JACKASS 3.</strong> Widescreen. The Jackass crew are set to their wildest round yet! Mayhem! Mayhem! Mayhem! When Johnny Knoxville goes roller-skating in a buffalo herd, Barn barrells through a hallway of high-voltage staples.已有 2D and 3D versions. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3933070 ZOOLANDER, NO. 2.</strong> Widescreen. When a mystery assassin starts killing the world’s most beautiful people, Interpol agent Valentine Valencia (Penelope Cruz) learns the key to this deadly plot lies with former models Derek (Ben Stiller) and Hansel (Owen Wilson). They must return to the world of fashion to save the day. Includes Blu-ray and DVD Blu-ray of special features. English SDH.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comedy Blu-ray

3915794 THE MIDDLE FINGER. Widescreen. Dennis, an awkward teenager, finds his luck when he’s held back from school while his friends have moved on and started college. As that’s not enough, he finds his world is turned upside down when he’s whisked away by being lost another world and transformed into a superhero. The Middle Finger! 83 minutes. Iroma Team. $7.95.

3935191 THE D TRAIN. All his life, Dan Landman (Jack Black) has been the cool guy. He’s too good to change everything by befriending former high school hero Oliver Lawless (James Marsden) and convincing him to show at his school reunion. However, Dan’s plan hilariously backfires and his life is turned upside down. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Paramount. $4.95.

3900672 BAD GRANDPA. Johnny Knoxville reprises his Jackass role as 86 year-old Irving Zisman in the story of a crotchety old man unexpectedly saddled with the care of his eight year- old grandson. The pair cross paths as they hustle their way across America on an outrageous road trip. Rated R. English Blu-ray and DVD. $5.95.

3950239 TRAILER PARK BOYS: Don’t Legalize It. Widescreen. Out of jail and broke, Julian concocts an outrageously greasy scheme to get rich. To make it even greasier, he will have to deliver his product to his arch-enemy, Cyrus, who’s waiting in Montreal to close the dirty deal. English SDH. 95 minutes. EOne. $5.95.

3950190 LOVE THE COOPERS. Widescreen. When four generations of the Cooper clan gather for a reunion, a series of unexpected visitors and unlikely events turn the night upside down—leading the Coopers and unexpected visitors and unlikely events turn the night upside down—leading the Coopers and their friends into a comedy about family. Rated R. English Blu-ray. $5.95.

3902470 MORDLA. Widescreen. In this animated comedy, aspiring actor John and wannabe screenwriter Elliot are inseparable. John wants to live in his world, a diminutive village on the fringe of the Arctic Metropolitan Museum. But Husavik, Iceland, is the country for a much-needed break. There he falls in love with the innkeeper’s daughter, Nanette, who is already betrothed to a local farmer, and the farmer disappear from their engagement party. Cassim immediately takes up the case. Not Rated. SDH. 70 minutes. $3.95.

3862321 THE CON IS ON. Widescreen. A young man and his lovable pups, it's sure to be a Christmas to remember. Stars Julie Connors and Jack Hawkins. English SDH. In B&W. 95 minutes. Arrow. Price at $3.95.


Drama Blu-ray

3966277 THE FRENCH WAY. Fullscreen. A 1940 romantic comedy set in contemporary New York, starring a certain French tradition among young lovers forbidden to marry by their respective families. Josephine Baker as Zazu, the owner of a nightclub, inherits a job restoring harmony between their families and allowing the young lovers to get married. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. 74 minutes. Sprocket Vault. Pub. at $29.95. $3.95.

390573X BLENDED. Widescreen. After a disastrous blind date, airport security worker Frank (Drew Barrymore) and Jim (Adam Sandler) agree on one thing: they never want to see each other again. But when they each separately sign up for a family vacation with their kids, they are all stuck sharing a suite at a safari resort. English SDH. 117 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95.

3785491 ARTHUR NEUMANN. Divorced and disconnected from his son, Wallace Avery (Colin Firth) decides to make a radical change. He walks away from his old life and hits the road as Arthur Newman to start over. But his road trip is derailed by the entrance of mysterious Michaela “Mike” Fitzgerald (Emily Blunt), is it possible to truly start all over? Rated R. 93 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95.

2967413 A GOLDEN CHRISTMAS 2: The Securay. Widescreen. Everyone can see that David and Lisa are meant to be together. Everyone, that is, except for David and Lisa. Now, with David’s wedding approaching, they both have to decide: should they leave their love in the past, or to give it another chance. With a little help from four lovable pups, it’s sure to be a Christmas to remember. Stars Julie Connors and Jack Hawkins. English Blu-ray. $11.95.

3795128 WHAT A WAY TO GO! Wide screen. Widesc reen. 90 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95.

2967825 CATCH & RELEASE. Widescreen. Widesc reen. 90 minutes. Paramount. $4.95.

Romance Blu-ray


2904764 ALL THE RIGHT MOVES. Widescreen. The only way football star Stef Djordjevic (Tom Cruise) will avoid life in the blast furnaces of his bleak hometown is by winning a contract with his coach (Craig T. Nelson) dreams of parlaying a winning team into a college job far away from that Pennsylvania town. But will these two rain each other’s successes or destroy their dreams? Rated R. English Blu-ray. "SOLD OUT."

3948846 A FIELD IN ENGLAND. Widescreen. England: 1648 AD. A small group of deserters flee from a battle. They are captured by two men. O’Neill and Culter O’Neil, an alcoholic forces the group to aid him in his search to find a hidden treasure that he believes is buried in the field. Not Rated. English SDH. In English subtitles. "SOLD OUT."

3933040 SILENCE. Widescreen. The powerful story of two Christian missionaries (Adam Driver and Andrew Garfield) who travel to Japan to rescue their captive (Shia LaBeouf) (Liam Neeson) at a time when Christianity was outlawed. When they are captured and imprisoned, both men are put on an odyssey that will challenge their sanity. Rated R. English捆绑。"SOLD OUT."

2996022 STRIPTEASE. Widescreen. Let go from her job, Erin Grant (Demi Moore) resorts to stripping in order to earn money to get back custody of her daughter. Congresswoman (Burt Reynolds) fixates on her. Erin must face unintended consequences, including blackmail and murder. But the legislation48766.R. In English捆绑。ERIN. $3.95.

3882508 I AM LOVE. Widescreen. Tilda Swinton stars in this gorgeously composed Italian drama as Emma—Duffil—wife, loving mother, and the heart of the Milanese family. When internal strife threatens the future of the family business, Emma falls for her son’s friend, sparking a passionate affair that will change the lives of the family forever. Not Rated. In Italian捆绑。"SOLD OUT."

2969692 THE OVERNIGHTERS. Widescreen. A modern-day Grapes of Wrath that showing dodgy drama engages a set of universal societal and economic themes: the promise and limits of reinvention, redemption and compassion, as well as the continued imperative to “love thy neighbor” and the resistance that one small community feels when confronted with a surging river of desperate job-seekers. English SDH. 102 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95.

3946862 THE FINAL MEMBER. Widescreen. Paris has the Louvre, London has the Tate Modern, and New York the Metropolitan Museum. But Husavik, Iceland, a diminutive village on the fringe of the Arctic Circle—boasts the world’s only museum devoted to scuba diving. A terrified, painfully preserved male genitalia—and curator Siggi only looks one thing—a human specimen. Rated R. English SDH. 82 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95.

3948447 THE CONGRESS. Widescreen. More than two decades after catalyzing a war, an aging actress (Robin Wright playing herself of version) decides to take her final job: preserving her digital likeness for a future Hollywood. Not Rated. 117 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95.

392551X MIDNIGHT COWBOY. Widescreen. A story of finding love, family and friendship in the 1969 Academy Award for Best Picture, Best Director and Best Adapted Screenplay, this groundbreaking masterpiece also captures the spirit of the times. "Nominations for the brilliant performances of Jon Voight and Dustin Hoffman as two small-time hustlers whose powerful friendship transcends the gritty realities of big-city life." Rated R. English Blu-ray. SDH. 113 minutes. MGM. "SOLD OUT."


3900614 MASQUERADE. Widescreen. Poised Widesc reen. 80 minutes. $4.95.

3878672 VIBES. Drama Blu-ray

2967825 CATCH & RELEASE. Widescreen. Widesc reen. 90 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95.
Drama Blu-ray

3915468 TO THE WONDER, Widescreen. A romantic drama about men and women grappling with love and its many phases—passion, sympathy, obligation, sorrow and indecision—and the way these forces merge together and drift apart, transforming, destroying and reinventing the lives they touch. Starring Ben Affleck, Urya Kurylenko, Rachel McAdams and Javier Bardem. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

3915328 FILTH, Widescreen. A corrupt, junkie cop with bipolar disorder attempts to make his way through a promotion in order to win back his wife and daughter while also fighting his own inner demons. Stars James McAvoy, Jim Sturgess and Jim Broadbent. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

3905527 AMERICANO, Widescreen. Following the death of his mother, Martin (Mathieu Demy) travels to California to settle her estate. In the heartfelt recollections of family friend Linda (Geraldine Chaplin) challenge his own negative memories of his mother asMartin searches for truth. Also stars Selma Hayek. English SDH. 106 minutes. MPI. $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3916596 SHOCK AND AWE, Widescreen. The untold true story of an intrepid team of four hopers of Knight Rider who dared to ask the questions their colleagues did not in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. These four set out to sift through the chaos and official lies to uncover the truth. Stars Woody Harrelson and James Marsden. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vertical Entertainment. $4.95

3948706 RENOIR, Set on the French Riviera in the summer of 1915, Gilles Bourdereau’s luminous atmospherically tells the story of celebrated impressionist painter Pierre-Auguste Renoir, in declining health at age 74, and his son Jean, who returns home to convalesce after being wounded in WWI. In French with English subtitles, CC. 111 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

3929774 TV TRAINSPOTTING, Widescreen. Mark Renton (Ewan McGregor) returns to the only place he can ever call home. They are as irresistible as it is to subvert the advances of the forces merge together and drift apart, transforming, destroying and reinventing the lives they touch. Starring Ben Affleck, Urya Kurylenko, Rachel McAdams and Javier Bardem. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

3999539 ROMEO AND JULIET, Widescreen. A wonderful interpretation of the magic of Shakespeare’s verse into the language of cinema. Shot on location in Italy, the film stars Laurence Harvey, beautiful newcomer Susan Shentall and fashionable actor John Gielgud. Presented with English Subtitles. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

3951237 ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD, Widescreen. When John Paul Getty III (Christian Bale) is kidnapped, his desperate mother, (Kate winslet) attempts to convince his billionaire grandfather (Christopher Plummer) to pay the ransom. When the attempt fails, the young boy attempts to sway him as his son’s captors. Rated R. English SDH. 134 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

3910305 THE PLACE BEYOND THE PINES, Widescreen. Luke (Ryan Gosling) gives up his job as a motorcycle stunt performer to raise his new baby, Avery (Bradley Cooper), with ambitious rookie cop, struggles to make a way in a corrupt police department. Their two lives are part in a string of robberies, and their confrontation will reverberate into the next generation. Rated R. English SDH. 140 minutes. £ One. $5.95

3905773 THE BEST PICTURE COLLECTION, Widescreen. Collects four films from the recipient of multiple Academy Awards. The English Patient starring Ralph Fiennes and Kristin Scott Thomas, Shakespeare in Love with Geovin Paltrow and Ben Affleck, Chicago starring Catherine Zeta-Jones and Renee Zellweger, and The King’s Speech with Colin Firth and Geoffrey Rush. Most Rated R. English SDH. Over 8 hours on two Blu-rays. $11.95

European Blu-ray

3935213 THE GREAT GATSBY, Widescreen. Robert Redford stars as Jay Gatsby, who once loved beautiful, spoiled Daisy Buchanan (Mia Farrow), then lost her to a rich boy. But now Gatsby is mysteriously wealthy—and ready to risk everything to win back his love. English SDH. 143 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

3914879 BLACK VENUS, Widescreen. Saartje Baartman, also known as the “Hottentot Venus,” was taken from a Dutch African home as a 21-year-old and shipped to Georgian London, where she was caged and exhibited as a freak show. Presented semi-transparent, the story is as much about Hart as it is about her “fame” spread, so too did her exploitation. Unrated. In French 162 minutes. Artow. Pub. at $39.95 $11.95

3905705 THE BEST PICTURE COLLECTION, Widescreen. Collects four films from the recipient of multiple Academy Awards. The English Patient starring Ralph Fiennes and Kristin Scott Thomas, Shakespeare in Love with Geovin Paltrow and Ben Affleck, Chicago starring Catherine Zeta-Jones and Renee Zellweger, and The King’s Speech with Colin Firth and Geoffrey Rush. Most Rated R. English SDH. Over 8 hours on four Blu-rays. $11.95

3863093 MAUDIE, Widescreen. Based on a true story, this film follows the unlikely romance between Canadian folk artist Maud Lewis (Sally Hawkins) and reclusive fishmonger Everett Lewis (Ethan Hawke), English SDH. 116 minutes. Mongrel Media. $4.95

3905543 CAIRO TIME, Widescreen. In Cairo, one family faces life as a political exercises its control over the society. Stars Patricia Clarkson. English SDH. 89 minutes. IF Films. $4.95

3881849 MARJORIE PRIME, Widescreen. In a near future, Marjane has a new A.I. companion (Jon Hamm), a real life hologram of her deceased husband who is programmed to tell the story of her life back to her. Also stars Tim Robbins, Lois Smith. English SDH. 99 minutes. Mongrel Media. $4.95

387838X CAPTAIN FANTASTIC, Widescreen. About an unconventional man who raises his six children in the forest of the Pacific Northwest. Stars Jeremey Renner, James McAvoy, Jami e Bell and Jim Sturgess. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 120 minutes. Universal. $5.95

3810006 THE PLACE BEYOND THE PINES, Widescreen. Luke (Ryan Gosling) gives up his job as a motorcycle stunt performer to raise his new baby, Avery (Bradley Cooper), with ambitious rookie cop, struggles to make a way in a corrupt police department. Their two lives are part in a string of robberies, and their confrontation will reverberate into the next generation. Rated R. English SDH. 140 minutes. £ One. $5.95

3916391 HANNAH AND HER SISTERS, Widescreen. Winner of three Oscar awards, including Best Actress for Mari el streep, this film is as irresistible as it is to subvert the approaches of the forces merge together and drift apart, transforming, destroying and reinventing the lives they touch. Starring Ben Affleck, Urya Kurylenko, Rachel McAdams and Javier Bardem. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

2960222 LES MISERABLES, Widescreen. Starring Hugh Jackman, this film adaptation of Victor Hugo’s masterpiece, this 1958 epic has now been fully restored in beautiful high definition. The story of Jean Valjean (Gilles Rocourt), therafted to the Pacific Northwest, isolate d from society. Stars Viggo Mortensen and Frank Langella. Rated R. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three Blu-rays. $11.95

3808810 THE MOTEL LIFE, Widescreen. Frank and Jerry Lee are brothers. When Jerry Lee is involved in a hit and run accident, the brothers are forced to the home of Frank’s old flame, Annie. While they seem safe from the law, Jerry Lee’s instability and all-consuming guilt render their future uncertain. Stars Emile Hirsch, Stephen Dorff and Dakota Fanning. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

3915352 JACK & DIANE, Widescreen. Jack and Diane, two teenage girls, meet on the streets of New York City and spend the night kissing. Diane’s charming innocence quickly begins to open tomboy Jack’s tough-skinned heart. However, when Jack discovers that Diane is pregnant, he rushes her away causing Diane to change in terrifying SDH. 105 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

3914895 FEDERICO FELLINI’S ORCHESTRA REHEARSAL, Widescreen. Made in 1974, this is possibly Federico Fellini’s most satirical and overtly political work. An allegorical pseudo-documentary, the film depicts an idyllic orchestra treading a diabolical auditorium and rehearsal of an orchestra with a cynical conductor. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 72 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $34.95 $11.95

3968151 PRINCESS GRACE, Widescreen. Nicole Kidman stars as legendary actress turned princess Grace Kelly. Six years after leaving Hollywood to become Princess of Monaco, Grace, now a mother of two, considers a comeback in the motion picture industry. Stars Robin Wright and James Belushi. Grace must decide once and for all between her life as a film star and her role as princess. 103 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

3935183 CHUCK, The rollicking true story of legendary boxer, “Bayonne Bleeder,” whose title fight against Muhammad Ali became the real-life inspiration for the movie Rocky. Liev Schreiber is Ali and Michael Kelly is Graham. $3.95

3905350 EVERYTHING WILL BE FINE, Widescreen. A struggling novelist’s (James Franco) life is turned upside down when he is forced to the home of Frank’s old flame, Annie. While they seem safe from the law, Jerry Lee’s instability and all-consuming guilt render their future uncertain. Stars Emile Hirsch, Stephen Dorff and Dakota Fanning. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

4034366 EVERYTHING WILL FINE, Widescreen. A struggling novelist’s (James Franco) life is turned upside down when he is forced to the home of Frank’s old flame, Annie. While they seem safe from the law, Jerry Lee’s instability and all-consuming guilt render their future uncertain. Stars Emile Hirsch, Stephen Dorff and Dakota Fanning. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95
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**2680245 - THE TALL MAN/MAD RESIDENT.** Widescreen. Children of a slowly dying middle-aged man are disappearing without a trace—abducted, the townsfolk whisper, by a mysterious entity known as The Tall Man. In The Resident (Juliet Swank) has found the perfect New York apartment, but secrets behind every wall and she gets the unnerving feeling she's not alone. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on 2 Blu-rays. RLJ Entertainment. $3.95

**3915581 - THE MONKEY'S PAW.** Widescreen. Meet the invincible “monkey’s paw” talisman that grants its possessor three wishes, he finds his world turned upside-down. First two wishes resolve the multiple voluble monkeys being resurrected from the dead. Jack will be forced to outwit his psychopathic dead friend! Not Rated. 90 minutes. Scream Factory. $4.95

**3855627 - 13TEEN.** Widescreen. As a ferocious storm approaches the town of Emerville, residents are warned that a crazed serial killer who carves the number 13 into his victim’s chests is on the loose. As the nightgoers in town, one woman soon discovers she is not home alone after all. Rated R. 91 minutes. North American Motion Pic. $3.95

**3929108 - THE APPEARANCE.** Widescreen. Mateo the friguer (Jake Stormoen) and his comrade (Kristian Nairn) are summoned to a monument to investigate a series of mysterious murders and the alleged “witch” accusations of the horrific crimes. It soon becomes clear that something evil haunts the church. CC. 112 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**3916324 - THE EXORCIST III.** Widescreen. A woman strays by unnoticed—on the ceiling like a fly. A long-dead killer claims victim after victim. Flames erupt, snakes slither, the ground opens and reveals a writhing pit of the damned. The evil is back in this jolting foray into terror that begins where the first film ended. Stars George C. Scott. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $14.95

**391636X - MIDNIGHT MOVIE/KILLER MOVIE.** Widescreen. In Midnight Movie, a group of friends screen a midnight screening of a horror film, unaware that the director has more in store for them. In Killer Movie, no one is prepared when a film crew and the film’s stars (Paul Wesley and Kaley Cuoco) find themselves stranded in a remote wilderness. Rated R. English SDH. 3 hours on 2 Blu-rays. Phase 4 Films. $4.95

**376995X - 2-HEADED SHARK ATTACK/MEGA SHARK VERSUS CROCOSAURUS.** Widescreen. When a semester at sea trip is sunk, a group of college co-eds are fighting for their lives from a two-headed shark vs. a crocodile vs. a shark. Stars Jaleel White. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

**391657X - PLAYBACK.** Widescreen. Julian enlists his friends to film a recreation of the events of the Dief family murders for a school project. During examination of raw video footage of the Dief family farm, an evil spirit is unleashed. Stars Jake Weary, Jessica Sula. The secrets of the past are unveiled, the dark entity threatens to consume everyone in its way. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

**3883333 - OUTPOST: Rise of the Spetsnaz.** Widescreen. In the closing stages of World War II, an elite group of Russian soldiers fall victim to a counter-attack by the Nazis. The survivors are taken to a secret bunker where horrifying events unfold until an insane, undead soldier known as a breed of undead Nazi super soldiers. To survive, the prisoners must outrun and outgun the most vicious enemies they have ever faced. Rated R. 86 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $4.95

**3850463 - THE CANDY SNATCHERS.** Widescreen. Candy, a teenager heiress to a large fortune, is kidnapped by a group of small time criminals and buried alive in an unmarked grave. But soon the kidnapping spirals out of control, and Candy’s only hope for survival is her own. Unflinchingly dark, violent and merciless, this remains a cult classic. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.95

**3783960 - THE GALLOWS.** Widescreen. In 1993, an accident results in the death of an actor during a high school play. Twenty years later, a theater group at the same school reunites the three students except to sabotage the play, three students break into the school at night only to discover that the horrors of the past don’t always stay buried. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD 11 minutes. Warner Home Video. $1.95

**3875113 - HOAX.** Widescreen. An investigative team travels deep into the remote Colorado wilderness after a group of young campers are viciously murdered by what may be Bigfoot. What they encounter turns out to be more unexpected and dangerous than anything they could have ever imagined. Stars Brian Thompson and Brenda Bakke. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.95

**3900270 - ANGEL III: The Final Chapter.** Widescreen. Directed by notorious exploitation auteur Tom DeSimone, this film was the official entry in the franchise. Sleazier and more outrageous than its predecessors, Angel III stars Mitzi Kapture, Maud Adams and Richard Roundtree—an 80s trash classic. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.95


**3883845 - BEYOND THE DOOR III.** Widescreen. Shy American college co-ed, Beverly, has been invited to go on a class trip to a remote part of Yugoslavia to witness an ancient rite. But while Beverly doesn’t know it she’s actually being lured to Europe in order to be made the bride of Satan! Rated R. English SDH. 84 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

**3892213 - THE INCANTATION.** Widescreen. In this picturesque paranormal thriller, a young American girl, Lucy Bellebone (Sarah V马来韩), has a chance of a lifetime to visit her ancestors ominous castle in the south of France. However things are not as they seem as she finds that her family is hiding dark secrets and her notoriety past. Also stars Dean Cain. CC. 98 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**3904148 - OLIVIA.** Widescreen. When she was a child, Olivia witnessed the horrifying torture of a young boy at the hands of a sadistic and unrequited Raven prostitute mother at the hands of an angry John. Now an adult, she’s married to an abusive and controlling factory worker, until her maturation and a woman who once was killing her version of a woman is found dead in mysterious circumstances. A gruesomely remaking of the classic Edgar Allan Poe tale. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95

**3886255 - THE ASTROLOGER.** Widescreen. James Glickenhaus’ feature debut is a bizarre tale of government skullduggery, satanic killings, zoological mayhem and messianic horror. Playboy centerfold Monica Tidwell stars in the “ultra obscure and unbearably fake” Mega Shark vs. Crocosaurus. Stars Jaleel White. 90 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $32.98

**3849015 - ONE MISSED CALL TRILOGY.** Widescreen. In One Missed Call, a phone message from her future self ending with her own death screams. Two days later she dies in a horrific rail collision. As the phone curve spins, Yoko’s friend Yumi’s life will spiral out of control. Also includes One Missed Call 2 and One Missed Call: Final. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. Over five hours on 2 Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95

**3737871 - THE HILLS HAVE EYES, PART II.** Widescreen. Wes Craven’s hugely entertaining followup to his groundbreaking 1977 film. A motorcross team on their way to an event opt to take an ill-advised short cut across the desert. The busload of youngsters drive straight into the path of the remnants of a blood hungry, cannibal clan. Includes a reversible slipcover, fold-out poster, six post cards and a 40 p age booklet. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95

**3904444 - THE WIND.** Widescreen. What would you do if going outside meant being killed by a raging hurricane, but staying indoors meant being hacked to pieces by a sickle wielding maniac? A tense and thrilling British production, this film is more outrageous than its predecessors, Angel III stars Mitzi Kapture, Maud Adams and Richard Roundtree—and an 80s trash classic. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.95

**386610X - LADYWORLD.** Eight teenage girls become trapped in an endless birthday party after a massive ecological event turns the world and psyches dissolve as they run out of food and water. Eventually, they regress to their baser instincts, exploring each other’s fears and insecurities. Stars John Ryder. 94 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

**3900177 - HOUSE BY THE CEMETERY.** Widescreen. A young family moves from their cramped New York City apartment to a new home in New England. But this is no ordinary house. Someone—or something—is alive in the basement and this sweet home is about to become hell on earth. Directed by Lucio Fulci. Includes a folded out booklet, eight fold-out photos and a CD of the movie soundtrack. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $49.95

**3900061 - DEATHDREAM.** Widescreen. Grief-stricken suburban parents refuse to accept their adopted son Andy has been killed in Vietnam. But when Andy returns home soon after, something may be horribly wrong. Andy is alive and well—or is he? Also known as Night of the Creepers, stars John Marley, Lyn Carlin and Richard Backus. Rated R. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 88 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $39.95

**3889092 - THE BLACK CAT.** Widescreen. When a young couple moves to an English village, their new neighbor Scotland Yard Inspector Gorley is brought in to assist on the case. But what starts off as a routine investigation turns into a terrifying mystery when the couple’s investigations found dead in mysterious circumstances. A gruesomely remaking of the classic Edgar Allan Poe tale. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95
★ 37634X NEROMANTIK 1 & 2. Collected in one box set are both entries in the depraved NEROMANTIK series, so horrific it was banned in Germany, censored in Japan, and an underground hit in the U.S. These creep and corpse tales of horror and romance come back to life in director-approved HD transfers of the original negatives, plus a morose-ful of bonus features. Take it from us--THESE FILMS ARE NOT FOR THE WEAK STOMACHS OR FAINT HEARTS. Three hours on 2 Blu-rays. Adults only. Cult. Epics. Pub. at $62.45. SALE! $39.95

★ 3900266 THE NEW YORK RIPPER. Widescreen. Arrow. A psychological thriller is on the loose, turning the Big Apple bright red with the blood of beautiful young women. Each brutal murder becomes a sadistic taunt. In this follow-up, the hunt is on for the killer that can’t be stopped. Directed by Lucio Fulci. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions and a CD of the movie soundtrack. 93 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $49.95. SALE! $29.95

★ 3900215 LOVE CAMP 7. Widescreen. The movie that launched the Naziploitation craze of the 1970s! During the dark days of WWII, two American WAC officers volunteer to infiltrate a deprived Nazi Love Camp on a desperate rescue mission. But can they survive the sick degradations and tortured souls that await them? Not Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 96 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $39.99. SALE! $24.95

★ 3880411 XTRO 3. Widescreen. A group of military personnel have been abandoned to their own devices, and disarray old active explosives on a remote island. Soon enough they uncover a strange cement block which, after blowing up an indestructible, bloodthirsty alien that will stop at nothing to kill them. Stars Andrew Divoff. Not Rated. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 99 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.99. SALE! $14.95

★ 3977925 MAUSOLEUM. Widescreen. The found family has been the victim of an ancient curse in which the first born daughter of each generation has gone viold and then supposedly to a grotesquely murder anyone who comes too close to uncovering her terrifying secret. Newly scanned in 4K. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. SALE! $21.95

★ 3848676 DEADLY MANOR. Widescreen. While en route to a lake, a group of friends stop-off at a remote, seemingly abandoned mansion with him. But soon she discovers that her family may be hiding dark secrets linked to their sinful past. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions and reversible cover artwork. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.95. SALE! $29.95

★ 3913724 THE GATES OF HELL/A WITCH FROM TEXAS. Widescreen. A reporterdetermined race to close the Gates of Hell after a clergyman caused them to open, allowing the dead to rise from their graves. In Psychokinesis and his partner kidnap a retired oil baron who escapes and runs for his life. This film was originally titled Code Red. Pub. at $39.95

★ 389111X BLOOD BATH. Widescreen. The films of Roger Corman are often as well-known for their behind the scenes stories as they are the ones unfolding on the screen. For this release, the vaults were searched to bring you all four versions of the film: Operation Ilian; Portrait in Terror; Track of the Vampire; and Blood Bath. This set includes a new HD transfer, poster, and a double-sided fold-out poster. Not Rated. In B&W. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95. SALE! $26.95

★ 3866301 THE DEVIL. Like a distant cousin of Fulci’s disturbing dream logic, Jean-Claude Dordain and his cadre of nasty ghouls lay waste to a house with a messy malague of atrocities in this slimy specimen of Taiwanese Horror. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 89 minutes. Massacre Theater. Pub. at $34.95. SALE! $21.95

★ 3834891 TAMMY AND THE T-REX. Widescreen. After Tammy’s boyfriend, Michael, is mauled by a lion and his body is far beyond recognition! Not Rated. 76 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95. SALE! $17.95

★ 3894113 DEADLINE. Widescreen. Steven makes his living as a horror writer who has learned that the bloodier the story, the bigger the market. But Steven has also hit a personal crisis wherein he yearns for artistic recognition. But his horrifying and murderous fantasies begin to blend into his day to day life, until a shocking tragedy occurs. Not Rated. Rate R. English SDH. Blu-ray version is 96 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. SALE! $21.95

★ 3914674 WHAT THE WATER LEFT BEHIND. Widescreen. The town of Epecuen was flooded in 1965 and was underwater for 30 years. When the water receded, the town was still intact and stayed deserted—so they thought. A group of young filmmakers take a trip to the Epecuen film a dark and eerie world. But when they one they soon find that you have to go Texas for a massacre. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles, 98 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95. SALE! $19.95

★ 3922223 DEAD SHADOWS. Widescreen. A noted comet hunter and everyone in Chris’s (Fabian Wolfrom) building is getting ready for a party to celebrate the event. As the night falls, Chris finds himself blood-drenched, disoriented and violent and it doesn’t take long before they mutate into something far beyond recognition! Not Rated. 76 minutes. Scare Factory. SALE! $21.95

★ 3778754 FRANKENSTEIN. Widescreen. This update on the classic Frankenstein is set in the present day and told entirely from Adam the Monster’s perspective. Adam is confronted with nothing but aggression and violence from the world around him after he is accidentally created. The lone left for dead. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Alchemy. PRICE CUT to $4.95

★ 38622X MIRROR MIRROR 2: The Finale. Widescreen. The debut of the New York Public Library’s sequel to Mirror Mirror; and this time the mirror’s demonic power is unleashed against the blood of the damned, and sets the stage for the ultimate battle between good and evil. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Dark Force. PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ 3770516 SATAN’S SLAVE. Widescreen. Catherine and her family are invited to stay at a mansion where they decide to spend the night. The ruin to film a documentary. One by one, players of two teams meet blood-drenched gruesome deaths at the hand of a black bowling-gloved masked killer. This alley runs red with the blood of young women. Each brutal murder becomes a sadistic taunt. In this follow-up, the hunt is on for the killer that can’t be stopped. Directed by Lucio Fulci. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 96 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $49.95. SALE! $29.95

★ 3849379 HOLLYWOOD HORROR HOUSE. Widescreen. A once prolific, but now unceremonious, movie star named Katherine Parker hires a young man to work at his L.A. estate with him. But soon she discovers that her family may be hiding dark secrets linked to their sinful past. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions and reversible cover artwork. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ 3834595 UNMAKED PART 25. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. SALE! $19.95


★ 3810259 THE EDITOR. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $49.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ 3869865 INTERVIEW WITH THE VAMPIRE. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. PRICE CUT to $14.95


★ 3851249 BLOOD: The Last Vampire. Sony Pictures. PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ 3764594 THE INVISIBLE MAN. Universal. PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ 3824438 DARK WAS THE NIGHT. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $44.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95

★ 3764565 PHANTOM OF THE OPERA. Fullscreen. Universal. SALE! $11.95

★ 38624X WINCHESTER. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.95. SALE! $29.95

★ 392224X THE DEVIL’S DOLLS. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.95. SALE! $29.95

★ 38519X MUMMY: Ultimate Collection. Widescreen. Universal. SALE! $29.95

★ 3712599 THE BYE BYE MAN. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.95. SALE! $29.95

★ 3871592 UNIVERSAL CLASSIC MONSTERS. Widescreen. Universal. SALE! $29.95

★ 38517 X FRANKENSTEIN. Widescreen. Universal. SALE! $29.95
Documentary Blu-ray

3948111 THE DOG. Widescreen. Filmed over the course of a ten year period by co-directors Allison Berg and Frank Keraudren, and interweaving archival footage on the robbery, 70s-era interviews and the early gay liberation movement in which “The Dog” played an active role. This documentary highlights the many sides of John Wojtowicz’s larger-than-life persona. CC. $4.95

391528X CONAN O’BRIEN CAN’T STOP. Widescreen. After a much-publicized departure from the Tonight Show, Conan O’Brien hit the road with a 32 city music and comedy tour. This documentary is an intimate portrait of an artist trained in improvisation, captured at the most improvisational time of his career. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

3932729 MY GENERATION. Widescreen. The cultural revolution that came out of o minous territory, England, is explored in this documentary. CC. 86 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

394879X DINOTASIA. Legendary filmmaker Werner Herzog conducts this immersive tour of the Mesozoic, lending his distinctive narrative voice to a unique transporting journey back in time. The depictions combine the latest scientific thinking with storylines crafted in a purely visual style not seen since the classic era of silent cinema. 82 minutes. Flatron. $4.95

383996X INTO THE ABYSS. Widescreen. In his fascinating exploration of a triple homicide case in Cornwall, mass murderer Werner Herzog probes the human psyche to explore why people kill and why it makes them sad. Herzog’s investigation unveils layers of humanity, making an enlightening trip out of this enigmatic universe. English SDH. 107 minutes. $4.95

3932613 AFTER PORN ENDS 3. Widescreen. Can one live a normal life after having performed in adult movies? This film explores this question by delving into the current lives of the biggest former stars in the business. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $7.95

3860094 THE UNIVERSE: 7 Wonders of the Solar System/HISTORY OF THE WORLD IN TWO HOURS. The Universe: 7 Wonders of the Solar System—Take an exhilarating unprecedented tour of the seven most amazing wonders of our solar system, including Saturn, Jupiter, Mars and Earth. History of the World in Two Hours cuts 13.7 billion years of history down to size. You’ll get the whole story of where you came from and how you got here, in 1.35 minutes. New Video. $9.95

3932689 DAUGHTERS OF THE SEXUAL REVOLUTION: The Untold Story of the Dallas Cowboys Cheerleaders. Widescreen. Spanning twenty-five years, from JFK to Debbie Does Dallas, Larry Jones, this documentary explores the lives of cheerleaders and the original Sisterhood of small-town “girls next door” who became an unprecedented pop culture phenomenon that changed the face of football forever. CC. $5.95

3932605 AFTER PORN ENDS 2. Widescreen. Picks up where its predecessor left off and not only turns back the clock to meet the oldest living stars in adult film, but goes back in depth with some of its most current retirees and juxtaposes their experiences in a life after porn. Not Rated. CC. 99 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $7.95

Sports Blu-ray

3969576 THE ALPS. Widescreen. In the air above Switzerland, on the rock and ice wall known as the Eiger, an American climber is about to embark on the most perilous and meaningful ascent he has ever undertaken: an attempt to scale the legendary wall of death. The father of a young father. Against an amazing backdrop of natural beauty, this film is a true life story of extraordinary courage. 45 minutes. Image Entertainment. $3.95

3948990 ANDY GOLDSWORTHY: Rivers and Tides. This lyrical, poetic documentary relationship between art and nature while painting a visually intoxicating portrait of famed artist Andy Goldsworthy. The film follows the bohemian free spirit all over the world as he demonstrates and opens up about his unique creative process. 90 minutes. Docurama. $4.95

3965836 THE HORNET’S NEST. Widescreen. A groundbreaking film, using unprecedented real footage to tell the story of elite groups of U.S. Soldiers. Two days after the first men and son, bravely fought the troops through the fiercest and most blood-soaked battlegrounds of the conflict in Afghanistan. What results is an underground journey every American should see. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Highroad Media. $7.95

3932565 A CAM LIFE. Widescreen. Pulls back the curtain and delves further into the webcam business. This documentary has done before. Filmmakers Billy Sorentino and Amy Weiss give you full access to the industry’s top studio owners, cam sites and cam girls. The cameras roll in over 25 states, 46 countries and all over the U.S. Not Rated. CC. 78 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

3932710 DRUGS AS WEAPONS AGAINST US. Widescreen. Presents the evidence that the CIA manipulated musicians and activists to promote illegal drugs for social control, particularly in the fiercest and most blood-soaked conflict for both him and the people around him. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

3769372 2016-17 NBA CHAMPIONS: Golden State Warriors. Widescreen. Strengthened by the offseason addition of Kevin Durant, Golden State buzz-sawed their way through the playoffs for a third consecutive NBA Finals. Led by MVP Stephen Curry, Golden State raced to a franchise record 67 victories in the regular season and one of the most dominant campaigns that the league has ever witnessed. Now you can relive their championship run from training camp through the 2015 NBA Finals. 70 minutes. NBA Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99. PRICE CUT to $2.95

3769364 2015-16 NBA CHAMPIONS: Cleveland Cavaliers. Widescreen. NBA Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95. SOLD OUT

Adult Blu-ray

LIMITED EDITION: 3914119 THE SLAVE. Widescreen. Silvia is young, beautiful and rich. She has everything, except the bondage and humiliation she craves for her erotic yearnings. Marquis is a neonate movie star who is happy to give Silvia what she wants. The two women create a bizarre private world where Silvia’s fantasies become real. Unrated. In Italian with English subtitles. 99 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

3914127 SPIDER. Fullscreen. A beautiful teenage girl agrees to model for a small-time photographer, but when her influence corrupts her repressed sexual urges causing her to have delusions and nightmares about a giant spider raping her, Underwoods decides to get English subtiles. $99 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

3964046 SEX IN SIN CITY: Girls Gone Wild. What happens in Las Vegas always used to stay in Las Vegas. Now that’s changed and brought some cameras along to record the adventure. Vegas seems innocent during the day, but when the lights go down, the sins of Sin City are exposed and so much more! Adults only. Mantra. Pub. at $19.98. $9.75

3964153 SEXIEST ALL STARS: Girls Gone Wild. Meet the Girls Gone Wild all-star team—the tightest, most spectacular bodies they’ve ever caught on tape! From sexy stripping to girl on girl action, these hot, young college girls are up for anything. Adults only. Mantra. Pub. at $19.98. $9.75

398004X HARD SOAP, HARD SOAP. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Hard Soap, Hard Soap is an imaginative and original sex-filled satire of soap operas starring Candida Royalle, Laurien Dominique, John Holmes and Joan Devon. On Blu-ray. In Disco Lady: It’s Friday night at the hottest disco in town, where a series of sexual desires play out. On DVD. Both English SDH and Not Rated. 134 minutes combined. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. $19.95

3980548 THE G.M. AFFAIR. Widescreen. A rich businessman organizes an elaborate robbery, using mercenaries who do not know his true identity. The police fall for the thieves, but not the mastermind. The detective in charge is joined by a beautiful but ruthless bounty hunter who will use her seductive ways to solve the case. Dubbed in English. 120 minutes. Adults only. Pronto. $4.95

3932742 TABOO IV. Widescreen. Jeremy Lodge (Jamie Gillis), a psychoanalyst handles clients victimized by incest, leaves his cheating wife (Cyndee Summers), taking with him one of their two teenage girls. Soon, unmanned by forbidden desires, the girls build on the troubles. One girl begins to lust after her uncle and the other becomes fixated with notions of incest. Not Rated. 106 minutes with a DVD of extras. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98. $23.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/830
**Adult Blu-ray**

- **68183X PRETTY PEACHES TRILOGY**. Widescreen. All three uncut, uncensored chapters of the erotic saga from the '70s and '80s. Includes Pretty Peaches, following the wild adventures of one beautiful amnesiac; Pretty Peaches II, about a sexually confused girl who seeks lusty advice from her uncle; and Pretty Peaches III, starring Pretty Peaches' journey into the bizarre world of a sex-obsessed exorcist. Not Rated. 276 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. **$24.95**

- **205657 DEATH THROAT**. Famed 1972 adult film, a sexually frustrated woman going through gruesome and over-the-top experiments to achieve sexual fulfillment and happiness. Stars Linda Lovelace, Harry Reems and Dolly Sharp. Rated R. 61 minutes. Adults only. OnlyCheesy Movies. Pub. at $39.95. **$29.95**

- **372637 LIVES OF A WET PAPER**. Widescreen. This is a story of a sexually frustrated sociopath, lined up with an opium-smoking tarot card reading mystic, known only as Gypsy. Recording and reporting on her various sexual experiences, Pauline and Gypsy each use each other to explore their darkest sexual and emotional desires. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Adults only. **SOLD OUT**

- **597126 CHINA GIRL**. Widescreen. Annette Haven stars as a biochemist sent to infiltrate a sinister organization that wants to rule the world through sexual dominance. When Teresa is kidnapped, she's given a dose of the organization's "love serum" and forced to undergo a series of erotic punishments. Not Rated. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 89 minutes. Adults only. **$21.95**

**PBS Blu-ray**


- **3880488 HAWAII Five-0: The First Season**. Widescreen. Commander Steve McGarrett (Alex O'Loughlin) is flung into an elite-crime fighting force, cracking the island's toughest cases while also tracking down the elusive killers of his legendary father. Grace Park and Daniel Dae Kim. Includes all 24 Season One episodes. **SOLD OUT**

- **3891555 LILYHAMMER: Season One**. The Fixer "Tapiolo" (Steven Van Zandt) testifies against his mafia boss in New York, he enters the Witness Protection Program and gets set up in the small town of Lillehammer. Soon, Frank is confronted with a colorful cast of characters totally unlike the New York variety. Includes all eight Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two Blu-rays. **$5.95**

- **391411X MANHATTAN: Season One**. Widescreen. Set against the backdrop of the mission to build the world's first atomic bomb, the show follows the brilliant but flawed scientists and their families as they cutti ng-edge commentary on viral videos, all the brilliant idiosyncrasy of the intergalactic infestation featured in this first-ever Blu-ray set containing a keepsake box; a collectible soundtrack with three exclusive tracks on two CDs, and all 16 Season One episodes,肿 extra. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. E One. **$5.95**

- **3907049 TOSHI: Hoodies**. This dissects the digital world with cutting-edge commentary on viral videos and all the brilliant idiosyncrasy of the intergalactic infestation featured in this first-ever Blu-ray set containing a keepsake box; a collectible soundtrack with three exclusive tracks on two CDs, and all 16 Season One episodes,肿 extra. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. E One. **$5.95**

- **385146X OUTLANDER: Season One–The Ultimate Collection**. Widescreen. Diana Gabaldon’s epic journey with this Season One Ultimate Collection which includes: a keepsake box; a collectible book filled with photographs, an engraved flacon of heather wine, four exclusive art cards. SDH. Over 15 hours on six Blu-rays. Sony Pictures. **$29.95**

**TV Blu-ray**

- **3929620 THE NIGHT MANAGER**. Widescreen. The thrilling miniseries is based on John le Carré’s best-selling spy novel follows hotel manager Jonathan Pine (Tom Hiddleston) in his quest to bring down international arms dealer Richard Onslow-Rover (Tom Hiddleston). Jonathan is recruited by a British intelligence officer to infiltrate Roger’s inner circle. Includes all six unrated episodes. English SDH. Six hours on 2 Blu-rays. Sony Pictures. **SOLD OUT**

- **3797880 AMERICA IN PRIMETIME**. Widescreen. **SOLD OUT**

- **3695875 TO WALK INVISIBLE**. The Bronte Sisters. Widescreen. **SOLD OUT**
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